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,!BSTR.ACT 
Human end animal sacrifice can :perform similar ft~nctions 7 
bt;t the essent:B.J. clifference is that human sacrifice is alw-a;ys a 
social affair; a victim offered for the benef'i i; of society rather 
than of e.n individtJ.al. 'J}he Aztecs, rnigr::l..nt hw1ters i·iho settled on 
the l\'Iexican Plateau. in the fot.Jrteenth centtJry, believed. the,t human 
sacrifice uas necessary to feod the sun and maintain the harmony of 
the U.niverse, and that they WeJre the people chOS.;!ll to perform i;his 
du.ty. Sacrifices occ1.1red at intervals according to a ri tiJal ce.l.endar, 
and at major ptt'blic ceremonies ever'IJ twenty da;ys foll ovring the 
agricu.l tural cycle. ;I'he striJ_Ctl:tr<?. of sacrifice rras similar to that 
described by Hvbert and fi{auss, following a set ]~attern which varied 
accord.ing to the part.icv.lar fil'rposes of the sacrifice, and the god 
whose impersonator 1..ras being immolated. Of the many gods worshipped, 
each had their otrm priesthood and temple necessitating a hlJge and 
complex priestly organisat.ion. Religion 'became the driving for.ce 
in every aspect of life especially the activities of war; Holy 1far 
to obtain prisoners for sacrifice became an obsession of the state. 
'I'he Aztec emperor uas head of the 'church' and occtJ.pied a semi-
divine siiatl.ls, involving the :performance of important ritual duties. 
The sun and 1·rar cult strongly infl1;enced. the vrorshi:p of a§:~rarian 
d.ei t.i es indigenot~.s to the Valley of fllexico, and a synthesis vTas 
formed from the t.no ideologies 1..rhich is reflected in the details of 
some ceremonies. rrhe sacrificia.l. rites, 'tofhile containing elements 
of homage, vrere more than mere gifts to the gods, they were basically 
redemptive for man as a whole, and i\l'ere rites of rebirth for the 
gods uhose irn~;:::ersonators uere sacrificed. In many sacrifices the god 
was believed to enter into the victim and the sacrificial flesh 1-ras 
eaten in a communion. Although ffilJ.ch of the 1·rar and sv.n cu.l t was 
absorllecl from previo;;s cu.l t1;res on the Plai;eav., tmder the Aztecs 
the incidence of sacrifice developed into a series of hecatombs, 
only interrt.:J.pted by the Spanish conq~est. 
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PREP ACE 
Sacrifice is a fr).ndamental concf~pt in many of the l·rorlds 
religions past and prt:;sent. It .is manifested in rites of gre:at 
complexity and variety according 1;o the many functions it can 
fulfill, sometimes several simu.l ta11.eou.s.ly. De·spi te this diversity 
Hu.bert CI.J1d r1lat'..SS discovered a unity in the common procedUre 
employed, a procedure -vrhich 11 ••• consists in establishing a means 
of commLmica.tion bet1-reen the sacred a.J1d profane worlds thror-1gh 
the mediation of a victim, that is a thing that in the co~J.rse of 
the ceremony wi;l..l. be desi;royed. 11 'rhis incl •.ldes any oblation nhich 
is partly or ;.rholl.~ destroyed., i-ihether it is veg·=t.able, animal or 
hrJman. It is from this basic definition of the strtlcttlre or 
'grarnmar' of the sacrificial rite that this stu.dy proceeds. 
Uhile there is a wealth of li tera.tt)re on. animal sacrifice, 
there is relatively little discl)Ssion of .tw.rna.n sacrifice from a 
general theoretical point of view. Few rites have been recorded 
by accvrate observers, a11d horrific accounts by early travellers 
and chroniclers rarely lent themselves to serious a..rJ.c>.lytical 
investigation. Horrever, well documented example:s of human sacrifice 
are formd in the Aztec empire of fifteenth and sixteenth century 
l11exico, recorded both in the native codices and by the Spanish 
chroniclers themseLves. The aim of this thesis is to stu_dy human 
sacrifice, not as a coLlection of odd or gru.esome cu.stoms, but as 
an insti tu.tionalised form of worship forming part of the total 
reli.;ious system within the whole social and ideological complex 
of the society. By concentrating largely on the stl1dy of one 
society it is intended to shovr sacrifice in relation to other 
parts of the social struct1.1re, as a complex s;y.stem of cr.1l t and 
belief. 
vii. 
The a.rnotmt of 1 i tera.t;;re on J'.Iexican. religion is formidable. 
I.llJ.ch of this information has be,-.n obtained from archaeological 
finds of temyles, ritual objects, glyphs, SCIJ_lptu.res and partic-
l.l.l.arly from the deciphering of the native codices. 'rhese were 
uritten in a partly pictographic and partly phonetic style of 
1-rri ting on screen-folded deer skin or bark paper. r~rost of the pre-
conqiJ.est coclices were destroyed by Spanish missionaries as 1i10rks 
of the devil 1 b1.1t the half dozen or so that remain provide a 1-veal th 
of information about Indian history, ri t.t,_al, astronomy and political 
affa.iTS in the empire. Severa.! lnd:i.an scholars also contribl;.ted 
a great deal to the .kno-.;ledge available by translating what they 
had been taiJght verlJally in the colleges, and 1-rhat they knew of 
the painted mruwscripts into Roman letters, th1.1s enabling the rich 
Nahuatl la.ngu.a.ge to be 111ri tten freely for the first time. 
For·ttma.T.ely several of 1:he Spe ..nish missionaries and administrators 
also recorded a considerable a.mo1;nt. of inforr.~ation on the cu.l.t1.1.re 
and religion they fo1md in J.'Iexico before these were completely 
transformed. Ou.tstanding among these 1-ras F'ray Bernadino de Sahagun, 
\'Those great achievement in taking do-;.m, checking and cross-checking 
detailed accounts of every aspect of Aztec life from kflowledgeable 
informants in NahiJ_atl as well as Spanish, marks him as one ofthe 
first great field anthropologists. This .stvdy leans hea.vily on his 
a.ccounts, particularly of the g:_r.eat. monthly festiv~ls which were 
the pre-occ~;pation of the majority of the Aztec popu.lace. 
Sahag1.:m 1 s informan1:s 1·rere for the most part from the 
riJling groiJ.ps of society, the nobles, acLrninisi:rators and priests. 
Their's was the greater ed1.1cation a.TJ.d kno.,iledge of religious matters, 
bu.t it means that the pict!Jre draim for u.s is mainly one of the 
national 1-rorship on the major ptfb.lic occasions. ·~re are told 
relatively .li ti:le abont the everydas worship of the peasants 
and ordinary citizens, which \·las no doubt of vi tal importance 
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in their daily activities •. However e..n attempt he.s been made to 
show the difference in 1-raship of variOI.'S sections of society in 
so far as the priests had a more philosophical and theological 
approach to religion, whe~as the peasant.!-.s interdsi; lay in the 
more magical a.11d efficacio•;~.s elements of the rites. Both of 
these aspects are intermingled in most of the ceremonies described, 
and the response of the people like\·rise varied according to their 
I . 
ability andstatu.s. There is therefore no sharp destination made 
I 
bet.-Jeen the magical and religious activi tes in the discussion 
of the sacrifices. 
In general the terms festival, ceremony 7 ritLJal and rite, 
are employed to describe religio1J.S activities in a decreasing order 
of size and complexity. This is not meant to imply e.:ny strict 
classification, bu.t is used primarily for convenience e.nd clarity. 
'Festival' or 'feast' is 1.1sed to describe the entire preparations 
d•;ring the month dedicated to the 1-1orship of a partic1.1lar dei t;y, 
incltlding the offerings of food and gifts, dancing, singing, 
parades, p1.1ri:ficatory rites, preparation of the victim, and all 
i;he activities associated ui th a major :celigious event. 1 Ceremony' 
is tJsed to define:- some major action takine: place dt1.ring a feast, 
it may last severc:d hours or i;wo days, as in the dedication and 
sacrifice of a victim entailing an all-night vigil before-hand. 
'l'he terms 1 ri t1.1al f and f rite f refer tO leSS protrECi:ed formS Of 
activity, to specific cilld limited actions 1·:i thin the ceremony, 
s•J.ch as teJcing hair from the head of a victim, a mock battle, 
orthe act of sacrifice itself. There is little occasion to 
differentiate ·oetwe,,m religiO!JS and secular in this context, all 
festivals were re.lig:ioiJs festivals, even military review·s and 
the traditional ·oall ,game were of great religioiJS significance 
and entailed nuch rit•;.al proced•.1.re. 
ix 
.Apart from the social depth in the interpretation of 
rites, the historical development is also significant in a 
discl.l.ssion of the sacrif"icial system becaiJse the Aztecs were late-
comers on the li'!e::;:ica.n Plateau, and absorbed ffii)Ch of their cu.l ture 
from previo1Js civilisations which had floi,rered in J.1exico. Despite 
repeated political u;pheavels and violent inc1.,rsions on the plateau., 
there had been a remarkable dee~ree of continvi ty in social a.nd 
religiovs institutions. The intricate belief system of the Aztecs 
wii~h its l)aradoxes, ancient survivals and mu.ltiplicity of gods and 
rites, is the culmination of several centuries of cvltur~ . .l devel-
opment. Its history is one of synthesis, both of the h1Jl1ting and 
agricul tu.ral ideologies, and of the many attribu.tes of gods from 
different i~imes and places into a still formidable number of 
compo•md clei ties. To •mderst.a_rJ.d this f•.,ll.y it is necessa:ry to 
give a short acco1Jnt of the clevelopment of religion in this part 
of i1!eso-america, beginning Hi·t:h the first period of centralised 
-,;-rorshi:p, and the :probai"Jle beginnings of sacrifice. 
~morrledgements 
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Chapter 1 Historical Perspective 
Archaeology gives us a glimpse of events in Meso-
america at the time of the great social and ri tu.al advance 
of the Classic Period (roughly A.D.l00-900, fig.l). By novr 
religion had become organised into c~remonial. centres with 
a formalised pantheon and priesthood; their beliefs expressed 
in architecture, art and 1-rri ting. ( 1) 
The Classic Period vras characterised by the estab-
lishment of theocratic cities, of which Teotihuacan li'as the 
greatest in cul tu.re and infl u.ence. Si tu.ated in a side pocket 
of the Valley of Nlexico (fig.4) it l'-l"as the first real urban 
centre 1-rhich, l-Ti th its daughter cities of Cholu.la, Atzcapotz-
alco and Portes11elo (2), set the fol.'l.ndation for later city 
cultures. iJ.1he Teotihuacano spread their cu.l ture throu.gh trade 
ana· pilgrimage, as far sou.th as Karninaljuyu in Gu.atemala (3) 
and the Maya lowlands 700 miles away .eon temporary city cul tv.res 
were Xochica.lco in the state of Iv!orelos, Monte Alban in Oaxaca 
and El Tajin in Vera Cruz. (fig.3) 
The most famou.s strt1ct1Jres in the 'l'eotihuacan site· 
are the enormolJ.s truncated pyramids bearing the temples of the 
Sun and of the Moon. 'l1his period loJ'as the first in which earth 
mounds had been replaced by true arhhitectural forms. Some 
authorities assign these to the first phase of building in the 
Pre-Classic era ( c.200 B.c.) (4), but others believe mLJ.ch of the 
strlJ.CtiJre to be of the .later phase of b1J.ilding when many other 
temples, palaces and processional '\-l'ay s w·ere bu.il t, the entire 
site covering something like 7 square miles. (5) Throughout the 
history of l'deso-arnerica, the needs of ceremonial life have 
determined architectural development, and this is 
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shbrm clearly in the vast scale of building at Teotihu.acan. 
•rhis in turn signifies a great change in social organisation, 
enabling thousands of people to be rallie~ in such undertakings. 
The ruling powers must have had very powerful sanctions to main-· 
tain the necessary economic specialisation and stabilit~ to 
support a civilisation of this order.• The general increase in 
population at this period is evidenced by the large n,umber·, 
and wide distribution· of remains; it has been variously estim-
ated to have reached from 10,000 to lOO;,OOO, but Willey sugg-
ests somel·lhere between the/trro as most likely. Large. communal 
d1orellings or civic centres have been found at the site avra:y 
from the main temples, and are believed to have housedi. the 
large working population that was needed (6), for it was. 
essentially an ~ban community although its function was 
primarily that of a religious and cu.ltural centre. 
Evidence of the importance of centralised worship 
pervades pottery finds, glyyhs ~d sculptures, especially 
wal~ frescoes. The earliest·representations are of the Fire 
God, and Tlaloc the Rain God, later are depicte~.Xipe Totec, 
Feathered Serpent (Quetzalcoatl), the Sun God and the Moon 
God. ( 7) The vrorship of these gods and the use of the cerem-
onial calendar of 260 days slli'Viived:. until Aztec times .• The 
prominence of nature worship in· the religion is evident an~ 
wou~d be expected!., since this civilisation was based on the 
same trio of staple crops - maize, beans and squashes and 
* the same.lslash and b.u.rn!1· agricultural techniques that had been. 
used for·centuries past. 
*· This system1 today is called. 1milpa 1·, literall.Y.7 1 cornfield'. 
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It is su~prising that they were able to supply the large and. 
reliable food surplus lofhich l"I"Ould have been necessary to support 
the corvee: labour syste~ and ritual specialists, using these 
methods. Indeed, failure to do this. may have been a factor in 
their final downfall. 
The several su.ccessive phases of:· rebuilding in evidence 
at Teotihuacan are apparently not accompanied b,y different: art 
styles and are part of the same culture, which Vaillant interp-
rets as showing religiou.s reform and the establishment of nerr 
sets of symbols. It is possible that this new movement included 
the first u.se of human sacrifice and ritual cannibalism •. Int the 
later phases of both Teotihuacan and Azcapotzalco,ritual dishes 
fashioned from the tops of skulls were found and the remains of 
a ritual meal consisting of parts of the human body •. (8) 
"' V.ailla.nt also cites evidence found by Sejourne to the same 
effect ( 9). On 1-rhat scale sacrifice occured·, and 1-rhether it was. 
an aberration within the culture or learned from other peoples 
is not k:no1-m. Prohibitions on1 human sacrifice by the god Quetzal-
coat! in the later Toltec culture 1 suggests that it lias practiv:ed·. 
before that time. 
The name Teotihuacan in the Nahua language means •·place 
where the gods were made', and according to their legend it was 
here that the gods created the sun and moon by self-immolation. 
The gods chose Nanauatzin, the scabby god, and Teccuciztecatl 
respectively to be the sun and the moon. For four d~s they eacfu 
did penance, Nanau.atzin offered reeds soaked in his o>m blood 
and the scabs from his sores; Teccuciztecatl offered precious 
stones and expensive copal incense. After the penance,, Nana-
uatzin flvng himself into the flames and rose up as the sun; 
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after four cowardly refu.sals, •reccuciztecatl fol!Oi'll'ed him into 
the fire and became the moon. The ne't'll' sun rose in the east 1rri th 
blinding brilliance bu.t it 1rras stationary, so all the other gods 
sacrificed themselves to enable the sun to begin his circu.i t 
round the earth. (10) 
Teotihu.acan su.ffered a violent destru.ction and its 
power and influence ceased about 600 A.D. Atzcapotzalco continued 
for another hundred years, but during the follO'tiing three 
centuries the same fate overtook all the cu.! tures of the Classic 
period. The cities 1-rere razed to the ground and only the ou.t-
lying villages remained to continue any parts of the cultural 
· tradition. The cau.ses of the disaster were probably several, 
Vaillant su.ggests deforestation, erosion and crop failure; 
Coe (11) states evidence to show conditions of increasing 
aridity from abou.t 100 A.D. onwards which could have upset 
the ecological balance
1
and intensified the dangers of deforest-
atio~. Vailla,.nt also suggests the possibility of internal 
revolt by a hard-pressed popu.lace i-Those resources were over 
taxed in every i'll'a::f in order to maintain such a system. In the 
absence of the unifying force of a central power there followed 
a time of anarchy and separatism, decadence and migration. 
Small city states, nOi'll' independent, vied 1-ri th each other for 
su.premacy and political dominance. A further factor i'll'as the 
pressure from outside by the·ChichiMca (collectors and hunters 
from the drier nort.h west) ( 12), as they i'Tere forced by increas-
ing aridity further into the agricultural land for sustenance. 
The incursions of these wandering tribes may have p.lczyed an 
importa..7l.t part in the doimfall of Classic cu.l tLires. 
Among the tribes of the Chicbimeca were the Nahv.a-
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speaking Tol tecs't who 1 under their semi-legendary leader 
Ivlixcoat'l, fot~.nded the city of 'l'ula (in the present state of 
Hidalgo) in 865 A.D. li'rom there spread the gTeat Tol.tec 
civilisation which was not entirely different from the 
preceding one; the economic and technicals str~Jctt~.re and 
many of the gods, especially those concerned 't·ri th agricu.l tt~re 
remained the same. However, this Post-Classic era was charact-
erised by the rise of a powerful warrior class and the glorif-
ication of war and war gods. For the first time, fortified 
military centres replaced the theocratic centres of the 
previous period (13). 
The Toltecs were the second great unifying force in 
Meso-america; by the time of their ninth chief Topiltzin 1 
their hegemony stretched from north of Tula to southern 
Guatemala, and from the Pacific to the Atlantic shores. A 
political triumverate of Tu.la, Culhuacan and Otompan ruled 
the empire, maintaing the subju.gation of surrounding lands 
and allo111ing the free flo'ti' of tribu.te and trade. 
Despite the u.se of basically neolithic tools, the 
Tol tees rrere prolific stone carvers and scu.lptors, producing 
massive and angu.lar vrorks of a comparatively secu.lar style. 
Religious representations are less frequent than at Teotihu.acan 
for instance, although the same gods are still found. The most 
common motifs are the Feathered Serpent (assoc-iated vri th the 
rrorship of the god Qu.etzalcoatl), ocelots and eagles (assoc-
iated with the two knightly orders of 'ti'arriors), and Tezcatlip-
oca, their patron deity. 
* Iviost authori tes state their origin from the north west, bu.t 
Burland (1967 p.32) suggests they were associated with the 
Pipiles of southern Guatemala and migrated from there. 
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The cu.l t of Quetzalcoatl was a very important one in T~;.la, 
the kings took the name of the god, claiming descent from 
him, and performing many priestly functions. Aztec chroniclers 
record this time as a golden age, an age of great frui tf".lness 
and achievement. In a mixture of myth and legend it is told 
how Qu.etza.lcoatl brought all the great skills of working vri th 
feathers, preciou.s stones and gold; all kno"lrrledge of the 
ceremonial calendar, astronomy, writing a~d even the art of 
agricu.l ture. S~J.bsequ.ent peoples in the Valley sought prou.dly 
to trace descent from these Toltecs 1 freqll.ently confounding 
history in the process. 
It is apparent that human sacrifice had already been 
established at this time, since the Ct1.lt of Q~J.etzalcoatl 
expressely forbad it, only ql.lai l •·rere to be sacrificed, a'ld 
great emphasis w-as plaved t1.pon penance and self-immolation. 
In contrast to this ;ras the bloody cult of Tezcatlipoca 
associated with violence, war and sacrifice. This cuJt seemed 
gl"'adi..1.ally to gain importance in the later years of T\.l~a' s 
greatness, and may indicate the rising supremacy of a 
warrior class originating from the earlier h1mt.ing peoples 
absorbed into the culture, eclipsing the pirestly intellectual 
cu.l t based IJ.pon existing religiou.s concepts inherited from 
Teotihuacan. That. humru1 sacrifice was pwobably performed in 
much the same way then as later among. the Aztecs, is su.ggested 
by finds at Thla of Quauhxicalli (eagle vessels) in which the 
hearts of victims 1orere placed, and the same type of tzompantli 
or skull rack as that used in Tenochtitlan. (15) 
'I'here have been recorded several versions of a myth 
relating to the struggle bet"1-"1een Q~J.etzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca·. 
Some variants are clearly symbolic and refer to theological 
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cogitations on the stru.ggle between good and eviih·, night and 
dey, spirit and matter. But there is undou.btedly an element 
of historical tru.th in the myth rrhich relates horr Tezcatlipoca 
uses various forms of trickery to defeat Qu.etzalcoatl, 1-rho flees 
with his followers to the coast. Sailing tor;ards the east on a 
raft he vows to return from there one day. (16) Archaeology 
supports the theory that the defeated Quetzalcoaj.l was in fact 
the ninth Tol tee chief, Topil tzin Qu.etzalcoatl, t·rho fled from 
Tu.la at about 987 A.D. and ;.rent by sea to Yucatan, finally 
establishing another sacred centre at Chichen Itza (17). 
Su.bsequ.ently, under the rule ·of Tezcatlipoca, religion 
in Tula dictated the necessity for continual liar to provide 
victims for human sacrifice. Politics and religion became in-
extricably mixed and the warrior class wielded political pouer. 
Horwerr;;: the l'Wrship of Quetzalcoa.tl by a small elite priesthood 
follo1-ring his example of penance and self-sacrifice continv.ed 
on into the Aztec period. 
About 200 years later Tula suffered the same fate as 
Teotihuacan and came to a violent end. As the empire collapsed, 
many ru.ling families fled to the sou.th, but many also remained 
in such centres as Atzcapotzalco, Cholu.la and Cu.lhvacan. 
Incursions of semi-barbarous tribes from the north had been 
pressing in on the Valley of Mexico for some time, they had 
probably assimilated mu.ch of Tol tee civilisation already, 
inclu.ding the Nahuatl language, because soon after the To! tee's 
dovrnfall they married into the remaining ruling families and 
established a li'hole series of warring city states. Chichimec 
chiefs offered land and protection to surviving Toltec fa~ilies 
in return for their dau.ghters in marriage. Thus many netv dynasties 
of city states acquired the sanction of 'Toltec kingship' through 
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marriage. Later kings claimed descent through grandmothers 
from great rulers of T~la as a matter of national prestige. 
This period, from about 1100 1300 A.D. l'Tas characterised 
b,y population movements, city expansion and political ~ag­
mentation. One of the tribes caught up in this jttggling for 
power '1-Tere the Aztecs '\-Tho, in the space of 200 years l'll'ere to 
rise from the position of a small insignificant vassal tribe, 
to be the third great unifying force in Meso-america. 
According to their tribal myths o£ origin, the Aztecs 
came from a land in the far north west called Aztlan. From here 
they had wandered for 150 years, led by four priests carrying 
the image of their •·rar god and national hero Htti tzilopochtli, 
until they wandered onto the plateau of Mexico about 1200 A.D. 
They were late comers on the political scene of Mex~C!:.o Valley 
and made themsleves an 1mpopular repu_tation as trouble makers 
and wife stealers. They eked out an existence first as vassals 
to the city state of Culhuacan, and then under the power of 
Atzcapotzalco· when it became dominant in the Valley. In 1325 
they 'li'ere allorred to settle poor swamp land on the edge of 
Lake Texcu.co, and here, l'Ti th simple reed huts they founded 
their city of Tenochti tlan around the temple of Hu.i tzilopochtli. 
Fifty years later, al thou.gh still subject to Atzcapotzalco, 
they were allowed to establish a ruling house and accepted 
Acamapi tchli of the royal line of Cu.lhuacan * as their first 
king.(l8) At this time those who could trace descent from. the 
Tol tee aristocracy -were sought after as rt.:ders and thu.s, 
*· There are several divergent myths tracing his origin, bu.t all 
try to connect him with CulhlJ.aca.n and thus to the royal line 
of the kings of Tula. 
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Acamapichtli gave the Aztec people the stat~s of a Toltec 
kingship. He proved to be the first of a line of strong and 
w·arlike kings (fig.2), whose ferocity and political acumen led 
the Aztecs ou.t of servitude into a position of power in the 
Valley of Mexico. Its future influence l·Tas assured by the marr~e 
of Hu.i tzilh~i tl (Acamapichtli 1 s s~ccessor) to the daughter of 
To:zozomoc, the ru.ler of Atzcapotzalco. 
The most significant political and .social achievements 
took place during the reign of Izcoatl, especially through the 
influence of Tlacealel, the king' s nephei'l' and chief adviser. 
Izcoatl formed a defensive alliance with the city states of 
Texcu.co and Tlacppan, and in 1427 finally defeated Atzcapotzalco. 
Under the wise leadership of Izcoatl the Aztecs became the 
strongest of the three and led the ;ray to gaining footholds 
on the mainland. Pieces of this land on the surrounding lake 
shores were given as booty to leading 't<rarriors, a..TJ.d they 
developed a powerf~ and weal thy class. ~Dhe Aztecs had now 
gained full independence and a large rneasu.re of influ.ence 
over their weaker partners. Izcoatl encouraged a feeling of 
tribal superiority and pride, burning many of the old histories 
ioJ'hich revealed their servile past, and embarked on an ambi tiou.s 
programme of civil construction. He b~ilt temples, causeways 
and rebu.il t most of the cmty itself. He reformed legal str~ctu.re 
re-orga~ised the P~\~tly hierarchy, and began extensive trade 
in surrounding lands. 'l'he traditional histories and myths 1-vere 
re-1rrri tten to boost national prestige and develope among the 
people a belief that they had a mission as a chosen people of 
the su.n, under their i'l'ar god H~i tzilopochtli. 
Having established the strength of the nation at home, 
his su.ccessors tofere able to concentrate on conqiJering peoples 
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and lands fv.rther afield, reuniting scattered political groups 
and adopting the strvcture of the tribute-empire established by 
the Tol tees. Ahv.i tzol finally subjugated an empire rrhich stretc!'ed 
for the first time almost as far as that of the Toltecs. 
From the very beginning of the Aztec's struggle for po1orer, 
one of the c~ief purposes of war was to provide prisoners for 
sacrifice at the temples. (20). Since the domination of the 
followers of the god Tezcatlipoca, each city had sacrificed 
to its orm patron gods and others which were worshipped more 
1·1idely. In fact a princess given to the Aztecs as a bride for 
their chief by Cv.lhuacan (21 ~ , l-Tas sacrificed to the earth 
goddess Toci, in front of her father who was present expecting 
a l-Tedding ceremony. During times of comparative peace 
motecuhzoma 1 revived the old practice of the 'lrfar of Flovrers', 
Xochiy~oyotl (22). This was an arrangement of formalised combat 
na. inly against the Tla.xcalans and Hv.exotzinco, solely to provide 
a constant supply of prisoners when full scale war of conquest: 
was inpracticable. Human sacrifice reached the proportions of 
a holocau.st after the accession of Ahui tzol!. He completed the 
building of the Great Temple in Tenochti tlan in 1481, a.."ld for 
its dedication had 20,000 prisoners sacrificed in the cou~se of 
four days, many of rrhom he killed himself. It had taken trro 
years of campaigning in northern Oaxaca to accumv~ate su.ch a 
number. (23) However, the smaller but regular expedi~mons 
necessary to maintain the flow of tribute from their vast 
empire supplied the numbers of victims normally required for 
the calendrical ceremonies. 
By the reign of r·iotecuhzoma 11, the extent of the Aztec 
domination was as gTeat as that of the ~oltecs and included 
thirty-eight tri bu.tary provinces (fig 3). Despite the fact that 
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this whole area shared a cultural history, and a religion 1i'i th 
only minor local variations, each city-state and tribe strove 
to maintain its political independence with mutual suspicion 
and constant i-rarring. Ho't'l'ever, the triple-alliance of Tenochti t-
lan, Texcu.co and Tlacopa..l'l survived to this time because of their 
mutual need. As the cities gret'l' larger they needed more food, 
cloth and other rna terials from ou.tside, and ;ri th their combined 
strength they lbouatd extract these from their weaker neighbo.urs 
in the form of tribute. The empire owed no allegiance tja 
central authority; the emperor maintained no governmental 
power over the su.bject peoples, vrhich formed a conf'ederacy of 
autonomous cities rather than an empire in the European sense.(24) 
They remained politically independent under their ~qn chiefs, 
bu.t 1-rere threatened from time to time by Aztec ambassadors in 
order to keep them sen-ding the reqtl.ired amount of tribute, in 
goods, services or captives. This is tod~ what might be called 
a 'protection racket 1 , but t·Thich Parry calls 'aggressive 
parasitism' (25). The subject tribes therefore felt no loyalty 
to theirL:.Aztec overlords, and readily betreyed them to the 
Spanish, hoping thereby to improve their ovm position in the 
power game. Even Tenochtitlan and Tlatilolco remained completely 
independent politically until 1473 when, to put an end to 
dangerous intrigaing by the king of Tlatilolco, Axqyacatl had 
him put to death and installed a governor from Tenochtitlan 
to maintain order. (26). Despite the common Na.hu.atl language 
and cu.l tu.re there was no real unity in the Valley, and even 
the triple alliance was one of jealou.sy and mistru.st. It i'l'as 
this essential 't'l'eakness in the structure of the empire that 
enabled Cortes and his small army of 500 men to penetrate into 
the Mexican Valley and strike their first telling blo'\'TS against 
the Aztec civilisation. 
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The Spa.ni sh force, though small, \·ras well trained and skilled in, 
the art of fighting to killJ their arms were steel s1vords, guns 
and cross-bows. The men had determination and optimism in the 
invasion of Mexico, their aims i·rere gold, personal glory and the 
esteem of their country and faith. The high calibre of Cortes as 
the leader of this campaign is a significant factor in their 
victory, moreover, he burnt the ships in which they had sailed 
from Cuba; there was no going back. (27). 
The Aztecs on the other hand had no regular standing 
armies of drilled and disciplined men. Apart from the sommanders 
and chiefs rrho tended to form a permanent structure, the ranks 
of lfarriors 1vere able-bodied men vrho 1-rere called upon to fight 
when required. Cortes' s invasion occur~d at harvest time, the 
people were busy gathering in the crop and were ill prepared 
for defensive action. Their wooden and obsidian -rreapons cou.ld 
not stand up to the steel swords, and cross-bows of the ~panish, 
and their whoilre atti tu.de and strategy of warfare was entirely 
different. To the Aztecstrras a ceremonial affair of great 
religious import~nce, they fought not to rout the enemy and 
kill as many men as possible, but primarily to take prisoners. 
In sub)jugating a rebelliou.s city, the Aztecs vrou.ld burn down the 
main temple, take prisoners to sacrifice, and then negotiate and 
bargain 1-ri th the chiefs to decide on the tribute to be exacted 
henceforth. Providing the tribute arrived at regular intervals, 
no further interference occurred. The Aztecs lost many an advan-
tage in the field against the Spanish by stopping to take 
prisoners back to the temple, instead of pursueing and thoroughly 
defeating the retreating enemy. Normally, they would parley with 
a recalcitrant to1m to· discover vrhy no tribute had been forth-
coming; if dissatisfied, the intention to do battle was stated 
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by the giving of shields and S"'iiOrds to their opponents, and 
about trrenty deys later the attack would take place. Su.ch 
chivarly formed no part of the Spanish tactics; they gained 
access to Tenochtitlan by shatng friendly intentions, and then 
attacked the people in the main square who were attending a 
maj;or ceremony. 
Many of the subject tOlms hoping for a success~u.l 
rebellion against the dominating and predatory Aztecs, not 
only betreyed them to the Spanish, but fought alongside Cortes's 
men in the final defeat of Tenochtitlan, especially Tlaxcala 
the traditional 'sparring-partner' of Tenochtitlan in the· 
Flo-vrery War. Ironically they sought to assert their 01-m posi tion• 
in the Valley with the help,of these strangers to overcome 
Tenochtitlan. The Spanish too had a great advantage in their 
use of cavalry; the Mexicans had never seen horses before and 
at first thought them to be monsters or supernatural demons. 
Psychologically the Aztecs i-Tere primed for defeat. Throughout 
Motecuhzoma ll's reign there had been many portents of disaster. 
Col~~ns of fire had been seen at midnight, templs gad burnt 
suddenly without cause, and comets had been seen ~ing the d~. 
Finally a large bird l-Tas brought to the king with an obsidian 
mirror in the centre of its head, through this lVIotecuhzoma 
foresaw the arrival of a force of soldiers who would defeat 
Mexico and establish a new social order. At first it was generally, 
believed that Cortes wasa manifestation of the god Quetzalcoatl, 
I 
who had thu.s returned as he promised from the east, in the year 
One Reed (1519), to overthrow the rule of Tezcatlipoca and 
re-instate his o-vm cu.l t. Motecuhzoma and his successor Cuautemoc 
soon learnt that this was far from the truth, but by then it 
rras too late. 
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Finally the Indian population was i·reakened by diseases 
brought by the Spanish to which they had never been exposed 
before. Smallpox, measles and colds took their toll of lives 
and· sTrenghtened the belief among the people that the Spanish 
were 'teules•, gods or demons, who could magically smite them 
do"'"m 1-ri th these deseases, and against iihom man ioTas defenceless. 
In the last hopeless seige of Tenochti tlan the citizens * fou.ght· 
desperately for their lives u.ntil they were so "torea.k from hWlger 
and desease that they could no longer resist the pressu~e. They 
vrere finally defeated on August 13th. 1521. Trad:i:OOnally they 
expected to negotiate vri th Cortes for the tribute to be ]!2i.d; 
they did not expect the crushing of their whole civilisation 
and the enslavement of their people. 
All the treasure of the temples and palaces was taken 
up by the conqu.istadors to be shipped back to Spain, but mu.ch 
ornate gold 1-rork was mel ted down. Temples and statu.es were 
razed to the. ground; sacred books and the ritual insignia of 
the gods were heaped in the courtyards and squares and burnt. 
The re-education and conversion of the popu.l.a1ion.to Christianity 
was assi~~ed to the Catholic missionaries, the various orders 
taking charge of different localities. Due to this policy of 
eradicating the indigenous religion, there are barely a dozen 
pre-colmnbian codices which have survived until today, and it 
is largely du.e to the thorough field"torork of Falhher Bernadino 
~e· Sa~agun and other missionary writers at the time, that so 
mu.ch is knorm of the ritual practices of the day. i-Ii th the 
destruction of the priesthood which had formed an elite of 
* The popu.lation of Tenochti tlan was abou.t 300,000 (Vaillant 1965 
p.157), ,but after a year of war their numbers were already 
decimated. 
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sacerdotal specialists, mu.ch of the ritual and divinatory knol-l-
ledge 1-1as lost, and the religiou.s stru.cture crumbled. That which 
remained of Nahua religion among the ]iPple lias rapidly replaced 
b,ylChristianity. The Indians, used to communal labour for public 
works, built many churches, and the artisans fashione~statues 
I 
from ne"tf steel tools. The Mexicans found the Catholic faith 
easy to adopt; the saint~ replaced their gods and the holy 
statues and paintings substi tu.ted for their idols. But many 
indigenous elements became absorbed into Christian worship. To 
l'That extent Christian ritual lias performed as a veneer on the 
old traditional beliefs is difficult to say, but Parsons (28) 
in her stu.dy of Mitla in the early 1930's found many Aztec 
characteristics. Some were kno;.m only by the old people, su.ch 
as morning prayers to the sun, folk tales of the creation of 
the sun and moon, and in isolated villages in the mountains 
turkeys were sacrificed. However, the divinatory calendar, 
games, songs and much of the native art had all disappeared 
because before the conquest they were closely bound up with 
ritual, and maintained by the sequ.ence of ceremonies 1-lhich 
were of course banned after the conquest. In the celebration 
of the Christian feasts Parsons states that " •••• impersonation 
and dramatisation are the destinctive qualities in Aztec 
religion T·rhich are frequently to be traced." 
In his stu.dy of Tepoztlan, Redfield (29) found mo.ch 
of the material cultuxe basically pre-Columbian, and even the 
templerrof the patron god, Tepoztecatl, remained in the 1920's. 
in the village 'barrio' (the smallest administrative Sl.l.b-division), 
he recognised clearly the pre-Columbian 1 calpu.lli 1 • Although no 
"Were 
longer based on kinship, they~still just as independent and 
su.spicious of each other. 
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In summing up the defeat of the Aztec empire and the 
l\'Iexica.n civilisation, Soustelle qu.otes an observation by Spengler; 
"This Clll ture is a unique example of death by violence. 
it did not languish; it was neither oppressed nor fru.strated; 
biJ.t it 1-Tas assassinated in its prime, cu.t off as a flo'!;rer might 
be co.t off by a passer-by." (30) 
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Chapter 2 The Mechanism of Sacrifice 
Sacrifice had been defined by Hubert and Mauss (1) as a 
means of communicating rri th divinity or religious forces through 
the concecration of an intermediary victim, which is abvays 
destroyed during the course of the ri.te. It is the religious · 
energy so released lvhich alters the ritual status of the person:e 
involved or the objects with which they are concerned. 
The rite imbues the victim "!vi th religious energy or 
sacredness; it becomes a medium betvreen the world of the prof¥J.e 
and that of the sacred. Hubert and Mauss call this building of 
power in the victim and its subsequent release qy destruction 
"sacrilisation and desacrilisation" - together they form one 
process 1-rhich they believe is found in all sacrifices. The move-
ment of the force can be in either direction; the ritual status 
of the sacrificer can be increased to a state of grace, and a 
state of sin can be reduced to a state of normality " •••• the 
expu.lsion of a Sf!.Cred spirit ivhether pu.re or impure is a 
primordial component of sacrifice." The expu.lsion of the force 
takes place i·rhen the victim is destroyed; the destruction is an 
essential part of the oblation, differentiating it from other 
forms of offering. The benefit of the sacrifice can accrue to 
an individual 1 a specific group of people 1 or to the "'vhole 
community. 1ihere an individual sacrificer is di!ectly effected 
by the sacrifice it is called· 'personal sacrifice' ,and ifhen 
objects or mythical beings receive the action of the sacrifice 1 
it is called:. 'objective sacrifice'. When the entire community 
benefits, whether directly, or secondarily through the beneficence 
of the objects or mythical beings, the populace are u.sually rep-
resented by priests or other ri tu.al specialists rrho perform the 
rite on their behalf. There are ferr examples of sacrifice in 
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which no specialist lmowledge or gu.idance is necessary to carry 
out the ri t1).al details correctly, especially in the case of 
human sacrifice which is always a social as opposed to an 
individual rite. The fulll efficacy of any ri tu.a.l IJ.su.ally 
depends on su.ch accu.racy. 
Hubert and Ma1.1ss disagree lvi th Robertson-Smith 1 s theory 
that the function of all sacrifice is derived from the commun-
imn meal between the god and the kinship group, and point out 
that the functions of sacrifice are numerous - u.sua.lly several 
being present in the one rite '.-Ti thou.t clear demarcation between 
them. A sacrifice can be u.sed for divination, atonement, 
commll!lion and so on' the emphasis depending on the situation 
and the overriding resu.l ts requ.ired of the sacrifice. The 
occasions for sacrifice among the Aztecs r7ere inumerable. 
They sacrificed quail at every sunrise, slaves at the burial 
of inflt1.ential persons, and prisoners of 1-rar after su.ccessfu.l 
foreys on the battle-field, or at the inaukuration of a ne1;r 
temple. The major plJ .. blic ceremonies of the year, most of whli!ch 
involved large nllmbers of sacri~ces, took place at regular 
intervals in accordance rTi th agricul tu.ral aci:;ivi ties and 
astrological readings. Thus the ends required and the means 
employeG5 to acqu.ire them 1.rere variOllS and complex. 
The conclusion reached by Hubert and 1\:!au.ss 1r1as that the 
unity of the sacrifical system was in the common mechanism. 
involved, and this they isolate and dism~tl~. Using their 
description as a framework, the profusion of Aztec sacrifices 
can be seen to accord with their overral schema. 
11 Sacrifice is a religiOI).S act that can only be carried 
ou.t in a religiotts atmosphere and by means of essentially 
re:j..igious agents. 11 The first phase of the act is intended 
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to increase the ritual status of the people, places, and-
objects concerned. 'rhis is termed the 1 e,nt,ry into the sacrifice 1 • 
Hu.bert and J.lauss describe in detail the ri t u.al pu_.rifi c-
ation undergone by the sacrificer {the person doing the actual 
kill.ing), but point out that in the case of the priest perform-
ing this part of the rite, the fact that he is alrea~ ordained 
and is therefore made to some extent sacred, allows him to 
approach closer to the sacred world with feweMX special 
purificatory precau.tions. This too is the case 1-ri th the 
preparation for Aztec ceremonies. There 't·Tere occasions iihen 
the laity performed simple, domestic ri tea, u.sl'l..ally sacrificing 
quail, bu.t all the major ceremonies and certainly all hu~an 
sacrifices vrere carried ou.t by special.ly trained priests. 
The priesthood 1o1as a highly organised body, branches 
of its hierarchy w·ere responsible not oimly for ri tua.l, bu.t 
for the rrri ting and performance of mu.si~, astrology, astronomy, 
edu.cation, and the compilation of historical records. Their 
stringent way of life maintained them in a state of 'grace' 
almost constantly, and so special 'entry' rites before a 
sacrifice 'tiere not u.st1ally necessary. The nu.mber and complexity 
of ceremonies, and the necessity to c~rry them ou.t correctly 
in every detai 1 requ.ired long ardtl.O\.'I.s training. A calmecac 
(priests's college), was attached to every temple and took 
pupils from the age of seven or nine years (2), until the 
age of adulthood at twenty.* At this age the student cou.ld 
either leave the calmecac to marry, take p\.'l.blic office, 
become a 't·rar leader, or stay on as a novice priest (tlamacazton) 
*· Generally sons of nobles a.YJ.d pu.blic officials attended the 
calmecac, priestly training was the basis for all responsible 
positions, maceguales could send their 'sons. bttt Sa..lJ.agun does 
not say how many actu.al.ly did. 
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and rrork his "'ITa::f throu.gh the hierarchy. (see Appendix 1). 
Apparently about one third of the pupils stayed on to become 
priests (3). In thencalmecac the boys 't'l'ere trained to lead 
a life of deiprivation and hardship; their limbs were lacerated 
from blood-letting, and emaciated from fasting and h~ving their 
sleep continually interrupted for pra:yers and offerings (4). 
They vrere also tau.ght intellectu.al purs1.1.i ts; the arts of 
oratory, astronomy, painting, mathematicsJdivination. They 
learnt to recite traditional hymns and histories, and the 
holy books i'l'hich contaiined all the esoteric knowledge of their 
calling. :B1.1.t rigorou.s self-control and discipline rras the basis 
of the educational system. During long night vigils the priests 
( tlamazqu.i), burnt copal incense, and offered grass balls soaked 
1r1i th blood obtained from piercing their limbs 1-Ti th maguey thorns 
and passing reeds throu.gh their tongues. Their ears 1-rere 
shredded with such cQnsta.nt mutilation and their hai~ matted 
1-rith blood and holy unguents, 't.Yas left uncut and unwashed (5); 
they bathed only their bodies in icy pools at night. The 
everyday garb of the priests were long black robes, but they 
donned the splendid insignia of the gods on ?eremonial occasions. 
Such a rTt33 of life no doubt inspired mystical experiences and 
visions, but various hallu.cinogenic plants and herbs 't·Tere also 
widely used for divination and communication with the gods (6). 
Some thou.gh not all. branches of the priesthood took a vow of 
celibacy.(?). So strict were these injunctions on the priests 
that failu.re to adhere to them involved painful punishments 
and frequently death. After the Etzalqualiztli festival, any 
priestBwho had made even the slightest error in the proceedings 
were immersed in the lake and left for dead; the direst punish-
ments 't.Yere metred out to those holding the highest rank and 
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po-rrer, this was so throughou.t Aztec society - the greater the 
rank and status the greater the culpa.bil i ty. 
Separated physically by their life in the calmecacs and 
temples, and spiri tu.ally by a life of fasting and suffering, 
these priests were in a ritual status in vrhich they were able 
to approach the sacred 1..rorld and perform sacrifices on behalf 
of the populace. In fact they usv.ally took the name of the god 
in i·rhose temple they served, and in some respeci;s l·rere considered 
incarnations of them ( 8) 7 thlJ.s representing the gods as i-Ti tnesses , 
to some of the sacrifices (9) •. l!.ven so, certain ceremonies 
demanded greater purification before propitiating the gods. 
Before the feast of PanqlJ.etzaliztl.i a.l.l the priests concerned 
fasted for eighty days, and during the feast of Tlaca.xipeuliztli, 
You.allaun -~~ (the sac:hficing priest), fasted for eighty days 
before dressing u.p in the guise of Xipe Totec and killing the 
victim. In this way he achieved a closer relationship 't-Ti th the 
deity and, to the spectators in the temple courtyard below, a 
positive identification. 
The immediate benefit of the sacrifice was directed 
towards the gods (the mythical beings), and throu~h their 
invigoration the entire Mexican population vrere secondary 
beneficiaries. There 1-rere occasions rrhen all the people rrere 
adjured to fast and maintain sexual abstinence, bv.t as a rttle 
only the captors among the laity underwent special ritual 
preparation before a ceremony. The importance of their role 
lay in establishing a certain relationship with their captive 
before he 1-Tas tall;;en by the priests for immolation. 
The feast of XocotllJ.etzi rras ·dedicated to the Fire God 
*- Youallaun means literally 'night dri~~er', a synonym for 
Xipe Totec as the spring vegetation, thou.glt to grou mostly 
at night 'drinking' the dew. 
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and the day before the sacrifice, the warriors, vrho had taken 
prisoners in battle and were offering them the next day, painted 
their bodies yellow and their faces red; part of the insignia of 
the Fire God. They wore devices of butterflies on their backs 
made of red red arara feathers, to symbolise the flames of the 
fire. In this garb they danced until su.nset and then took their 
captives to a local temple to hold an all night vigil. An import-
ant part of the vigil was to place the captive before the fire 
and cut hair from the crown of his head. This hair was then 
tied into a bbndle and hung up in the house of the captor as a 
token of his bravery. There might also have been an ··element of 
magic in this rite; among the Aztecs and their neighbo1.1.rs, the 
style of ha.ircut and position of tu.fts that a young rrarrior 
might vrear depended on the n1.1.mber of prisoners he had talcen, 
and th1.1.s indicated his valo1.1.r and statu.s. By keeping the captives 
hair, the captor in some wey made 'prisoner' the victims courage. 
Also, the victim, by losing his tuft "t'l"as deprived of his identi t;Y.; 
and was given over to the god to whom he was being dedicated. 
The next day when all was prepared for the sacrifice, 
the captors took their victims to the foot of the pyramid steps. 
This was as far as they approached, and from here the priests 
took the victims up the steps to the techcatl, the sacrifical 
stone. Similarly, after the sacrifice the body vras rolled dm-m 
the steps_agamn, to be taken up by the captor and the old men 
of his local temple, and consumed in a communion meal with 
their kin and friends. 
On very important feasts various sections of the people 
were instructed to join in the fasting and penance. Bancroft (10) 
describes the :preparation fo.r the annual Tlacaxipu.eliztli 
festival ,for which every fo1.1.th yea:r the penances exacted were 
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particularly harsh. Only priests with sv.fficient courage to 
end•.lre this severe test to the end rrere advised to volunteer to 
take part, as failure to complete the task brou~ht disgrace and 
deprivation of their estates. They were given five ~s to have 
second thoughts and drop out (which many did), and usually two-
or thr~e-hundred began the feast. They first pr~ed to the god 
Camaxtli for strength to persevere, and then collected two-foot 
long sticks 'as thick as the wrist•, which were fashioned and 
polished ~ carpenters who be.d fasted for five d~s in preparat-
ion for their task. Rlint-cutters who had undergone a similar 
fast prepar~d knife blades, a broken blade l'Tas taken as a sign 
of inadequ.ate fasting and 1oTas punished. The blades 'toTere perfumed 
and laid in the sun. At sunset on the eve of the great penance, 
solemn hymns rrere intoned after which the self-tortu.re began. 
Hi th the special flint knives, holes -vrere cut in each man's 
ilionglJ.e through which he passed the polished sticks, s:tarting 
with thin ones and going on to thicker ones, the number and 
thick..PJ.ess depending on his piety and endurance. The chief priest 
Eiet an example by passing 450 sticks throvgh his tong'l.le. The 
sticks t-rere thro1m on a prepared stack in the temple co1.1rtyard 
as offerings to the god and burnt. This 1-ras repeated every 
twenty d~s until eighty d~s had elapsed, at which time the 
cownon people were to join in the fast for the remaining eighty 
d~s. For this time they were to eat nothing ~ut maize c~~es 
1·ri thou_t chili, or any other seasoning (evidently qu.i te a severe 
penalty). They rrere not to bathe, were to refrain r:"::from sexual 
relations and keep their fires burning constantly. Just before 
the completion of the fast, all the temples were repaieed and 
adorned. Three days before the festival, the priests 1-rho had taken. 
part in the great penance, dressed up as animals in various 
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colours and danced all day in the temple courtyard. As Ca.maxtli 
was the god: of hv.nting as w·ell as the god war, the association 
was probably with the animals of the chase. 
Al thoLl.gh the common people had to fast frequently, and 
on occasions to offer blood from the ears and tongue, it vras 
the priests who underlo;ent the extreme forms of suffering 
necessary to maintain a state of ri tu.al purity, and to appease 
the gods with blood and penance. 
The exact timing of· the rites 1-ras important, especially 
those concerned with astronomical phenomena. The Epcoazuacuiltzin 
was a specialist pries~~hose duty it was to ensure the correct 
timing and seqvence of rites and to make any calendrical adjt,,st-
ments. The daily sacrifices to the sun wer·e offered immediately 
the sun showed on the horizon, and the great feast of the sun 
took pla.ce on the day count 'nau.i ollin1 ' vthich fell every 
two-hundred-a.n.d-sixty days. The actualsacrifice was made 
precisely at midday when the sun was at its height. On this 
day everyone pa.ssed strmrs throu.gh their tongues and ear-lobes 
to offer blood before the iuCJ.ge of the sun1 and many captives 
;rere slain. The astrological calendar (the tonalpohu.alli), vras 
used for divining the occasions and times for the moveable 
fe5s, Trrhich might occul'l' every feli days or 'fr.reeks, and the solar 
calendar of 365 deys was IJ.sed for the regular seasonal festivals. 
The solar years l·ras divided into eighteen months each of 
twenty days; the remaining five days were considered f~ful 
and unlv_clcy, no ri tu.al activity took place and people tended 
to stay in their homes. Each month was associated with the 
w·orship of a particu.lar deity or grou;p of dei tie sf and the 
·Jr. The workings of the calendar is explained more fully in 
Appendix V, and a summary of the ma.jor monthly ceremonies 
is given in Appendix 111. 
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nature of the sacrifice varied acc0rdingly. 1.Phe preparation 
of food, offerings, dancing and fasting usu.a.lly took place 
at the beginning of the month, cv . .lminating in the sacrifice 
at the end of the twenty days. The preparation for these vast 
dramatic ceremonies must have been very costly in time and 
materials. 
Al thov.gh the people w·ere required to performe:G: simple 
rites before their own little fli!gu.rines of the gods, ~1.1 the 
major ceremonies t·re--re performed in or around the approp:tia.te 
temple. There were hundreds of temple in Tenochtitlan, many 
in each of the administrative divisions of the city, and the 
variou.s trade gu.ilds and merchants had their ovm. Bancroft 
states that seventy-eight were dedicated to Huitzilopoz;1htli 
~one. Each uas dedicated tolth-e 1wrship of a particu.lar god 
and had its own calrnecac and priestly hierarchy. However, 
these t-rere all subordinate to the Great Double Temple in the 
Sacred Precinct where most of the major rites of the year 
were celebrated.(fig.5). In general, the rites for a partic-
u.lar god took place in the temple concecrated to him, vrhere 
his image was erected and dressed in his insignia and vest-
ments. The temple was a sacred area 1-rhich only the priests 
were alloi·red to enter, and their lives t-rere directed to 
maintianing the sanctity of the temple by daily sweeping, 
keeping fires burning constantly, and offering incense at 
the altar four or five times during the day and night. 
When a sacrifice was to be made, the priests collected the 
victim from the base of the pyramid steps and led him to the 
top where stood the temple proper. On a platform in front of 
the temple was a convex stone, the focal point of the sacrifice 
called the Techcatl. Over this the victim lfas stretched and 
FIG . 5 
Grtat Double Temp le of Teno chti tlan 
Re.construction by_J!iguel Covarruhias 
From Caso : Prople of the Sun 
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hhld by four priests, whilethe fifth and chief among them 
plunged the sacrificial knife * into his breast and deftly 
tore out his heart. The hearts were placed in a special 
sacred vessel called the 'qtlaullxicalli '· (eagle vessel fig.6:.), 
to be held up in dedication to the sun. Hearts sacrificed to 
Tlaloc the rain god, were placed in the C:lou.d Vessel. These 
and other instruments u.sed, to~ether v1i th the insignia and 
paraphenalia of the gods vrhich hadubeen vrorn by the sacrificing 
priest, were returned to the care of the priest whose special 
duty it was to maint~in their sanctity. 
Hole.rer 1-re are told by Sahagun ( 11) that on the battle-
field the first prisoner taken was sacrificed there and then, 
bu.t this was still 1 in a religiou.s si tlJ.ation and in a religiou.s 
atmosphere', for war was a sacred activity undergone to obtain 
victims for the gods. The priests led the columns into battle 
carrying images of their gods on their backs; the battle-field 
1-ras considered a sacred place. The prisoner's breast was opened 
by the priest -vri th the sacrifical lmife, and his heart removed:. 
andl: offered to the sun just as vrov.ld later take place with 
other prisoners during the festivals in the temples of 
Tenochtitlan. 
'I'he victims sacrificed were not al1·rays captive 't'Jarriors; 
sometimes -vromen ii'ere killed and sometimes ch:ii.ldren. The na.tl1re 
of the sacrifice and the presiding deity determined the type of 
victim to be chosen, a~d the extent of preparation necessary 
to befit the victim for his sacred ordeal. 
Children born on certain day signs iorere particu.lar.ly 
* The sacrifical lrnives are variou.sly described as consisting of 
flint, obsidian or stone. IJ.1he knife in the British Museum (fig./) 
is of chalcedony; the hilt is of torquoise mosaic in the form 
of a warrior of the Eagle Order~ 
FIG. 6 
P&tlery incen ce ladet 
Stone vessel for sacrificed henrts 
Stone ·Eagle Vessel ' for satr if iced h~arts 
Pottery flute fr om Bray 1966 
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suitable for sacrifice to Tlaloc the rain god, during the Atl 
caualo festival. These children, and those with 'two cowlicks 
of hair~ were eagerly so1.1.ght after as offerings t 12). :aome 
1-vere bo1.1ght even befDre they lfere 1·reaned; others r1ere offered 
b,y devout parents to gain favo1.1~ from the gods. 
Specially selected victims t'll'ere sometimes necessary 
w·hen extra potency rras required of a sacrifice. For instance 
the las;t time the Aztecs celebrated the feast called the 
Binding of the Years or the Ne1; Fire ceremony v-rhich took~.;place 
at the end of each 52-year period, was in 1507, during the reign 
of lVIotecuhzoma ll. 1'he latter part of his :reign had been a 
troublesome one with many portents o4disaster ; flying comets 
seen dJlring the d~, the flooding of the city in 1499, lightening 
without thunder and other signs foretelling the imminent invasion, 
;:'! 
of the Spanish. The king was therefore very anxiou.s to make the 
best sacrifice possible to avert the evil. During the feast, 
honoL,r rras paid to Xiuhtecuhtli, The Fire God,, and new fire 
't.Yas made, so Motecuhzoma decreed that a victim l·rhose name 
contained the l'i'Ord 'xiuhtl' - 'fire' should be sought out. 
'l'hey seized a well born man of Bexotzinco, a province rii th 
uhich 1l'enochti tlan had reg1.1~ar holy 't.Yars. He ioTas sacrificed 
at the aPI)Ointed time, and in his breast they placed the fire 
drill to make new fire f.or the next period of 52-years.(l3). 
During an eclipse of the sun, when the sun 1-1as tho1.1.ght 
to be in danger of destru.ction, albinoes uere seized and 
sacrificed (14)• It seems that in some n~gical way this gave 
the sLm strength to su.cceeed in its struggle against the po1-rers 
of darkness ithich were ovenrhelming it*-. 
i~. The people vrere no dou.bt terrified of eclipses, bu.t the 
astronomers 't'll'Ou.ld have kno1m -rrhen they woD.ld occur, and 
could prepare for the appropraite rituals. 
_i'IJ . 7 
::n..m 1 in t.hC' 1 ri tish Eus eum _::; 
o.~. Jl 
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However, for most of the seasonal ceremonies the victims 
I 
"\vere~i th~r s.la .. ves bought and. offered by the merchants and trade 
I 
guilds, or captives taken in vrar and offered by their captors. 
The most highly valued offerings uere rrar captives, especialLy 
those of a fierce tribe obtained by th.e val our and coiJ.rage of 
the v-rarriors in the1bervice of their gods. But even these most 
prized victims had to undergo ritual purification and preparation 
before they were ready to be presented on the techcatl in the 
image of the god. 
For the feast of Toxcatl, a carefully chosen captive 
had to live for a year as the impersonator of the god Tescatlipoca 
-before being sacrificed.Sa11ag1Jn (15) lists over a hundred 
qiJali ties and conditions necessary in the chosen you.th - he had 
to be perfect in every detail of mind and body. He was carefv.lly 
taught the social graces of the time; to play the flute, smoke 
a pipe, walk and talk graciously, and he had a l·rhole retinue 
devoted to his care and training. At the same time an imperson-
ator of Hu.i tzi.lopochtli the stm and war god, i'Tas chosen and 
underi'l'ent similar preparations until he too vras sacrificed later 
in the same month. As they wen.1; abol.l.t the street the people 
looked upon them as the gods they impersonated, paying them 
homage ~d asking favour. 
Before the Panquetzaliztli festival held in honour of 
Hu.i t~ilopochtli, the slaves (bought and offered by the merchanfu3) 
ha.d to be ceremonially bathed. Old men of the temple obtained 
the water from a certain village called Huitzilopochco for 
there in a cave i•ras a sacred pool and spring named Ui tzililatl. 
The slaves were sprinkled with this water at the foot of 
Hu..i tzilopochtli 1 s temple before being painted and dressed in 
his; insignia. 
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To some extent all the victims were impersonators of the gods 
to whom they were dedicated and sacrificed. The identification 
betrreen god and victim was achieved largely throogh the wearing 
of the characteristic colours and insignia of the god, and also 
du.ring the preliminary singing a11d dancing which 1·ras lJ.st1al.ly an 
important means of concentrating the spiri tt.1.~l power in the 
victim. In the native codices where the variou.s gods are depicted, 
a limited number of symbols were used to differentiate between 
them and their different aspects. The colours of these symbols 
and their presence in gro1~ps together, form the c.l1.tes to the 
god 1 s identii ty. Such complexes of colot1rs and symbols ma~e up 
the god 1 s insignia axid· were recogniseable to the J.Iexican people, 
rrhen they saw the victims dres~ed in these they believed they 
sa1-r their gods. !11any spirits of natural ,phenomena were person-
ified, worshipped and rec~ived sacrifice in this w~. 
t1hen the feast of Uei tecui.lho.i tl was due it ,.ras a time 
of great food scarcity, the yot1hg corn crop >·ras still green and 
no-one 1·ras allowed to co.t it until after the feast. Xilonen was 
the personification of the young green maize plant; the human 
impersonator dressed in her insignia. was the embodiment of the · 
spirit of the young maize. The impersonator had to dance very 
vigorously during the ceremony to ensu.re the you...11g crop would 
grow well and ripen, and to concentrate the spirit in her. At 
the time of the sacrifice she was decapitated, a method which 
is only associated with the corn goddesses and which seems 
symbolic of the harvest. This was a sacrifice of 'desacrilisation', 
the spirit of the maize vras concentrated in the victim and 
released through sacrifice, thu.s removing the prohibi~ion from, 
c~tting the new conn. After this rite the people were allowed 
to cut some of the green cobs they needed so badly. 
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The fact that elements and objects of nature were personalised 
in this i•Ta:y, and in their 'human 1 form cou.ld be influenced and 
encouraged to fulfill their normal course, is seen in the 
attitude torrards the maize in the festival of Atamalqu.aliztli. 
'rhis took place every eight years. TI.'veryone fasted, eating 
only at midda:y and then only i·iater tamales, and it was forbidden 
to eat chili, salt, salt-petre or lime 1.rith their tamales. These 
were all important seasonings mn a monotonous diet of maize. 
Failure to fast· 1-ras punished and those not found ov.t, automatic-
ally sLtffered' the itch' • It was said that the pl.trpose of the 
feast was to give the corn a respite. After being tormented for 
the previou.s eight years by being mixed with seasonings to 
flavour it, this fasting gave it nevr life {16). 
Through the variou.s methr.,ds of concecratio:ij,, su.pernatural 
pow·er is bu.il t up and concentrated in the victim right up to the 
moment of sacrifice. Then in some rites, the final dedication 
takes place 1;hen the priests and victims proccess around the 
sacrifical stone. At this stage of the ritual the people look 
on in the courtyard belOi•V"; the captcfs are at the bottom of the 
~ 
pyramid steps, and only the priests now handle the victim. The 
progressive increase in the sanctity of the victim is now· complete, 
bu.t contact must remain with the profane 1-rorld in order that 
some benefit of the sacrifice shou.ld pass to it. This contact 
is expressed in the relationship bu.il t up bet11een the captor 
and his captive. The captor is looked upon as the father of the 
victim; after the sacrifice he does not partake of the captive's 
flesh for this reason, althou.gh he ma:y eat of other captive's 
flesh. In· his account of the T.lacaxipeu.liztli festival Sapagun 
states: 
'"l'he captor cou.ld not eat the flesh of his captive. 
He said 'shall I then, eat my orrn flesh? For when he 
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took (the captive), he had said: 'He is as my beloved son' , 
and the captive had said: 'He is as my beloved father.• 11 
This relationsh:iP is reinforced during the night vigil 
prior to the sacrifice, and the dance, of the captive, 1 areyto', 
which they dance together. In this "V1a::J, not only does the 
victim represent the god bQt also the captor; their identities 
are fttsed and the victim 1 s death redeems the captor. The captor 
had been spared in war and brought trib1J.te to his gods, and is 
so redeemd to continue pl~ing his part in the cosmic process 
of feeding the sun with life-blood to enable it to continue 
its course. 
The point of contact between rnan and the divinity is 
then complete in the victim, but the religious force ts still 
contained within his body. l•fhen the knife is plunged into his 
breast and his heart offered up, the life force is released 
and replenishes the gods; it m~ give the maize strength to 
grow and ripen; or the sun the energy to perform his daily 
.service to man. 
After most of the sacrifices, the captor takes the 
victim 1 s blood in a sacred bowl and 1-ri th a st~aw, anoints 
with blood the lips of all the images of the gods in every 
temple and shrine in the Sacred Precinct. All the gods benefit 
from a sacrifice even if not performed specifically for them. 
In the same.way, all the people are redeemed by the death of 
the victim, and the release of life force neces'Sary to replenish 
the forces of nature on which man's snrvival depends. 
Although the removal of the heart lfas probably the 
commonest form of sacrifice, the methods of sacrifice did 
vary but not haphazardly. They werE': strictly prescribed for the 
particular nature of the ceremony. The arro-rr sacrifice, originally 
an Hu.axtec ri tnal ( 18) adopted by the J:!J:exicans, involved a victim 
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tied to a frame1'10rk and shot with arrows; his blood falling 
onto the ground was thought to represent the rain. Drowning 
was the method of sacrifice usDally adopted for offerings of 
children to Tlaloc, the body ofthe victim was given over entirely 
to the god and consumed in the water at the time of sacrifice 
in one act. Victimsfor the Fire God i·rere burnt after first 
being given an anaesthetising drug called 'yauhtli' (19), and 
were then sacrificed over the stone. The decapitation of imp-
ersonator's of the maize at cer·cain stages of its gro1,rth has 
alreat\r been mentioned. 
After the killing the supernatu.ral force is released 
into the sacred world, bt1.t the body remains and still contains 
considerable ·sanctity and therefore danger too. 'l1he methods 
of disposal and distribu.tion are ri ttta.l.ly prescribed and form 
e.n inherent part of the ceremony. In the drowning of victims 
the body is given entirely to the gods, but on other occasions 
different parts of the body 1-rere traditionally apportioned 
between the gods and the human participants. 
The heart* , the seat of life and essential object of 
sacrifice was given entirely to the sacred world. After being 
ta...~en from the victim and offered to the sun and the fovr 
directions, it vras l.l.S1.1ally placed in a sacred vessel and bl.lrnt. 
If heart sacrifices t-rere made to 'l1laloc they were taken in a 
canoe to the centre of the lake and thrown into the 1-rater. 
The blood of sacrifice was a sacred and preciou.s thing, it was 
called 1 chalchihv.atl 1 - 'precirn~.s nater', and 1-ras also given 
only to the gods. After the sacrifices to the Morning §tar, 
the priest flicked the blood in the direction of the god Hith 
the middle finger and thumb. On other occasions the captor 
took the blood of the victim and placed it on the lips of the 
* The heart 1-ras called 'yo.ll ot.l' 1-rhich can also mean' sot:J.l' • 
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idols. Castillo (20) described temple walls thick v-ri th the 
offerings of blood smeared·· over them and left to accumulate. 
Thus in most cases the heart and blood~were apport-
ioned to the gods within the temple and then the bo~ was rolled 
do1m the pyramid steps to the courtys,rd belo"l'r. This descent from 
the temple to the ground ~ffected a decrease in the sanctity of 
the body and therefore in the danger involved in handling it, 
since it was then tal.:::en ll.p by the captor and the old men to a 
local temple (one 1o1here the captor had made a special VOl·i to 
take a prisoner), and here the other parts of the body uere 
distributed. 'rhe head was alweys pu.t on the tzompantli (skull 
rack) in the courtyard, and a thigh, presuJllably a choicest part 
was u.sually given to Ivlotecuhzoma. 'l1his tribute ioTas not only 
because he was the king and the rra.r leader, but because he l-ras 
also the spiri tu.al guardian of his people and lias officially 
the head of the 'church'. The priests however do not seem to 
have partaken of the victim's body; there is no reference to 
their receiving any portion of a sacrifice. In most cases,the 
remainder of the body and the skin was taken by the captor 
and his friends and relatives 1-rho made a stew with it ca.lled 
1 tlacatlaolli 1 - 'man and maize' (21), and consumed it in a 
comm1mion meal. \·There two or three 1-varriors have shared in 
the taking of a prisoner (up to five 1-1ere allowed to share the 
honou.r and help each other in this Tifa:y), it was laid d01m which 
parts each man received according to his role in the capture (22). 
At other times, and especially when there were many captives, 
the old men of the temple divided the bodies so that every 
qt1.arter of the cmty had a share, and everyone ate a morsel (23). 
Bu.t whether they took part in eating the flesh or not, everyone 
benefited from the very performance of the sacrifice and thu..s 
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took a keen interest in the success of the warriors in taking 
captives. In the latter stages of the Aztec empire the numbers 
of victims increased until htmdreds and thousands ·1-1ere sacrificed 
during important rites. The effect of the sacrifice vias placed 
in both the sacred and the profane worlds , the continu.i ty of 
su.bstance forming a contact bet;-yeen the two throl)gh the object 
of sacrifice. This is the same continu.i ty described by Ev.bert 
and J~au.ss in Hindu. rites, and in the same wa:y it is not only 
a continuity, but mru1's benefit is dependant upon that of the 
gods •. For man to consume his share, the victim must have been 
concecrated and the gods mu.st have had their share. Bu.t for man 
to use the victim, it must have lost some of its powerful and 
dangerous force. This is partly lost when the spirit is released 
in the act of sacrifice, and by subsequ.ent rites, until it is 
safe to be ha~dled and eaten by all those participating in the 
final communion. Thus the complete communication is achieved 
bet1•1een the people and their gods throu.gh their offering. 
Hu.bert and Iviau.ss {24) go on to describe the 'rites of exit' 
necess~ry to enable the participants to extract themselves from 
the sacrifical situation, and to re-enter safely into their 
normal statu.s •. Common ways of achieving this are throu.gh ritual 
washing, changing of clothing and cha..11ging the name. After 
Aztec sacrifices, the priests removed their insignia and 
retu.rned them to the temples; the paper banners and adornments 
u.sed were ·ou.rnt with copal incense in braziers. A:fter everyone 
had a dispersed, a general feast and dancing (bu.t still of a 
religiou.s nato.re) l.lsual.l.y marlced the end of the fast and 
completion o·f the ceremony. There seem to be no more specific 
rites of exit, and this may be due to the large and constant 
part that religi6h played in everyday life. Some form of prayer 
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or fasting accompanied almost every activity, and because off' 
the large number of reg!Uar and moveable feasts, .no sooner vras 
one ceremony over than it was time to prepare for the next, 
indeed their preparation frequently overlapped. The priests 
especially 111ere ahHzys in a state of ri t1)a.\ purity, and vrere 
involved in some sort of sacrifice at least once in the day. 
There was no sharp division in the society bet1·reen the secular 
a.nd the sacred; communication between man a.nd the gods was a 
continttou.s process of co-operation established by constant 
offering. In general Aztec sacrifices were of the o"bjective type 
and not the personal, that is, the benefit of the sacrifice 
was passed directly to the sun and other gods, and;,,only indirectly 
to the people through the strength of the gods/and the eating of 
the flesh of the victim l'l"hich has become the substance of the god. 
Therefore the concecration and release of the spirit became the 
most important aspect in the majority of Aztec sacrifices, and 
rites of entry a.11d exit l'l"hich primarily prot eft the individual 
sacrificer are _not very prominent. 
These then are the basic elements of the mechanism of 
sacrifice, the concecration, immolation, apportionmen~ and 
re-entry in the namal life stat1.1.s. In any particular rite, 
some of these elements m~ be of little importance or even 
absent altogether, while others mey be emphasised according to 
the specific function of the rite. This variation in the basic 
elements· can be seen by ,-looking at complete ceremonies in detail 
within the context of the Aztec cosmology and belief system. 
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SACRE D PREC IHCT OF TEHO CHT ITLAN IH 1520 
from Patr ick Gllllagh er in Coe 19 6 2 
R].:Y TO THE MAP OF THE SACRED PRECINCT 
Jl. The Great Double Temple dedicated to Tlaloc and Hu.i tzilopochtli. 
2. Platform for King Tizoc's huge stone Sun Disc. 
3 •. Tzompantli; sku.ll rack for the heads of victims. 
4• Bal~ Court for the Toltec ball-game of Tlachtli. 
5· The Eagle House; rrar::::·iors meeting; place. 
6 •. Plat·form for the Great Calendar Stone. 
~. Coacalco, 'house of the serpenV-1 , where gpds of conquered.peop1es 
were he1~ 'prisoner'. 
8. Temple of Xipe Totec. 
~. Tema1acatl; stone for gladiatorial sacrifice. 
10 •. Temple of Tezcatlipoca. 
ll. The old temple of Huitzilopocht1i. 
12. The Sn~~e Wall enclosing the Sacred Precinct. 
13. Black House, part of the temple of Coatlicue. 
14. Palace of Motecuhzoma 1, 1440-69. 
15. House of Songs. 
16. Palace of Ax~acatl, 1469-81. 
17. Royal aviary. 
18. Palace of :f\'lotecuhzoma 11, 1502-20. 
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to sacrifices to the sun, the particu.lar god of the nobles 
and warriors. 
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Chapter 3 Aztec Cosmology: :. the War and Sun Cult 
The Aztec pantheon v-ras large and complex. Many of the 
gods they -had acqu.ired by conquest, absorbing the gods of 
cities and prqvinces they su.bju.gated, others they had inherited 
from previous cultures in the Valley of Mexico. The various 
classes and trade gu.ilds had their o1m patron gods, the feather 
workers, gold-workers and l~idaries all held their own partic-
ular festivals in local temples, clubbing together to buy slaves 
at the slave market in Atzcapotzalco to offer as a sacrifice.* 
The patron gods of the ~arriors and nobles were the old stellar 
and war gods of the ancient hunting cultures, which had made 
repeated incursions into the/sedentary towns and cities of the 
Valley. Huitzilopochtli had been the leader of the Aztecs befure 
they settled in the Valley, Tezcatlipoca had been a Toltec war 
god, Mixcoatl and Camaxtli were other local war gods adopted by 
the Aztecs. For the agricultural peasant pop~ation the gods of 
rain and maize held their special allegiance; the rain god 
Tlaloc was as ancient as the first beginnings of agricu~ture 
in Meso-america. Each province, town and qu.arter of the city 
worshipped their own local god and jealously_ guarded his place 
in their worship. Thus gro11p and local l9yalties served to 
perpetuate the mu.l tiplici ty of gods, and many of them gad 
~ver-lapping.att.ributes and functions. 
~his.wa~ at the simpler level of worship among the 
common folk; the highly trained priesthood and the i:nt~llectu.al 
elite of the tlamatimime or philosophers, sou.ght to unify the 
plethora of gods into a few basic theological precepts. 
* The feather-workers of Amantlan qu.arter offered. slaves to 
Coyotl inat:ta'i during Panqu.etzaliztli (Sahagun Bk.9.ch .• l8&19)· 
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Chief in the pantheon was Ometeotl, the self-generating 
I 
divinity considered to be both male· and feinale and called 
Ometecuhtli and his consort Omecihuatl - Lord and Lady of 
Dlil.ality. They embodied the principle of duality which pervaded 
all Azte9 thinking. This pair were knol~ by many names, Leon-
Portilla {1) quotes at least thirteen pairs of names., maile and 
female, referring.to their various functions. As Cii.tlallatonac 
'she of the starry skirt', and Chalchiuhtlatonac 'he who 
shines like a sun of jaae ', were the sources of celestial ::·<:'.. 
rad~ance, the stars and the sun. As the spindle of the universe 
. 
inhabiting the navel of the earth, they l'l'ere Xiuhtecuhtli, 
Fire god and Lord of Time. Fire was a.symbol of the centre, 
~s the hearth was the centre of ever,y Aztec home and was 
placed before. every temple. Ano;ther name for Orneteotl was 
Tloque Nahuaq~e, 'Lord of the Close Vicinity•, this name 
emphasised his invisible omnipre~ence and nearness. The 
omnipotence attribl)_.ted to this god is clearly evident in the 
following poem quoted b,y Leonr.~ortilla {2) from the Codice 
Florentino. 
Our Master, the Lord of the Close Vicinity, 
thinks and does what He wishes; He determines, 
He amuses Himself. 
As He wishes, so will it be. 
In the palm of His hand He has u.s; at His will he shifts 
11s aro11nd. 
We shift around, like marbles we roll, He rolls us 
around endlessly. 
We are but toys to Him; He laughs at l).s. 
The Divine Du.a.li ty created all the other gods and t.b:ough 
.. 
them, man himself. It was believed that in their form as 
'in Tonan in Tota'- 'Our Mother ~nd Father', they planted 
the soul into each unborn child, deciding its birth date and 
thereby its fate throughout lidte. 
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It was said, that in the t1·1el th heaven 
our fates were determined. 
vfuen the child is conceived, 
when he is placed in the womb·, 
his fate comes to him there; 
it is sent to him by the Lord of the Duality. (3). 
They were believed to in.habi t the highest of the thirteen 
heavens, in the place called Omeyocan, which in fact spanned 
both the twelth and thirteenth levels. Being so far removed 
from the everyday concerns of the mass of the people, they 
figured little in the reg~lar round of worship (except at 
pregnancy and birth) 1 and no sacrifices uere offere::d to them 
specifically, b~t only through their various manifestations, 
and the gods they created. But as a theological concept they 
figured a great deal in the holy chants_ and poems ofthe wise 
men, the 'tlamatinime'.* These were often specialised priests 
who, although trained in the calmecac and sometimes teachers 
there, followed philosophic~! thought somewht independent of 
the formal religion. A great poet and philosopher was the 
King of Tezcuco, Nezah~alcoyotl. His thoughts on the nature 
of Ometeotl appear to have been based on a more ancient 
concept of the cosmology since he refers to his abode in the 
ninth heaven, while most contemporary sources agree on there 
being thirteen. 
In the ninth world is the Cause of All, of u.s and of 
all created things, and the one only god who created 
all things both visible and invisible •. (4}. 
Tloque Nahu.aq~e is here described as the supfme ·creative 
. 6 
princ.iple. This· seems to be the nearest the Aztecs approached 
to the idea of a monotheistic supreme being, but he was still 
* literally 'he who knows things•. 
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thought of as creator and source of power of all the other 
gods, and not as a single principle replacing them. Moreover 
these speculations did not prevent Nezauhualcoyotl from pl~ing 
a full part in the holy wars and regular sacrifices. The highest 
degree of spirituality was reached by the tlamatinime whose 
modes of thot~ght were far in adva.nc~ of the pop».lar religion. 
They meditated on the deepst metaphysical q~estions, on the 
meaning of existence and the possibilities of life after death, 
and were not always satisfied with the traditional answers 
in myth and religion. However significant this movement was in 
shaping the philosophy of the Nahua, it continued quite indep-
endently of the popular cult of hwnan sacrifice. Never-t~less 
this cult was based on philosophical and mwthical premises. 
The rrwthico-religiou.s sanctions for sacrifice 1~ in the very 
creation of the universe. 
In an ancient account of the origin of the universe (!S.) 
it was said that Omet.ecuhtli and Omecihuatl gave birth to four 
sons, each of which was identified with one of the fou~ dir~ctions. 
One was the Red Tezcatlipoca presiding in the East, the land of 
light and fertilitw. The. second was the Black Tezcatlipoca, 
associated with the North, the dark, cold and barren region of 
death. Thirdly was Quetzalcoatl, the invisible wind, associated 
with the West, the land of women. The fourth son was called the 
Blue Tezcatlipoca, he was later identified lii th Hu.i tzilopochtli 
and governed the Sou.th. The influence of this quarter was 
uncertain and was therefore symboJI·ised by the rabbit l·rhich 
could jump in any direction. 
These four sons were the four cosmic forces whose 
activity created all other things and motions of the universe. 
They each struggled for supremacy; each in turn identifying 
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themselves with the sun. Each time one of the forces rulei over 
the universe it was called a Sun or Age. Wh~n one god was over-
come,by the force of another, the age and all its inhabitants 
lrere destroyed by a natural cataclysm.*' There were therefore 
four different Suns·, in the first the inhabitants vrere eaten 
b,y ocelots ( a symbol of the earth). In the second the sun 
and all the inhabitants were swept away by a wind. The destruct-
ion of the third was by fire and the fourth by water. Thus the 
four cosmic forces were associated not only with the four 
directions, but uith the four primordial elements of earth,air, 
fire and ;rater .• 
The present or fifth Sun was created when all the gods 
came to an agreement, and. two of them immolated themselves in 
the primordial fire and were transformed into the sun and the 
moon. They hung there inert until all the gods were sacrificed 
which enabled the sun to move. The fifth s~nn was therefore 
called the Sun of Movement, it was created on the day 'nawollin', 
' four movement•. The present harmony was maintained b,y each of 
the sons or directions taking it in tu.rns to influence the 
activities of the universe, thus resu.lting in the dynamic 
al tarnation of their forces. Each group of years., months and 
even days was ruled over ay a different one of the four directions, 
and each one presided in turn. The sacrifice· and active harmony 
of the gods in this way created the sun and saved it from inertia, 
giving it the momentum to move along its pr~scribed path, through 
the heavens during the day and under the earth at night.Within 
this framework of the stru~gle for supremacy between the cosmic 
forces, and their restraint by the alternation oftheir influence 
* Archaeological evidence from lava and flGod deposits suggests 
that the myth. of several creations may be based upon fact. 
( Soustelle 1969) 
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in a dynamic pattern, the various cosmic events were viewed 
and unders.tood. This· is what Leon-Portilla called the 'spacial-
ization of time', every division of time comes within the 
influence of each of the directions and primordial elements 
in turn, and each therefore has its distinctive qualities and 
significance in the life of man. Time and space within the 
universe were not therefore conceptualised separatley. 
It was foretold that the fifth Sun would be destroyed 
eventually as all the others had been. On a day 'nawollin', 
at the end of a 52-year cycle, the world would be devastated 
by earthquake and famine. To postpone this imminent destruction 
by maintaining the harmony of the cosmic forces, the Aztecs 
believed it their sacred mission to supply the gods, especially 
the sun, with the sou.rce of cosmic energy and life the 'precious 
liquid'- 'chalchihuatl', human bl~od. 
In the mythical example of the gods: "Human sacrifice 
was an alchemy by which life 't"Tas made out of death'; •• ~As for 
man, his ver,y first duty was to provide nourishment 'in tona 
in tota tlaltecuhtli tonatiuh', 'for our mother and father 
the earth and the sun'; and to shirk this vras to betray the 
gods and at the same time all mankind, for what was tru.e of 
the sun was also true of the earth, the rain, growth, and all 
the forces of nature. Nothing \-vas born, nothing co.uld endure, 
exc.ept by the blood of sacrifice • 11 ( 6) 
The enormous number of gods from different sources were 
usu.ally identified with one or other of the directions, and 
so became absorbed into the general theology. For example 
Xipe Totec (originally an Hu.axtec god), 1-ras god· of· spring and 
the germinating seed. He became associated with the Red Tezcat-
lipoca o~ the east, the place of daily resurrection of the sun 
and thus appropriate for the annual resurrection of nature. 
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The thirteen heavens, 'the region above us', was 
inhabited at variou.s levels by the stellar gods, and at the 
thirteenth by the Lord and Lady of Duality, (fig.9). There 
were also several levels in the dark regions· under the earth, 
the Land of the Dead called Irlictlan, presided over by IVIictlan-
tecuhtli and his wife. The souls of the dead had to pass through 
nine phases or ordeals, first crossing over a river wit~ the 
help of a small sandy~coloured gog which had been killed for 
this purpose at the fw1eral. Passing through a storm of sharp 
flint blades the soul finally disappeared in the depths of the 
ninth region. This was not a hell for there v1as no thou.ght of 
perdition, with some exceptions to be considered shortly, 
everyone passed through these regions of death whether slave 
or hoble, and whatever their standard of morality when alive. 
The ordeals to be gone throDgh were more the reflections of the 
hards~ips of life than ideas of. divine punish~ent. ~here were 
two other destinations for those ~ho died in partic~lar ways. 
Those who died from crowning or from causes thol)ght to b~ 
' . 
connected w~th water (lightening, dropsy, leprosy), went to 
Tlalocan; the green fertile paradise of Tlaloc were all 1·1as 
plentiful. The souls of warriors killed in bat1:le or u.pon the 
sacrifical stone went to the House of the Sun, 1Tonatiuhichan', 
to be •companions of the Eagle'. They helped the sun win his 
daily battle over the. stars and accompanied him on his journey 
from the east to the zenith. After fou.r years spent in celestial 
battles they were reincarnated as humming birds, a tru.ly delight-
ful prospect. This paradise was also reserved for the souls of 
women who had dli!.ed in childbirth, considered as courageou.s a 
death as that on the battlefield. Their's was the land of the 
west, 'Cuitlampa', they accompanied the sun from the zenith 
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At the centre of the horizontal plane was Anahuac, the physica1~orld 
I 
surrounded by a ring of water; 'Cern-anahuac' - 'that which is entirely 
surrounded by water', this formed the whole physical world. vfuether · 
it was intended or not, this orientation accords with both the early 
Aztec 'world 1 of Tenochti tlan surrounded by the lake of Texc11CO, and 
the later empire stretching from the Atll:antic to the Pacific Oceans. 
Presiding over the directions at the centre, the navel of the earth 
and spindle of the universe was XiuhtecQhtli, the ancient Fire God 
and an aspect of Ometeotl who presided in Omeyocan over the entire 
universe. 
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into the dark region under the earth to be risen again the 
hext morning by the celestial warriors. Infant children had 
a paradise of their Olm called 1 Chichihu.acu.auhco 1 - 'in the 
wet-nurse tree', becal.lse they were nouished by the milk which 
came in drops from this tree in the twelth heaven, the House of 
Tonacacihuatl, from which they were probably born again. 
All learning was in the ~ands of the priests. Specialists 
in divination kept and interpreted the tonalamatl, or Book of 
Fate, based on the.astrological calendar. This calendar the 
•ton~lpohualli', was the 260-day count with which they divined 
the times for the moveable feasts, or the auspicious days for 
trading, warring or performing any particularly important 
undertaking. When a child was born a priest would be asked to 
read its fate (tonalli) from the book according to its hour and 
day of birth, and to which deity and direction was ru.li~g over 
that period. So binding was fate thought to be upon the individ-
ua.l, that if a child was born at a particu.larly inau.spicious 
time the parents would wait a day or two until a favourable 
sign "1-Jas dominant before having the child 'baptised' and 
named, so hoping to balance out the bad influences of the birth 
time. The name usually given was that of the day sig.m. 
Divination in this way revealed whther the individual would 
lead a. good life 1 be indu.striou.s or lazy 1 have success or be 
a failure and so on. It seems there was room for one to overcome 
a bad slilgn, but only by the sort of self-control and dedication 
which formed the basis of the Aztec education system, both at 
home and in the schools. Through discipline, austerity and suffering 
man gained the strength to influence his own destiny. Everyone 
had frequent recourse to diviners throughout their lives, the 
date to start school, marry and so on were all of vital import-
ance. 
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The Tonalpouhque were specialists in divining, they had been 
educated at the calmecac where the priests were trained bu.t 
had not beco~e members of the priesthood. Instead they became 
self-employed 'sooths~ers', the Tonalpouhque and the various 
types of medicine healer were highly respected positions in 
society. 
The central concept in Aztec religion l-Tas that man pl<3¥ed 
an essential part in nature's cycle of death and rebirth. Every 
year the vegetation died and returned to earth, each spring it 
was reborn. Earth was both womb and tomb for man as well as 
vegetation. Moreover death was thou.ght essential for the renewal 
and continuation of life. At every sacrifice a situation of death 
became a situation of life for all those taking part, because 
life could only be bought with life. In the act of sacrifice the 
essence of life was given up to invigorate the sun and other gods 
(the personifications of nature), that they might be replenished 
~d propitiated to provide man with the means for his survival. 
Religion did not seek to control nature as something distinct 
from man, becaase he himself was part of nature, and becau.se 
man alone was powerless. Religion was the means b,y which man 
pl<3¥ed his part in nature's rhythm of destruction and recreation, 
as a part of nature man had to live by nature's rQles however 
harsh and unremitting. Aztec poetry is full of expressions of 
man's role as an ephemeral particle on earth, who can only 
survive by dedication to the performance of his part in the 
cosmic process. An extract from a poem by :t>Jezahualcoyotl sho'tV"s 
clearly this fatalnstic belief in the evanescence of earthly 
things. He compares life's splendours to the fleeting blossoms 
of flowers:-
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The reign o~ flowers is short. In the morning 
they boast of their beauty and strength, bu.t 
by evening they mourn for the destruction o~ 
their thrones and the misfortunes which lead 
to loss, poverty, and the grave. 
All things on earth have an end, and in the 
midst of the happiest li~e our breath ~ails. 
We ~alter and ~all to earth. 
All the earth is a grave. Nothing escapes. 
Nothing is so per~ect that it does not fall 
and disappear. The river, brooks, ~ountains, 
and waters ~low onward and never return to 
their delightful source. They hurry to the 
vast immaterial kingdom, and the broader their 
banks the mri~ter they reach the tomb. 
That which was yesterday is not today. That 
which is today may not be tomo~ov. (7) 
But their acceptance o~ the realities o~ their world did 
not lead to lithargy or despair; 
"Their'·s was an active pessimism; it did not result in 
a discouraged idleness but in a ~iery zeal ~or the sacred war, 
in ardent services o~ the gods, in the building o~ cities, and 
the conquest of empires. Brought ~ace to face with a piUless 
universe, the Mexican::· did not attempt to veil it with illu.sions, 
bu.t eked out the precariou.s scrap o~ li~e that the gods had 
granted him with an untameable strength, with labour, and 'tTi th 
blood." (8) 
I~ man was not constantly per~orming his duty, the sun 
would perish and the Tzitzimime (the supernatural demons who 
inhabited the second heaven), would descend onto earth and 
devour everyone. The Aztecs were the chosen people o~ the sun, 
their du.ty lay in ~asting, penance, and above all in the 
sacri~ice o~ the most precious offering, brave and valiant 
enemy warriors, that their hearts and blood might sustain the 
sun. Su.ch success in war was only possible by the favour of the 
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gods, and its main purpose was to provide sustenance for the 
gods that man's life might continue. 
The Aztec's sacred duty was to maintain the sun by the 
blood of sacrifice, in the same way as the sun itself had 
been created by the blood of the gods who sacrificed themselves 
in the ancient sacred city of Teotihuacan. According to this 
myth (9), after the destruction of the four previous suns, the 
world was still dark because there was yet no fifth sun, and so 
the gods took council together at Teotihuacan saying, "Come 
thither, 0 go~S Who will carry the burden? Who·will take it 
upon himself to be the sun, to bring the dalm?" One of the gods 
called Teccuciztecatl came forward and offered to be the one. 
The gods looked around for another one but they all drew back 
in fear. They called out to Nanauatzin, a scabby god covered 
in sores saying, he should be the other one and he eagerly 
agreed •• A new fire was made and laid in a hearth they called 
Teotexcalli, and the two gods performed pe~ances for foo~ 
days. Teccuciztecatl's offerings were all costly, for fir 
branches he used precious quetzal feathers, for grass balls he 
use* gold. His maguey spines were of green stones, his bloodied 
spines were of coral, and· he used the best incense. Nanau.atzin 
had only fir branches of green water reeds which he bound in 
·threes to m~ce nine bundles. His grass balls were dried pine 
needles, and he used real maguey spines covered in his own 
blood. For incense he used the scabs from his own sores. 
After four nights they threw away all the things with which they 
had done penance, and at midnight the gods gave these two their 
adornment. To Teccuciztecatl they gave a heron feather headdress 
and sleeveless jacket ( a warrior's .arr~), but to Nanauatzin 
only paper headdress and garments. Then all the gods gathered 
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before the fire that had been burning for four d~s and said, 
11 Take courage,O Teccu.ciztecatl;fall, - cast thyself in the f'irel 11 
He "'"lent f'or1iard to cast himself in but the heat from the flames 
terrified him and he turned back. Four times he tried but each 
time he dared not, he could tr.y no more, he was only allowed four 
attempts. Nanauatzin was: called upon next and with determination 
he shut his eyes and quickly, without f'ear, flung himself into 
the fire. vfuen Teccuciztecatl saw this he threw himself in also. 
While they burned the gods waited, and aftejk long time the 
dawn began to redden and the sun burst forth in the east. The 
light was so intense it was impossible to look on him, his 
brilliance penatrated evry\'l'here.Tl\~n Teccuciztecatl rose up 
~s the moon, but he ;ras of equ.al brilliance to the sun so 
one of the gods flung a ra'bbi t in his face, wounding him and 
darkening his face as it is teday. But neither the sun nor the 
moon were able to move, and the gods decided that through them 
the sun should be revived and they agreed that they shou.ld all 
die. In one account Xolotl is chosen to kill all the gods by 
cutting open their breasts, and finally killing himself. Another· 
version states that even ti'hen al1'the gods ti'ere dead the sun 
still did not move until the wind blew violently upon it.* 
Nanauatzin achieved the strBBgth and courage for his 
self-immolation throu.gh genu.ine penance, su.ffering and humility 
before the gods. Teccuciztecatl, by his lack of proper spirit-
ual preparation and suffering, lacked the courage and llas duly 
shamed by darkening his face. 
Ever since this exanple of the gods man gad collaborated 
in this inflexible process of renerral by sacrifice. Bach da;y 
-vrhen the sun rose, incense was offered and qu.ail li'ere slain and 
* Xolotl and the wind are both forms of Qu.etzalcoatl(appendix l:.l). 
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~ dedicated to the sun which was invoked with these wordsJ 
11 The sun hath come forth - the shafts of heat, the torqu.oise 
child, the soaring eagle. And how he will go on, or how he m~ 
tarry we know not. lfork, perform thy office for u.s, 0 our Lord. 11 ( 10) 
The qu.ail was a black bird with white speckles like the dark 
night sky sprinkled with stars, and probably ~mbolised the 
sun's victory over the stars and the darkness. 
The sun was said to have been created on the d~ 'nawollin' 
(fou.r movements), and so on that day-sign which came about every 
260 d83s, the membeBs of the military Knightly Orders and all the 
warriors and nobles attended a ceremony for the sun which they 
regardedf-s their special patron (11). (Although everyone did 
military servic~ as a you.th and whenever called u.pon in later 
life, long-standing service was given by the nobility who 
occupied the high ranks and gained most of the honours, they 
also comprised most of the membership of the Knightly Orders). 
The ceremony utook place in th~ Hou.se of the Eagles, a 
temple within the Sacred Precinct of the city. The two main 
Orders were called Eagles and Ocelots, which were the cult names 
for the sun of daytime and the sun at night respectively,* and 
the House of Eagles was their particular temple. All thase 
taking part in the ceremony fasted and did penances for four 
days, then on the d~ 'natiiollin' every person in the city 
observed a strict fast, not even the children or the sick were 
allowed to eat until after midday when the ceremony was complete. 
The priests blew shell trumpets to call the people to assemble 
at the temple, and the prisoner of war was brought forward 
~ The black markings of the ocelot and black feathers of the 
eagle 'ti'ere said to have been ca1.lsed by their going into the 
sooty embers of the fire after the creation of the s1m (Sahagun). 
accompanied by a throng of nobles. The prisoner's legs were 
painted with red and white stripes, half his ~ace was reddened, 
a.nd white plumage was sl;uck in his hair. This decoration is 
typical of that of the stellar gods (fig.lO). In one hand he 
carried a staff decorated with loops and knots of leather in 
which feathers had been inserted, and in the other he held a 
shield with five balls of cotton on it. On his back he carried 
a bundle containing pieces of red ochre, eagle feathers, gypsum, 
pinewood soot and piecesmof paper decorated with stripes of 
liqu.id rubber. All of these are ri tu.al materials 11sed in the 
insignia of stellar and war gods, and b,y the warriors on 
festive occasions. The prisoner was placed at the foot of the 
pyramid steps and addressed in a loud voice, "Sir, we beg you 
to go to our god, the sun, and salute. him on our behalf. Tell 
him that his children the knights and chiefs, who remain here 
beg him to remember 11s and favour us from where he is. Ask hi~ 
to receive this small present which we send him. Give him this 
staff to walk with, and this shield to defend himself, together· 
with the other objects which you. carry in this b1mdle." The 
prisoner replaied that he would be pleased to do so, for it 
was an honour to die by sacrifice and become •a companion of 
the Eagle'. Death in battle or upon the stone was the only 
befitting one for a warrior, and as the Aztec's enemies 
shared similar religious convictions, these were the captive's 
beliefs too. The prisoner was released and began his ascent 
to the temple. He proceeded ver,y slowly, pausing for some time 
on each step to symbolise the slow passage of the sun across 
the sky. When he reached th~summit, he walked to the huge 
carved stone platform which had in the centre the symbol of the 
sun and a set of st.eps at each corner, he ascended and stood on 
I 
I. 
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top ofthe stone. In a loud voice he addressed the image of the 
I 
sunp.anging over the altar of the temple'· tiJrning occasionally 
to the real siJn. When he had finished, four priests climbed 
upon the stone, each ascending by a different set of steps. 
. . 
They took the staff, shield, and bundle, and grasped his hands 
and feet. Then the chief priest, ascending with the sacrificial 
knife in his hand, cu.t the ~risoners throat., -bidding him. go 
with his message to the real sun 1-rho!Y! he woiJld meet in his 
next life. The priests poured the blood onto a font from vrhich 
it ran do1m into a canal to spill ou.t in front of the image of 
the su.n carved in the stone, As soon as all the blood had 
drained avra;y they opened the victim's breast, and taking ou,t 
the heart they raised it up in dedication to the sun until it 
grew cold. The ceremony was timed so that the victim ascended 
the steps exactly at midday when the sun was at its height. 
Temple priests ble;.r the conch shells as a sign that the fast 
was over and all might now eat. The priests placed the bundle, 
staff and shield beside the image of the sun, and took the 
body of the victim to his captor. The feast was solemnised by 
eating the flesh of the victim with great reverence, in a 
communion rite. The usu.al method of sacrifice by the Aztecs 
was to remove the heart of the victim, c~tting the throat first 
in this instance is probably becau.se blood, as the vehicle of 
life and strength lias particu ..lar.ly necessary to this ri tu.al, 
to give the sun the enttergy to continu.e its daily passage across 
the sky. Offerings of blood from the ears, tongue and limbs of 
the body were made constantly by the priests and the devo~t to 
this end. 
To stop making offerings lias co.nsidel~ed fatal, . the 
Tzitzimime (demons and monstrousspirits), iiere a constant 
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Figure 10 - overleaf 
MIXCOATh CloiJ.d Serpent, the black mask, feather headdress and 
striped.bocly-paint are typical of the stellar gods. He holds a 
shield, arroi·;s, i'lar banr1er and a hunter's net bag in his left 
hand. In his right is his spear-thrower. 
IZTAC, ~UXCOATL , V.Ihi te Cloud Serpent, all! aspect of Mixcoatl. He 
i·rears a heron-feather headdress, and a helmet mask of a deer·' s 
head. His staff is in the shape of a serpent. His beard sho1m him 
as a very old god, and uas considered the Father. of the Chichimec 
tribe. 
li'IG. lO 
~ ixcoatt Codex Hogliobecch iona 
lztac Hixcoll(l Codex Borg ia 
{from Lewis Spence : Gods of Hn ico] 
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threat. The mythutells of four previous creations or Suns, 
all of which had been destroyed by natural cataclysms su.ch 
as fire, flood and violent wind, and the present sun was 
doomed to destruction on a d~ 'four movement• or •earthquake' 
at the end of a 52-year cycle. Total destruction had happened 
before,and with this precedent the Aztecs knew that nature 
cou.ld lfithold from man his means of survival, and that the 
sun wo11ld one d~ fail to rise •. Jvlan's propitiation and coercion 
could not automatically gain results; man in no w~ controlled 
the forces of nature around him. Bearing this in mind it is 
e~sy to understand the extreme importance to the Aztecs of the 
New Fire ceremony held at the end of every 52-year period. 
This was called a 'bundle' of years, and had great calendrical 
and astronommcal significance, (see appendix V). This ceremony 
was also called the 'Binding of the Years•, for it marked the 
end of one life and the hope of another, but only a hope, for 
until the priests had seen the signs in the sky they did not 
lalow whether light and life wollld continue. (12) 
On the d~ of the great feast, the fires in all the 
temples and houses were put out. The three hearth stones used 
for cooking, household utensils and all the little stone and 
wooden images of the gods were throrrn aw~ into the lake. 
Everyvrhere houses and temples were S"'fept and cleaned, all 
rubbish was taken llP and thro"'m awa:y. During the first quarter 
of the night,all the priests and servants of the temple 
departed in a solemn procession from Tenochtitlan to the 
summit of a sacred hill called Uixachtecatl near Itzapalapan (fig.4). 
All the priests were dressed in sacred insignia, each represent-
ing one of the gods. They walkee very slowly and reached the 
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temple pyramid just before midnight. The Fire Priest of Copulco* 
"'fas the one who would make the ne•• fire, and as they rrai ted for 
midnight he practiced with his fire-drill, for it was believed 
that if fire could not be drawn, the sun '!tTould be destroyed and 
the stars and planets would trun into demons and descend to 
earth to devour man. All the people waited in dread on their 
house-tops or ~ vantage point from whichto see if and when 
the fire was made. Pregnant women wore maguey-leaf maSks and 
were locked in granaries for it was feared that if the fire d 
failed, they too would turn into demons. Children were also 
masked and kept awake all nig~t les~ they should turn into mice. 
Everyone looked toward the summit in expectation. On the summit 
the priests waited until the Pleiades~ were at their zenith 
at the correct time then they knew that th~ end of the world 
was not imminent. The Fire Priest immediately drilled new fire 
upon the breast of a captive and when the flames shot forward, 
he slashed the breast of the victim removed his heart and fed 
the fire 1'1i th :.it. Theytthrew the body of the victim onto the 
bon-fire they had made and everyone rejoiced. As soon as the 
people saw the nel'l' fire they cu.t their ears and spattered the 
blood in the direction of the fire, even the children had their 
ears cut. The fastest of the citi~s ru~ners then took firebrands 
from the bon-fire and ran swiftly to the temple of Huitzilopochtli 
and set the flames in the new hearth prepared ld th mu.ch cop.al 
incense. Priests took new fire from here to all the other temples 
in the city, a.nd the people took fire for their domestic hearths 
from great central bon-fires made in each quarter of the city, 
i~. Copulco was one of the important temples in Tenochti tlan. 
1 Leon-Portilla also s~s the Pleiades {tianquiztli), but Caso 
suggests they took the sign from Aldebaran. 
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until ever,y hearth waa relit with new fire as quickly as possible. 
~ver.yone now renewed their household goods, utensils and clothes, 
images of the gods were remade and frequently new temples vrere 
built on top of the old• Dressed in their new garments the people 
were happy and joyful that life had been spared. Incense was 
offe:ced and quail sacrificed. lWeryone was instructed to fast 
until midday, when captives and ceremonailly bathed slaves were 
sacrificed to the new fire. 
As in the myth of the creation of the sun, all the gods 
were present on the sacred hill waiting, this~ime not for the 
sun to rise, but for the vital evidence in the planets that the 
universe was to continue. The symbol of this was the birth of the 
new fire,- fed by the heart of the captive. The Fire God in his 
form as the Polar Star was the spindle of the universe as well 
as the primeval fire; the fire of creation and essential source 
of heat and light from l-rhich even the sun got his power and 
without which nothing existed. It was through immo:Lation by 
fire that the sun was created, and by the offering of hearts 
and blood that it was nourished to follow its daily course. 
Therefore after the creation of the new fire, at midd~ captives 
and slaves were sacrificed to nourish the fire, strengthen the 
sun, and sustain the cosmic process which wou~d continue for 
a further 52 years. 
The name given to the sun was Tonatiuh 'he who shines•, 
or such metaphorical terms as 'precious torquoise', 'q•~etzal­
feather', or 'soaring eagle' were u.sed, (fig.ll). All these 
names refer to him as a luminary, and as a mythical sacred 
land to l-rhich the souls of dead warriors were sent. Bu.t later 
the sun was closely associated with other gods of a more 
personalised nature and frequently represented by them, 
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especially Huitzilopochtli- the god of war and national hero 
of the Aztecs. It is fitting that the god of war should represent 
the sun, since the daily rising and setting of the sun was 
regarded ~s a daily battle with the stars. The souls of dead 
and sacrificed warriors fought in this celestial battle to 
help the sun to victory, while their counterparts on earth 
fought terrestrial battles indirectly for the same purpose. 
The symbol for the d~ sun was the eagle, for the sun at night 
the ocelot 1 and these were the names of tl·to of the Knightly 
Orders of prominent warriors and nobles in Mexico.* This 
association between earthly and celestial war is depicted in 
the myth of Huitzilopochtli 1 s birth (13). His mother was 
Coatlicue, also mother of the Centzonhuitznauac ( the 'four-
hundred southerners•, or stars of the southern s~), and of 
CoyoJ.a.uhqui 1 the moon. Coatlicu.e lived on Coatepec 1 the;• 
Serpent Mou~tain 1 and one d~ she was performing· a penance 
there by s1-ree:ping the temple when she found a ball of feathers 1 
(symbolising the soul of a warrior killed in battle or upon the 
stone), and she placed it in her bosom. But when her task was 
finished the feathers had gone, and CoatliCile discovered she 
had conceived a child. When her other children the stars and 
moon saw this, they secame angry.that she should so dishonour 
and shame them; they wandered who was th~bause of her conception. 
They decided to kill her. Coatlicu.e was terrified by this, bu.t 
I 
the child in her l·romb comforted her and toibd!her not to be afraid. 
I 
The moon roused the anger of the stars and they prepared for war. 
Like seasoned warriors they wound up their hair &ld bound it 
"1-Ji th warrior!!' array , and they wore bells on their 1 egs. However 1 
* Vaillant (p.219) mentions a third,Arrow Order, rarely wrmtten 
of in native accounts. 
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Figure ll - overleaf 
In Codex Borbonic~s Tonatiuh wears a quetzal-feather headdress, 
and a back device of a death 1 s head Cl..Od qu.etzal feathers. 
Around his neck and arms are· jewels - preciou.s green chalchihui tls 
stones 1 gold and torrqu.oise vThich indicate his high rank. He carr.ies 
the symbols of war in his left hand, and a fiery serpent in the 
other. 
In Codex Borgia Tonatiuh is se~ted on a platform covered in ocelot 
skin. His face, body paint and hair are yellow, and he is decked, 
in chalchihuitl stones, torquoise mosaics, a large gold disc on 
his breast and gold bells on his legs. His headdress is of eagle 
feathers, with ·a humming bird attached to his jewelled head-band 
and a parrot's head as a back device. 
Both these codices are pre-columbian. 
P J. G. ll 
Tonat i uh Codex Borbon icus 
Tonat iuh Cod ex Borg.!_! 
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a traitor among them named Quau.itl icac who kept Hu.itzilopochtli, 
stilllin the womb, informed of their movements and their approach 
to the mountain on which Hu.itzilopochtli's mother dwelt. He 
informed him 11hen they reached Tzompanti tlan, Coaxalapan, and 
Apetlac, and then 11hen they rrere half way u.p the mou.ntain. When 
they reached the top, Huitzilopochtli burst forth from his 
mother's womb fully armed. He had a shield, darts and dart-thrower; 
his face paint was ~ellow with blue horizontal stripes, and his 
forehead and ears were pasted with feathers. The sole of his foot, 
the left foot, was pasted with feathers and his thighs and u.pper 
arms were stainea' blue. With his weapon, the F'ire Serpent 'Xiuhte-
coatl', he :pierced the moon, striking off her head which came to 
rest on the slope of Coatepetl, her·body rmlled down the slope 
crashing into pieces which fell in variou.s places. Hui tzilopochtli 
'· 
then arose and pursu.ed the stars, scattering them to the base of 
the mountain around which he chased them four times. In vain they 
fought against him . .1as he overpovrered a.."ld destroyed them. They 
cried out 'Let this be enou.gh' bu.t he -vrou.ld not stop. Only a 
very few fled and escaped, they went to a haven in the sou.th. 
When he had slain them he took from them their adornment, their 
paper crowns decorated with feathers, and arrayed himself in them 
as his insignia. 
Again the theme of this myth is the resurrecting power 
of sacrifice; the sun is born each da1m l-rhen the spirit of a 
sacrificed warrior impregnates the earth. Many ideas expressed 
in the myth were dramatised during the festival of Panq~etzaliztli 
(Raising of War Banners), held in honour of Huitzilopochtli q.t 
the time of the-winter solstice (14). The victims were painted 
in the colours of the gad~s insignia. Their legs and arms were 
painted in blue stripes; their faces striped vrith yellow and blue, 
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and they "i'rore nose-plugs of an arrow and a half disc (fig.l2). 
Many of the victims were slaves bought and offered by merchants, 
and were ceremonially bathed before the feast day.* 'I1he woman 
who was to bathe them first bathed herself at the lake edge and 
set up on the bank a thorn stained ·with her O'\m blood. The 
priests fasted for eighty days before the feast, bu.t the 01-mers 
of the slaves fasted only four days. On the day of the feast, the 
twentieth day of the month, the victims or 'bathed ones' as they 
were called took part in a mock battle. Adorned in Huitzilopochtli's 
insi~lia they fought against a group which were called the 
Uitznauac (the southerners), corresponding to the Centzonuitzaauac, 
the stars in the myth. These Ui tznau.ac w.ere aided by a number of 
warriors. The battle was in earnest, if the 'bathed ones' caught 
their opponents they slew them by cutting open the1r breasts, 
using the ceremonial two-tbned drum as a sacrifidal stone. 
As in real war, the purpose was not just to kill the enemy, but 
to capture and sacrifice them in the proper ritual manner. After 
the mock battle the 'bathed ones' •·rere led to the temple of 
Hu.i tzilopochtli and circled the pyramid four times. A priest 
brought down from the temple the Fire Serpent, made of red arara 
feathers so that it looked like a blazing firebrand. Its tail was 
made of paper two or three fathoms long, and as it was carried 
down its tongu.e vras made to dart in and out like a real serpent. 
It was dedicated to the four directions, taken to the eagle-vessel 
at the base of the pyramid and burnt there. Now the victims 
ascended the temple just as the stars had approached the 
* The fact that mercbnts offered many of the victims reflects 
the growing importance of their position in Aztec society,the 
special bathing was presumably to increase the ritual standing 
of the slaves to the level of the captives taken by warriors. 
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Figure 12 - overleaf 
Huitzilopochtli- This drawing is from the Florentine Codex, 
from the drawings by Paso y Troncoso. Huitzilopochtli carries 
a shield, decorated with eagle's down in the form of the quincunx, 
a bundle of dgrts, and a dart-thrower in the shape of the Fire 
Serpent; the weapon 1fi th which the sun defeats the po't·rers of 
darkness. Around his ankles and knees are tied little gold bells. 
Tied to his left arm appears to be an amu.let made from a human 
arm; warriors sought the arms of' li"Omen who had died in child-
birth, believing, them to contain the magical properties to make 
them invincible in war. 
F 1,;. 12 
Huitzllopochtli : Florent ine Codu 
Ensigns of th• Ocelot and Eagle Knightly Orders tllrrying war banners :Codu Borbonicus 
- ---
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mountain on which Huj. tzilopochtl~stood. It appears from the 
ritual that the Serpent Mountain and the temple of Huitzilopochtli 
were one; the· place n-ames mentioned by Quav.i tl icac when describing 
the approach of the star~are locations in the temple. Tzompaa~-
i tlan was the place rrhere the skull rack stood in the temple 
cqu~tyard, on which were placed the heads of sacrificed victims. 
Coaxalapan means 'serpent sand place' and m~ have peen the place 
for the form of dedication prior to sacrifice when victims were 
said to 'have enetered the sand' (15). Apetlac was the name 
given to the landing at the bottom of the steps leading to the 
temple. As in the myth, the killing took place at the top and 
the bodies were rolled quickly down the steps to the bottom, 
as the body of the moon rolled down the S~rpent Mountain. 
Coatlicue, mother of Huitzilopochtli and all the stars, 
was also called 'Our Serpent Iviother', and Spence describes her 
nature in the pantheon as that of the flower-covered earth of 
spring from whi:th. the sun was born, begotten of the soul of a 
sacrificed warrior. The earth is represented by the Serpent 
· l<lou,ntain which was her abode. Thu>s in the myth as the young sun 
bursting forth from the womb of earth, and as the patron god of 
warriors who perform their battles on earth to provide the blood, 
the hearts and the sou.ls of captive t-rarriors, Hu.i tzilopochtli 
formed a link between the celestial and the earthly wars. This 
js what is meant by the song of Hu.i tzilopochtli quoted by. Spence:-
Huitzilopochtli the warrior, no-one is my equal 
Not in vain have I put on my vestment of yellow feathers 
For thro1;gh me the sun has risen. (16) 
Although there t'lere obvious poli 1;ical advantages i:o the 
state in having such a well organised warrior class, war was 
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primari&y a ceremonial affair of great ritoal importance. * 
Sahagun (17) described the dress of the leaders when they went 
to fight. They wore headdresses and shirts made of costly spoon-
bill feathers, and quetzal feathers. On their backs they carried 
huge wicker carrying frames with skin drums decorated in gold. 
Their shields were edged li'i t~~old and decorated with precious 
feathers. Warriors of the Ocelot Order wore tight-fitting ocelot 
skin suits with great ocelot-head masks over their heads (fig.l6). 
The king 1 s arr~, drum and headdress were all in blue cotinga 
feathers, one of the colours of liuitzilopochtli representing the 
blue sky. 
ilhen the ba.....-ttle was to be foiJght the priests divined an 
au.spiciou.s day and led the colwnns of warriors, carrying images 
of their gods upon their backs , j~st as the priests had done 
during the historical migration of the Aztec tribe. 'I1he signal 
to begin battle was given by the priests making new fire with 
a fire-drill on the battle-field. Behind the priests came the 
veteran warriors of Mexico, followed by the young warriors and 
those of the allies Tezcuco and Tlacopan. The rear ranks were 
composed of men from other allied provinces. Rewards went only 
to those who; took captives, no matter how many enemies a warrior 
might kill h~ received no recognition until he tobk a prisoner, 
alone or with --the help of others, for sacrifice. The young inex-
perienced you.ths had their heads shaved except for a tuft at 
the back of their heads. If they took a captive with the help 
of others (~p to five were alloHed to share in the taking of a 
*Prestige and acquisition of tribute became of increasing 
importance as the state grew in power; the complexity of the 
society demanded food and other materials from farther afield, 
famines and shortages alw~s increased warring activities. 
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captive), the back tu.ft was removed leaving a tuft on the right. 
If he took a captive alone he was called a leading youth, and 
was dressed up in yellow and red bo~- and face-paint, his head 
covered in feathers and taken before Motecuhzoma to receive 
praise and gifts. The more captives a man took, he was rerrarded 
qy being allowe~ to wear increasingly fine and elaborate clothing, 
and even grants of land with peasants to work them. But promotion 
also depended on the qu.ality of prisoners, for example the Hu.aj:tecs 
l'l'ere considered ctil;Jardly· lfarriors and to take a Huaxtec warrior 
as apprisoner counted for little, but to capture a Uexotzinco ~as 
considered very valorous indeed. Those who took three captives 
were made !~asters of Youths 1 and trained the young men in the 
military training schools, the telpochcalli. Seasoned rrarriors 
were those 1-rho had taken four captives and they received much 
honour and great reno1rn. 
Despite the importance of the stone-workers, gold-beaters, 
lapidaries and other artisans in making the ri tu.al objects and 
images of the gods, the most honoured profession, except per~a.Ps 
the priesthood, l-ias that of the "'iarrior. Everyone 1-ras :expected 
to do their duty in the battle-field, even the priests fought and 
took captives as well as acting as spiritual and ritual guides. 
Even merchants sometimes fought in thei~own plato.ons, although 
they usually fulfilied their duties by acting as spies or scouts 
on their travels in enemy territory. The social status of the 
merchant class, the Pochteca, in later Aztec society was becoming 
almost equal to that of the"t-rarrior class, so mu.ch so that Kricke-
berg (18) suggests that they even went to the 'House of the Sun' 
after death, with the souls of dead warriors. 
\·lhen the midliife cu.t the umbilical cord of a newborn 
boychlilld, a miniat1Jre shield and spear were placed in his hand 
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and she dedicated him to the life of a warrior:-
" ••••• this house in vrhich you are born is only a nest, 
an inn to which you have come ••••• your true country is 
another, you are promised elsewhere to the field of 
battle, 1-rhere 1;rar is waged. That is what you. are sent 
for. Your profession and your talent is war, your task 
is to give the sun the bloo4 of enemies to drink ••••• " (19) 
According to Peterson (20), the umbilical cord was then buried in 
enemy territory so that when the child was grown u~,into a man, he 
would be rqystically draw·n back in pursuit of -vrar and honour. 
The maintenance of Aztec supremacy over most of what is 
mow Mexico usually provided sufficient prisoners to satisf,y the 
gods, bu.t when these were consid[ered inadequate, religiou.s 
considerations overrode all others and special arrangements had 
to be mad.e to provide more opportunities for combat. l!l.uring the 
reign of Motecuhzoma 1, there had been a period of prolonged 
floods and famine from 1451-1456 du.e to severe storms and crop 
failures (21). The King's priestly advisers warned him that 
Hui tzilopochtli -vras dissatisfied with the number and qu.ali ty 
of c~ptives being sacrificed, and so the system of 'Xochiyaoyotl' 
the 'Flovrery ¥far' was instituted. This 1-1as an arrangement whereby 
~he Aztecs and their al.lies from the states of Texcuco and 
Tlacopan, established a permanent state of war with the states of 
Tlaxcala and Uexotzinco who were also Nahua-speaking peoples. 
They fo~ght regular, frequent battles to enable both sides to 
obtain more captives, without the expense and logistic problems 
of formal warfare.* 
* According to Covarrubias (1957), the years that followed this 
arrangement were Wlusu.ally fertile and prosperous, as if' to 
reassure them of the efficacy of their actions (p.318). 
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Some indication of the dedication and the pride of the 
warriors and leaders is given in the war poems translated by 
Irene Nicholson:-
The bonfire smokes! Shields thunder! 
God of the ringing bells! 
The flO"'fer of the enemy shudders! 
Eagles and Tigers resound! 
Bells clamo6r, the chieftain is resplendant, 
He vrho makes the "'i'Orld live is full of delight. 
The flol'rers of the shield are opening their petals:: 
glory spreads, it revolves about the earth. 
Here is intoxication of death in the midst of the plainf 
Here, at the side of war, as war breaks out on the plain, 
the chieftain shines, spins, gyrates 
with flowery death in war, 
0 prince, 0 chichimeca chieftains. 
Fear not,rny heart:: on the plain 
I covet death by the obsidian knife: 
All that ou~ hearts desire is death in war! (22) 
The bonfire referred to in the first extract is the ri t.u.al fire 
made by the priests to signify the beginning of the battle, and 
the bells are small gold or copper bells, (oioalli), tied to their 
calves and ankles as part of their fighting costume. These were 
included in the typical warrior's array worn by the stars in the 
~th of Huitzilopochtli's birth. 
At the time of Sahagun's writing, Huitzilopochtli had 
been the war god in lilexico, but he was also the national hero 
of the Aztecs as a tribe, and in their history as a wandering 
band of hunters, or Chichimecs, had been their spiri tltal leader. 
Both Spence and SB.hag1Jn give legends w·hich tell of H1.1.i tziloplbchtli~s 
origin as a real man (23), a great warrior and sorcerer called 
Hui tziton who, after his death "'·ras worshipped as a god. He was 
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said to have led the people in their rranderings from the dry 
north-west region onto the Mexican plateau in his disguise as a 
humming bird, (and since this time all warriors were finally 
reincarnated as humming birds, the symbol of resurrection). 
The priests carried his image wrapped in a sacred bundle before 
the people. Huitzilopochtli was therefore closely associated 
with the hunting origins of the Aztecs, as Tezcatlipoca was 
with the hunting origins of the first Toltecs to arrive on the 
plateau. centuries before. It seems likely that the solar 
qualiti-es of these gods; their presence in many myths concerning 
the BUll; and the four directions, and variou.s myths of their 
miraculous births, 1-rere later developments of the priests in 
adapting their gods to the complex religion they found on the 
plateau, lfhile maintaining the supremacy of their own gods as 
far as possible. Huitzilopochtli of course is not named among 
the gods presiding over day and night periods in the ancient 
ritual calendar, which was quite unknown to the Aztecs mntil 
their arrival on the plateau. 
While hunting became less important economically in the 
agricu~tural system of the Mexican Valley, it still had considerable 
ritual significance, especially during the month of Quecholli 
when they held a ritual hunt dedicated to Huitzilopochtli, and 
also to Mixcoatl the hunting god of the Tlaxcalans (24). 
Qu.echolli occu~d during October and November, when agricultural 
activities for the year had largely ceased until the spring. 
At the beginning of the month, reeds to a~e arrows were collected 
by all the warriors including the small boys under training, and 
were dedicated to Huitzilopochtli at his temple. All the men and 
boys ascended the steps to the temple were their ears were cut 
and the blood smeared upon their foreheads, as the priests 
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performed this rite they said, "The deer are anointed with 
blood''. The men 1-rere identified with the deer so that their 
fasting and penance wo~ld ensure an abundance of deer and a 
s~ccessful hunt. As part of the proceedings, sexual abstinence 
was observed, the old men gave up their privilige of drinking 
\-Tine, and they all made offerings of their own blood. While 
they fasted they made many arrows, tying them into bundles which 
'trere left at the foot of the temple. Next dC13, the 1-rarriors were 
free to make arrows in their own homes and practise shooting 
ready for the hunt. They hunted on mount Caca~epec where rabbit, 
deer, coyote and hare cou.ld be taken. r.iotecuhzoma gave capes , 
(a common article of exchange), to those who took game and they 
departed home taking with them the heads of the game they had 
caught. (It does not s~ so clearly in the text, but it seems 
that the bodies of the animals cau.ght belonged to the palace 
and were left ti'i th !~'lotecuhzoma in exchange for the capes.) 
The twentieth d~ of the month was the real feast day 
of·Quecholli and the d~ when the sacrifices took place. The 
captives were led in procession around the techcatl in dedication 
and then taken to a local temple for an all night vigil where 
they; l'rere closely guarded. At midnight hair lias taken from the 
crowns of their heads, and all their belongings l'rere biJrnt. 
A man burnt his paper streamers, cloak, and uater gov.rd; and a 
woman, her weaving and spinning tools, basket, cloths and threads. 
It ltas said that these things would aw-ait them where they vrere 
going after death, for these victims would become 'cgmp~nions 
of the eagle' ( Qv.auhtecatl), after an hono•J.rable death on the 
techca~l. The next day at da1n1, dressed in special paper adorn-
ments they were taken to place where they wereto die. Four 
captives vrera carried up the temple steps by their hands and 
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feet l'Thich had been bound together, with their heads hanging 
towards the ground. At the top of the steps they stretched over 
the stone and their hearts cut ou.t. They 1-rere thus boWld and 
c~ried like the deer, and were personifications of the deer. 
Other captives climbed up the steps of their own free will 
and were sacrificed on the stone in the usual manner. The captives 
dressed in the likeness of IJij::x:coatl and a god called Tlama.tzincatl, *· 
were sacrificed~t the temple of Tlamatzincatl. 
I 
The preparation for this ·ceremony was the concern mostly 
of the uarriors, and ;;as designed to increase their provress in 
the ceremonial ,hunt by attaining ritual pu.ri ty, and probably to 
increase their skill in war too. Spence (25) believes this 
ceremony to suggest that all sacrifices rrere originally ofdeer, 
and that human bein~were substituted by the Aztecs when a 
sedentary life, based on agric1.1l tu.re, made it difficu.l t to 
obtain a sufficient number of deer for sacrifice. Spence explains 
that in the history of the Chichimecs as wandering bands of 
hunters, deer was their staple diet, and that deer sacrifices 
were originally made in order to share the prey with the deity 
to whom the deer belonged, in order to appease his anger at the 
animal's death. As the gods provided the mea.ss for man's 
sustenance, so m~~ had to feed the gods. Evidently the hunting 
gods 1-rere not originally m~~' s gods, bu.t the guardian spirits 
of the deer; they included Mixcoatl, amaxtli and Itzpapalotl, 
all of whom later camew have solar and stellar attribunes. 
With the gradual adoption of agriculture, these ideas were 
extenaded to the personification of the elements of growth, 
rain, grain, earth and so on. This led to the belief that unless 
the gods were replenished by blood they would be unable to 
carry out their labours, but the blood was of necessity human 
*'perpetual yovth', an aspect of Tezcatlipoca as a young warrior. 
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blood becau.se o:f the lack o:f deer, and the victims used t-r.ere 
enemy warriors because this was more acce~able than using 
ones own peopl:e. 
Spence illustrated his argument with a poem abou.t 
I tzpapaloj;l.n i·rhose name means 'Obsidian Bu.tter:fly 1 • Obsidian 
was the stone widely u.sed in the hunting vultures to kill and 
skin the prey, and according to Spence was the material later 
used :for~he sacri:fical knives. *' 
o, she had become a goddess o:f the melon cactus, 
Our I•!other Itzpapalotl, the obsidian batterfly, 
Her :food is on the Nine Plains 
She was nurtured on the hearts o:f deer, 
Ou~ Mother, the earth-goddess. (26) 
This poem suggests that Itzpapalotl, who had previously been 
the goddess o:f the Chichimecs and received deer sacri:fice, 
had become the deity o:f the mel an cactu.s in an agricu.l tural 
·community. 
According to Lumholtz (27), the Huichole Indians 
inhabiting the dry lands of the Sierra Madre Occidental, are 
, 
the remnants of the ancient Nahua-speaking peoples vrho stayed 
behind when the main stock began their migration onto the plateau. 
o:f Mexico. His description o:f the significance of deer in their 
religion l'101Jld seem to su.pport Spence 1 s theory. Deer were t.he 
emblem o:f su.stenance and :fertility a..."ld "'ltere the most desired 
food o:f the gods. However, as the people became increasingly 
dependant or1 grorring corn, corn was eqo.ated with deer, it -vras 
sprinlcled with the blood o:f deer that it might become equally 
sustaining. As in the Quecholli :festival, rules o:f :fasting and 
pena..."lce were observed to enable those taking part in a ceremonial 
*· Some knives may have been obsidian$ but variou.s materials were 
u.sed, the Mixtec example in the British Museum is of chalcedony. 
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hunt to be ~i tual.ly pure, and slilccessful. During a hunt, the 
people left at home stayed in the temple fasting and praying 
until the hunt returned. 
Examples of animal sacrifice believed to be a substitution 
for original human sacrifice are frequent, there is no reason to 
suppose that the substitution could not occur in the other 
direction. However other animals apart from humans were 
available and acceptable to the Aztecs as sacrifices, quail for 
instance t-rere regularly u.sed in immolations. The Aztecs 1-rere 
not averse to sacrificing their own people either, parents 
offered their own children to Tlaloc during the month of Atl cau.aloa, 
but in later sacrifices in a massive scale only prisoners of 
war were used. The indulgence in armed combat in order to obtain 
enemy warriors for sacrifice could be looked upom as an e~ension 
of the h1Jl1"t-ing after deer; the weapons used '-rere broad swords, 
'macquauitl', edged on both sides with obsidian blades. Spence 
puts great stress on this point as proving the transition from 
the hunting of deer withthe obsidian knife, to the capture of the 
substitute offering using the same type of weapon; the same 
'magical' stone. However, it may also be that in a culture which 
made little practical use of metals, andknew no hard metah~, 
obsiclic-:Jl was still the most efficient cutting material • 
. Spence sums up his argument by saying, 
"The idea that the sun could not live wi thou.t human blood rras a 
Nahua conception, arising out of an earlier belief that it must 
be nourished upon the blood of beasts. 11 
Although the term Nahua includes the early hunting Toltecs, human 
sacrifice in Ivleso-america goes back much further than that. rlhile 
it is possible that among the Nahu.a peoples the first sacrifices 
rrere of deer, the idea of human sacrifice in the Valley of lilexico 
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is an ancient one, and sacrifices to Tlaloc and the grain deities 
were taking place there long before the arrival of the Nahuas. 
Both Vaillant (28), and Sejourne cite evidence for human sacrifice 
and ritu.al cannibalism during the late stages of Teotihuacan 
cu.l ture, and Bu..rland { 29) describes a pottery lvhistle figurine 
dating from the same period dpicting a god bound as a captive 
cutting OIJ.t his 01-m heart. 
Any attempt to discover the origins of the use of human 
sacrifice mu.st inevitably involve much conjecture. Hovrever the 
hunting ori~ins of the Aztec people certanly had a strong 
influence on the religion and culture that flo1vered in Tenochti tlan. 
The associations between the sun, hunting and war have already 
been dlil.scussed, bu.t the:r·e is also another vi tal aspect of Mexican 
cu.l tu.re, agricu.l tu.re. If the peasants 1-rere dependant upon the 
cpurage and dedication of the warriors in keeping the gods 
nourished, the 11arriors depended for their immediate SI.Astenance 
on the labours of the peasants. The agricultural gods were among 
the oldest in IoJ!eso-america, and 1-rere adapted by the Aztecs 1·1ho 
wove them into the fabric of their own religion. 
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Chapter 4 Sacrifice to Agrarian Deities 
The hallmark of the Aztec cul tu.re 1-ras the religiou.s 
and social interdependence of the distinct warrior and peasant 
sections of the society. Both were based on entirely different 
traditions. The former on the hunting traditions of the north-
west platea~, the l~tter based on the traditions of the indigeno~s 
sedentary agriculturists. They had become so interwoven that it 
is sometimes impossible to disentangle those elements 1-rhich were 
indigenou.s to the Valley of IJJexico, from :fz=&l those bro,;ght in 
by the nomadic, warlike peoples in the various incursions since 
the end of the Classic period. Ovenrhelming political povrer was 
in the hands·of the military, but the entire structure was 
founded on the ability of the peasants to produce sufficient 
food su.rplus to support the vast military and religio•Js organis-
ation. Efficient agriculture vras the foWldation of the military 
state and agriculture depended on the resuscitation of the 
forces of natu.re through the worship of r.rlaloc and other fertil:if;t;y 
and nature deitieB. These two ideologies came together in the 
edifice of the Great Double Temple to Tlaloc and Huitzilopochtli 
which stood in the Sacred Precinct of Tenochtitlan. It was the 
main temple of the entire Aztec religiou.s complex. Identified 
with this partnership w~s the position of the Higheriest, 11hich 
was held by two priests of equal rank, one was called Quetzalcoatl 
totec tl~acazqui (High Priest to Quetzalcaatl), and the other 
Quetzalcoatl Tlaloc tlamacazqui (High Priest to Tlaloc) (appendix 1). 
Their duties extended over all religiou.s matters in the Az.tec 
empire, but they represented the two ideologies of Mexico 
synthesised into one system. 
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Tlaloc the rain god, was knovm all over Meso-america 
in varioo.s forms right back to the beginnings of agricu.l t..,re.* 
There are more representations of him in frescoes and scu~ures 
in the ru.ins of Teotihucan than there are of Qu.etzalcoatl. 
Krickeberg suggests that he l'ias the major god of the pantheon 
at that time and that the souls of all the dead by l'Thatever cau.se, 
went to Tlalocan, his paradise of the sou.th, aft.er death. (1). 
In Aztec theology, only those who died from deseases thought. to 
be cau.sed by watee (dropsy, leprosy), and from drowning or 
lightening went to Tlalocan, Bhich lTas only one of four possible 
abodes after death. While it seems that some of 'flaloc•s 
ppominence in the pantheon had been overshadowed in Aztec society 
b,y the worship of the sun_and war gods, where were still five 
major ceremonies of the yearpedicated to him or his associated 
deities. Alt.hou.gh Post-Classic influ.ences were great and most 
ceremonies incwuded heart sacrifice and other ritu.al associated 
with the l·rarrior cults, worship to Tlaloc did include many elements 
which seem to have pre-dated the Nahu.a incu.rsions, and give some 
insight into the long tradition of human sacrifice in that area. 
The victims chosen for offerings were not necessarily prisoners 
of -vrar, al thou.gh these were freql.lently sacrificed in addition to 
those with special pertinence to the ritual situation. For example 
a young girl is chosen to represent the green maize in Uei 
tocoztli, and children were sacrificed to Tlaloc at the time of 
the first spring rains. This appears to be the only time the 
Aztecs sacrificed children. The manner of death was sometimes by 
drowning, and in this case the souls of the dead victims went to 
Tlalocan after their death, and not to be •companions of the 
~His other forms are~ Chac (Maya), Tajin (Totonac), Tzahui (Mixtec), 
and Cocijo (Zapotec). (Peterson 1959). 
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eagle' with those sacrificed on the stone. The first month of 
the Aztec year lil'as dedicated to the Tlaloque, and lil'as called 
Atl caualo which Thompson (2) translates as 'the bqying of the 
rains•. Seler too sa1-1 it as an expression of a contractual. 
relationship and rendered it as the p~ment of a debt, as the 
child sacrifices were called •nextlaali' - 'the debt is paid 1 .(3). 
During this month children were sacrificed on the shores of Lake 
Texcuco, later at a whirlpool in the centre of the Lake called 
Pantitlan, and finally on the mountain summits where the rain 
clouds gathered and gave rise to the life-giving movntain 
streams. The children chosen were those with •t1-10 cowlicks of 
hair', or two curls (perhaps symbolic of the waves on the water), 
or those born on a partmcularly appropriate day sign. The children, 
unweaned, were much sou.ght after and bought as slaves from the 
market,or offered by parents who hope to avert evil and gain 
favour from the gods by such an offering. During Atl caualo 
slender green poles were erected in every calmecac and temple 
as a symbol of the lush green grolith which Tlaloc brings abou.t. 
They were decorated with paper streamers and ulli gum, or liquid 
ru.bber t-.rhich t-ras frequ.ently u.sed in ceremonies for the Tlaloque 
and seems to have represented rain drops. tihen burnt it produces 
dense black smoke suggestive of the dark grey rain clouds and 
thunder clouds. The children were dressed in the symbols of growth 
and rain; headbands of green quetzal feathers, necklaces and 
bracelets of precious green stones (chalchihu.i tls), and their 
faces were painted with spots of liquid rubber. They were 
carried ~o the variou.s sites foiJ~acrifices on decorated litters 1 
and all the people gathered abou.t them v1eeping, and if the 
children cried it was considered a good omen foretelling rain, 
an element of sympathetic magic common to many Aztec rituals. 
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In one of the codices (4) Tlaloc appears dressed in a 
costume of quetzal feathers, liquid rabber, foam. sandals, and a 
cloak of chalchihaitls called the 'dripping garment' - 'anachx-
echilli'. In Telleriano-Remensis (5), he is seen emanating from 
a cloud, in fact he is the cloud (fig.20). One of the mountains 
sarrounding the plateau. was named Tlaloc; clouds and mountains are 
important symbols in his cult, and reveal him as a personification 
of the rain depicted with varying degrees of anthropomorphism. 
'.l'he painting of him on a wall fresvoe in Teotihu.acan however 
shows ·him scattering seed (fig.l3), and it is his wider function 
in promoting the heal thy greA-T th of the crop to which his cal t 
is mainly directed. Tlaloc was the bringer not only of the life-
giving rains, but of the damaging hail, the lightening that 
accompanies storms, the mildew that attacks the crops and even 
vermin and frost. A myth tells of Tlaloc's palace where, in four 
great courtyards stood four enormous jars. In one of these was 
good water which fell on the grain while it was growing and 
caused it to sprout; th~. second contained bad l'rater li'hich caused 
fungus and mildew; from the third jar came hail which beat down 
the crop, and the fourth jar contained rain which stopped the 
crop from drying and being harvested. Tlaoc created a number of 
dl·Tar:fs called the Tlaloqae who lived in the four chambers where 
the jars stood, and drew water from them to sprinkle on various 
tracts of country as Tlaloc commanded them. Lightening flashes 
were caused by the dwarfs banging the jars with a stick and 
cracking them. (6). 
The victims sacrificed to Tlaloc were fewee· than to the 
war and sun gods. Sahagun described no human sacrifices for the 
month Tocoztontli, but at that time the old men of the temple 
sat rattling their rattle-boards to ind1J.ce rain to fall, and 
FlG. l 3 
Tlaloc scattering Hed : mur al from Teotihuacan 100-600 A.D. 
1rom Nicholson : Mex ican Mythology 
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flowerdwere offered as 'first fruits' to Coatlicue, the Earth 
I 
Goddess of Spring. There appear to be no human victims during 
the month Atemoztli either. Instead, dough images of mountains 
were •sacrificed' in much the same w~ as human victims usually 
were. The common people spent much time making the images of 
amaranth seed dou.gh, but only the priests decorated them in the 
temples, for which the people paid them with small offerings of 
food and gifts. Among the list given by Sahagun of the mountains 
represented were Po~atepetl, Iztac tepetl, Tlaloc, Yoaltecatl, 
Quauhtepetl, Cocotl, Yi~uhqueme and Tepetzintli. The last five 
of these were mountains on which children were sacrificed for the 
celebration of Atl caualo. Offerings of food, chocolate and vrine 
were made before the images fmur times duxing the night,while 
the priests sang and played trumpets and flutes in a vigil for 
them. The next d~, the priests stuck weaving sticks into the 
chests of the images, taking out the little green stones ,,rhich 
had been used as their 'hearts• and putting them in a green bowl, 
an!ftnally cutting off their heads. The pa~er capes the images 
had itorn, the 'ttooden vessels 11hich had contained food offerings, 
and the reed mats they had stoodon, we~ e all burnt. It is 
difficu.l t to understand ifhy a society lfi th so little regard 
for the individual's life should use dough images instead of 
human victims on this occasion. It is possible that these images 
were in commemoration of the children uho died in the first month:. 
'He are told by Sahagun (7) that at the beginning of the month 
Tepelhu.i tl, when the people made images of mountains by putting clouPh 
""-' 
on their digging sticks, that they also made images to honour 
anyone who had died from drowning, or from lightening and had 
therefore gone to Tlalocan. In a similar v1~, the dough images 
made durin~ Atemoztli m~ have been to honour the child victim~ 
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and small wooden figures of children were sometimes used as 
foundations for the images. 
Althougb human victims were killed durin~ the Tepelhuitl 
festivities, there were u.so.ally only four; three women representing 
mountains, and one male representing ·a snake. Tlaloc is often 
depicted 1•Tith a snake in his hand, which is interpreted by 
some authuaties to symbolise a thunderbolt. (The u.se of a rattle-
board in rain ceremonies may have some connection with the rattl~ 
of the rattle-snake which appears frequently in the codices). 
A great number of victims were sacrificed during Etzalqu.aliztli, 
bu.t this "t·ras du.e to the fact that war captives l'rere killed as 
"ti"ell as the chosen impersonator of Tlaloc and this "ti"as probably 
a Post-Classic addition to the ritual. Etmqu.aliztli occu.red at 
the end of MaY and beginning of June, planting for most of the 
crops 1-Ta-s completed and rain was needed to Sl-Tell the grain and 
commence growth (8). Special reeds were collected to make 
ceremonial mats and stools, and the priests had to perform each 
action with extreme care. If the slightest mistake was,made, or 
a single crumb dropped during a meal in the temple, severe 
pu..nishments l·rere incured, sometimes resu.l ting in death. 
In preparation for the feast day all the priests and 
novices pierced themselves with thorns, spreading the blood 
over their bodies, and bathed at night in the l~ce. It was the 
custom at; that time for all the people to make a maize and bean 
gruel called 'etzalli', and to offer it to one another. On the 
day of the sacrifice, the priest in charge of the ceremony was 
dressed in Tlaloc's insigria (fig.l4), and carried in his hand 
an incense bag fu.ll of shells containing sweet-smelling herbs. 
The priests accompanying him carried in their arms human images 
moulded in rubber and dressed in the insignia of the various gods, 
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and called them 'rabber gods'. They all processed from the temple 
to a place on the lake shore called Totecco, and here they seized 
any priests who had been apprehended for misdemeanors during the 
preparation for the feast and threw them into the water, leaving 
them for dro~rned. On the shore, the rubber images were burnt 
together with sacrifical papers and cones of incense. In the 
evening, the _priests assembled at the top of Tlaloc's temple, 
to sing and chant to the sound of the horizontal drum, the flatas, 
conch shells and rattles. The chief priest slew, first prisoners 
of 1-rar upon the stone, and then those specially dressed to impers-
onate Tlaloc. The hearts were placed in the Cloud Vessel, which 
1i"as blu.e and decorated with ulli gum and pap en·. The Clou.d Vessel , 
papers, quetzal feathers and green stones were all loaded into 
a canoe at Tetamacolco and tween to the whirl-pool in the centre 
of the lake called Pantit~. Here the vessel full of hearts was 
cast into the 1:o~ater. Thompon (9) states that a boy and girl Were· 
also thro"tom into the water to ·drown as offerings. The canoe 
lias l'li thdra1m to some distance off where stakes st;~rrounded the 
whirl-pool, here sacrifical papers were tied tm the stakes, and 
green stones and an incense bag were thro1m into the "lolater. The 
priests paddled to the shore and bathed before retuxning to the 
temple. 
It is interesting to note that the hearts, instead of 
being used to smear onthe· lips of the idols as after other 
sacrifices, were thrown directly into the t4'ater to be 'comsumedt' 
b,y t~e whirl-pool and rejuvenate the forces of water and rain. 
The impersonator ·too t-ras considered quite apart from the captives 
who were sacrificed separately. The same procedure took place 
during the month Tecuilhuitontli. Before the sacrifice of the 
young woman who impersonated Hu.ixtocihuatl, the Salt Goddess 
£1gure 14 - overleaf 
Tlaloc is seated on a throne decorated with jewels because he 
was one of the major gods of the pantheon. His headdress is 
of white heron-feathers, with tvro large qu..etzal-feathers and 
a seed spro~ting in the shape of a heart attached above the 
forehead. The serpentine motif of the face with the large 
circular eyes and tu.sk-like teeth, are all characteristic of 
the god. The rosettes and other paper decorations do1m his 
back are spattered with liqu.id ru.bber, or ulli gum, and he wears 
jevrelled ear-plu.gs a.1·1d collar. He holds a ratt:le sticldand rain 
drops are seen to be falling around him. Codex MagliaJecchiano 
is a post-conquest document prepared by an Indian scribe for 
the first r!layor of Mexico City to explain ritual and religiou.s 
matters. 
FIG. l4 
Ttaloc: Codex Mag l iabecch iano 
C aso : Peopla of t ht Sun 
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•, 
a nci.mber of uar captives weee sacrificed upon the stone. There 
appears to be a greater emphasis on'rites of exit' in this 
particular ceremony too, particularly the offering made at the 
stakes which defined the ou.ter limit of the lvhirlpool, and the 
bathing at the shore before returning to the temple. 
Thus the idea o~ sacrificing prisoners of war to nourish 
the sun was extended by the Aztecs to other forces rr: of nature, 
and the role of the warriors in obtaining prisoners was given 
even greater importance in the annual sacrifices to Xipe Totec, 
the FlaJ7ed Lord. Pictures of Xipe, the ancient god of spring 
and seedtime, have been found among the frescoes at •reotihuacan, 
bu.t he seems to have originated among the Yopi peoples of the 
west coast, and his temple was called the Temple of Yo)iitli. 
He was a poplllar god in Aztec scu.lptu.re and painting, u.siJ.ally 
depicted in the yellol-r. skin of a flayed victim (fig.l5). He was 
the symbol of the seed-corn whiuh splits its outer s~in to allow 
the new shoot to push through. But he also symbolises man's wish 
for the fru.i tful climax of the gl"..Ol'Jing season - the earth covered 
in ripe golden maize, eart~'s 'golden cap' mentioned in the song 
to Xipe sung du.ring his festival and taken here from Sahagun 1 s 
account (10). 
0 Iouallau.an, why dost thy mask thyself? Pu.t on 
thy disguise. Don they golden cap. 
flfy god, thy precious water hath come do1m from 
Coapan. It hath made the cypress a quetzal. The fire-
serpent hath been made a qu.etzal serpent. loiant hath 
gone from me. 
Mayhap I shall die and perish I, the tender maize. 
Like a preciou.s green jewel is my heart, yet I shall see 
gold in that place. I shall be content if first I mature. 
The war chief is born. 
~~ god, give me in part plenteous tender maize. 
Thy worshipper loo~eth toward thy mountain. I shall be 
content if first I ripen. The warrior chief is born. 
!i'IG. l5 
A~tfc s c:utpture of Xipe lotte: in fluytd skin 
from tuso : Peopla of the Sun 
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Xipe is called Youallau..a.n, Night Drinker, becau.e the veget·ation 
'T.-ras thou.ght to absorb moistu.re and grow mostly during the night. 
'Precious water' - 1 chalchihu.atl 1 , refers partly to the spring 
rains necessary for germination, bu.t 1 chalchihuatl' is also the 
term used for 'blood', there is an association here with the 
blood of sacrifice necessary to bring the spring rain and the 
fertility to the crop. Feathers of the Quetzal bird came from 
the lowland forest areas of theempire and highly prized, thus 
1 quetzal 1 't-ras used as a metaphor for any precious : .. object, and 
becaO#e of its vivid green colour was associated particularly 
with lu.sh growth. Thu.s in the song, the 'fire-serpent' -the 
torrid heat of the sun which scorches the vegetation and leads 
to famine, has become the precious fertilizing warmth tD' ripen 
the crops - the beneficial aspect of the sun. The young maize is 
called the'warrior chief', because its birth is only made possible 
by the blood of sacrifice, and its maturation makes possible the 
continuation of the holy wars in honour of the gods. 
Xipe 1 s festival took placejat the beginning of the rainy 
season, when the earth 1-ra.s prepared and the seed-com planted. 
This month was called Tlacaxipeuliztli, 'the flaJTing of men'. 
The selected victims were called Xipeme (the flayed) or 
Tototecti (those who died for Xipe Totec). 
The influence of post-classic militarism in the worship 
to this god is revealed in the choice of site for the sacrifice, 
the choice of victims, and the method of killing by ceremonial 
combat, The rite took place not in the priestly sanctitiy of the 
temple summmt but around a special stone called the .•temalacaii'l' 
made to represent th~ Sun's disc 1 which was si tu.ated in the COIJrt-
yard ofthe Eagle· Hou.se or Temple of the Warriors (fig.8). The 
victims chosen to t&ce part in the combat as offerings were the 
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most valiant of the prisoners, selected for their honour and 
courage, as if their strength and virility were an essential 
part of the offering. 
The captors ~d their captives held an all-night vigil 
in the local temple, and at mi4night the captives were stood 
before thefire rrhile hair 1-ras cu_t from the crowns of their 
heads. This act was described by the priests as 'sending upward 
of the eagle', because through the death of captives the sun was 
able to rise each day, and after his death the captive would 
become a 'companion of the eagle', in the House of the Sun. 
Hallpike (14) suggests that hair-cutting symbolises entrance 
into society or a section of society under whose control the 
person then becomes. The merchants cu.t their hair before leaving 
on a long journey and not again until they returned and re-entered 
their O"'m society ( 15). * 
All those l'lho had captives to offer were dressed in 
festive attire with their arms and legs pasted with turkey do1m. 
The turkey is a gu.ise of Tezcatlipoca the patron god of the 
Ocelot Order of warriors, and the down symbolised their service 
to the god by procuring the means of sacrifice, and perhaps 
ending their life on the techcatl themselves-one day. 
The method ofsacrifice used for Tlacaxipeu.liztli has 
been given the name 'gladiatorial sacrifice' becau.se of the 
manner in which the victim had to defend himself against a series 
of assailants before his final death. The u.se of mock battles and 
ceremonial combat seem to re-enact the ete'rnal struggle at the 
basis of the principle of duality, the struggle between spirit 
* Hair certainly had potent magical properties; the hair and middle 
finger of rmmen who had died in childbirt~ were taken by warriors 
and put behind their shields to make them invincible in battle. 
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and matter, life and death, darkness and light. The assailants 
were from both the Ocelot and Eagle Orders, the.former representing 
the warriors who accompany the sun in its nightly sojou~n under 
the earth, and the latter, those who carry the day-time sun, with 
their patron gods Tezcatlipoca and Huitzilopochtli respectively. 
The captives were decorated in red-striped bo~ paint and covered 
in do1~, in the manner of the stellam gods, the stars of the night 
sky {fig.l6). 
A captive, renowned for skill and courage in war stood 
prou.dly in the cou.rtyard of the Eagle House. A rrarrior came fort-Tard 
dressed in an ocelot-skin costume. Lifting up his shield and club 
he dedicated them to the sun. He was followed by an eagle-costumed 
vrarrior who dedicated his shield and club in the same l·ray; t1·10 
.other warriors in ocelot and eagle costumes respectively, repeated 
the actions. They all danced together m~~ing fighting motions and 
leaping into the air. Behind them came a priest called Youallauan 
dressed in the insignia of the god Xipe Totec. This priest whose 
life was consecrated to the service of Xipe, performed the final 
killing of the victim and had fasted for eighty d~s in preparation 
for this task. 
There now descended f"l.•om Xipe 's temple {Temple of Yopi tli), 
many priests dressed in the insignia of all the various gods, 
acting as their impersonators to witness the sacrifice. They crossed 
to the courtyard of the Eagle Hou.se and seated themselves around 
the temalacatl in order of importance, chief among them being 
Youallawan. A captor led his prisoner over to the temalacatl and, 
lifting u.p a cu.p of 1-.rine four times to the fovr directions, gave 
it to the prisoner to drink. Before the sacred combat began, a 
priest sacrificed a quail, cu.tting its throat l·l'i th a knife. 
According to Spence, the quail was the disgu.ise or symbol of Xipe. 
FIG. l6 
Glad idtorial Sacrif ic e : Codex Mag lia becchiano 
Arrow Sacrific e to Xipe : Codex Zouc he- Huttal 
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The captive 1 s shield l'las ra.i sed to the sun, he was lifted on to 
the offering stone and a priest na.med Old Wolf and called the 
'Uncle' of the prisoner took a rope and tied him to the stone 
by the waist. He i"ras given a rrooden club edged l'l'i th feathers 
instead of the obsidian blades of the warrior's clubs, and his 
onlyrnother weapons l'l'ere fo~;_r pine CIJ.dgels. Everything ready for 
the combat, the captor left and returned to his place in the 
co1.1.rtyard, dancing and rratching closely the behaviour of his 
captive. One at a time each of the eagle and ocelot vrarriors 
came forrrard to fight the prisoner. If he overcame the first 
the second came forward, if he overcame all four (which happened 
only very rarely)', a. fifth and left-handed 't'larrior representing 
HU.itzilopochtli (Humming-Bird on the Left), came for1-rard and 
u,su.ally vrounded him severely. 'l>fl1en thoroiJ.ghly defeated bu.t still 
alive the prisoner was dragged onto the edge of the stone and his 
heart cu.t out by You.allauan. His heart, still warm, lias held up 
in dedication tothe su.n, and placed in the eagle-vessel. 
Another priest placed a hollo1·r cane deep into the chest cavity of 
the victim and offered it up full of blood for the sun to drink. 
A quantity of blood was poured into a green bovrl ed!ged 1-ri th 
feathers and given to the captor, and with it he fed all the 
gods in every shrine and every priest's dl·relling in the city 
smearing the lips of the idols l·ri th blood from the cane. The 
head of the victim l'las cu.t off to be placed later on the sknll 
rack or tzompantli, and the body taken to a local temple to be 
flayed and divided llP for a feast by the captor's kin·. and friends. 
Later, all the impersonators of the gods and other· 
priests and warriors who had taken- part in the sacrifice then 
danced around the stone, holding the heads of victims. The 
following n-ight priests performed more dances holding in their 
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hands, maize stalks. Fo~the remainder of the mont.h, ritu.al dancing 
and singing took place daily among the warriors and nobles in 
.the temple courtyards, and among the peasants in their own local 
temples. 
The skins of the victims were worn by the captors or lent 
to their friends to wear for the next tl-renty deys. The wearing of 
the skins by the priests and young warriors was an important part 
of the festival especially for its agricultural efficacy. It 
dramatised the aim of the ritual which was to effect the successful 
planting and germination of the seedcorn, and in a wider sense, 
the "tihole renewal of spring and continu.i ty of gro1o~th. They paid 
the price in human hearts and blood for the re-aw~~ening of 
nature's activiiies. The rebirth of spring and renewed vigour of 
the earth after winter's 'death' were symbolised by putting on 
the skins, as the earth puts on a ne1-r garment of vegetation each 
spring. As with all the Aztec sacrifices, a situation of de~th 
was nece~sary for the continuation of life. After the sacrifice, 
an impersonator of Xipe wearing a skin paraded around the city 
for the neMt twenty days, so that all could see the spirit of 
spring reborn. People 1r1orshipped him as if he were the god, 
offering him tortillas, maize kernels and the first flovrers of 
spring. After twenty da.ys the skins 1r1ere discarded and the 
wearers all bathed (in maize flour instead of 1-rater), for the 
first time since ·the sacrifice. The peop.le o:f the Valley mu.st 
have seen many times the rattlesnake discard its old skin each 
spring and emerge apparently rejvvenated. The continuity 
expressed and desired i~ thi~ceremony 1r1as that o;f life i tsel:f 
I through nature's abundance. 
Thus the ':Hacaxipeu.liztli ceremony presen~ an interesting 
mixture o:f ancient agrarian rites, and later elements of the 
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warrior cu.l t with iJ'·s associated astral deities, especially 
the sun. '!'he latter part of the ri tu.al, with the symbolism of 
rebirth associated with the skin of the victim is qu.i te a 
common feature in agrarian rites. It is u.se:d in the 1·rorship of 
the other Aztec grain dei t.ies; Xilonen, Toci and Ilamatecuhtli, 
and in oth:er societies such as the Greek BoJ}.phonia and the 
Theban sacrifice of a sacred ram to Ammon. The name of the 
ceremony (The Flaying of Jl'len), and the fact that the killing 
upon the stone is performed by You.a.l.l au.a.n, point to the definitely 
agricultural purposes of the/rite. However, the former parts 
of the ritual, 'comprising the ceremonial combat seem to have 
become the main part of the rnont.h' s proceedings. 
In this combat the basic idea of dualism and the 
alternation of life and death, is expressed not in terms of 
the seasonal rejuvenation of vegetation, but in terms of the 
alternation of day and night and the daily resurrection of the 
svn. It is conceptu.alised in the form ofa continuous battle 
between the forces of darkness and light. This battle is 
dramatised in the 'gladiatorial combat', the prisoner decorated 
in the insignia of the stellar gods impersonates the forces of 
night. His assailants, the warriors of the Ocelot and Eagle 
Orders, represent the sun in its night and day aspects 1-ihich 
fights a daily battle 1r1i th the stars and moon to enable it to 
rise. The dr~na culminates in the victory of .the fifth and left-
handed warrior representinB Huitzilopochtli, the newborn sun 
rrho emerged fully armed from the womb of Coatlicue and defeated 
his brothers and sister, the stars and moon. In fact Hu.i tzilop-
ochtli as the fifth warrior represents the fifth sun, the present 
era, and therefore in a wider·sense the ritual drama can also be 
seen to re-enact the stru.ggle and defeat of the four previous suns 
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or eras of Nahua mythology, and the tenu.ous victory of the present 
fifth sun, nou.rished by the heart of the defeated captive sacrif-
iced on the edge of the stone. As in the creation myth where all 
the gods waited for the ·new sun to rise in the east, all the gods 
were represented round the stone, waiting to witness t~e victory 
of Huitzilopochtli. 
The victory of spring over winter's death was symbolised 
in the ritual by donning the yellow skin of a victim. This same 
I 
act c~~lso be interpreted to symbolise the victory of light 
over darkness by the emergence of the bright yellow sun - yellow 
is one of the colours of Hu.i tzilopochtli' s face paint, and his 
'vestment of yellow feathers', as well as being a colour associated 
with the maize. · 
Another interesting feature of the ritoal is th~mbolic 
importance of quail. Sahagun informs us that many quail were 
sacrificed each morning as the sun rose (16). The Mexican quail 
is a black bird covered in vhite speckles and wouldseem to 
I 
symbolise the starry night sky. It is killed just as the dark-
ness of night fades before the light of the sun, li'hich is thu.s 
greeted and nourished by its blood (fig.l?). However the quail 
was also the guise of Xipe, an agric~ltural god, and one was 
sacrificed ju.st 1il£e. before the gladiatorial combat began. The quail 
seems to symbolise the forces of resurrection, both in the birth 
of spring and the rising of the sun at dawn, and in the gladiat-
.., 
orial combat it is to welcome the victory of the warriors over 
the 'striped ones', the stars of the night. 
The same principles of dualism and c~clic death and 
renewal underlay both the agrarian and astral aspects of the 
ritual, and indeed some of the symbols seem to have become 
interehangeable. This typifies the distinctly Aztec development 
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Figure 17·- overleaf 
Dawn Sacrifice On the left Tonatiuh is seated 6n a jewelled 
throne 1-ri th the solar disc behind him. SurroLmding him are 
darts 7 shields 7 l'l'ar banners and standards, and beneath the 
throne hang t~ro ropes decorated with dorm. It is by these that 
the sun is dralm across the sky to the zenith by the souls of 
dead "1-Tarriors. Between the ropes is the cross-shaped sign 'naui 
olin 1 r the day-sign On 1.-Thich the SUn L-TaS created and i"TOUld 
eventually be destroyed. At the top centre of the pictore is 
the sign for Ce Acatl (One Reed), the year sign in w·hich the sun 
and all creation uou.ld be destroyed. On the right the stars and 
moon ( l·ri th its rab-bit symbol), are still in the slcy l·rhen the 
spirit of the planet Venus sacrifices qvail. The head·s of the 
quail fall into the jaws of earth belo1,r, while the blood is 
seen to nourish Tonatiuh. 
Down Sacri fice of Quail - Co dex Borgia 
from Burland Magic Books of Mex i co 
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of older Nahu.atl and agrarian beliefs, and reflects the extent 
to which post-Classic militarism had transformed the older 
religious practices. Although l'Te cannot know exactly what 
these older practices were, it is qu.i te likely that other form 
of sacrifices associated with Xipe (and with the fertility 
goddess Tlazolteotl), the so-called 'arrow sacrifice', was much 
older and nearer the original form of ritual. This sacrifice 
was adopted by the Aztecs from the Huaxtec region, and in fact 
it was probably adopted by the Toltecs before them because it 
was practiced in Yucatan b,y the MaYa, and according to Krickeberg 
was t~en there by the Toltec invaders of the tenth centvry (17). 
For this sacrifice the victim was dressed in the insigria 
of Xipe and tied by the l'Trists to a wooden frame (fig.l6 ). 
Priests and warriors then shot him with arrows until he finally 
died from loss of blood. The significant part ofthe sacrifice 
i'Tas that the blood shou.ld fall in drops l)pon the ground, both 
to feed mother earth with its life-giving properties, and as 
a sort of sympathetic magic in symbolising a desire for rain. 
Blood was called 'chalchihuatl' - 'precious water'; it was the 
only means to obtain water and fertility, as blood was to the 
gods what water wasm man. Both were eql)ally precious, and blood 
had to spill so that rain might fall and the crops grow. This 
vras essentially a sprin~time festival and prepared the soil 
for sowing by rejuvenating and symbolically fertilizing it. 
The fertility aspect of the rite was even more pronounced in the 
slightly ~ariant form practiced by the Maya, which sought to 
transmit the fecundity of man to that of the soil (18). The 
victim was tied to a stake and painte~ blue, the symbolic colour 
of the Chacs or rain gods, and the colou.r used for most sacrifices 
among the Maya. After the priests had danced around the victim, 
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a high priest came fo~rard and pierced him in the genitals, 
and the blood from the wound was then smeared on the face of the 
idols, A signal was given and the priest~ contin~ed to dance 
around the victim shooting arrows at his heart, the position 
oi which had been marked with a white cross. 
The effi~acy of the blood of sacrifice and of self-
mutilation is at the base of Aztec theology. A myth tells hm-r 
man was created by Xolotl (the shadow and twin of Quetzalcaatl), 
"trho descended to Nictlan and obtained from Mictlantecuhtli, some 
of the bones of past generations of man from previo~s·eras. 
He and the other gods sprinkled these with blood from their 
own limbs, and they c~fle alive and became the men of today (19). 
It was the esGence of life which was concentrated in the blood 
and transferred to the bones to reinvest them with life. The 
rituals described serve to reconcentrate the life forces, and 
they symbolise the rhyt~cal concentration and dispersal 
achieved through the application of blood to the earth to 
fertilise the fields. Frazer described the spring rites of the 
Khonds of India which seem to have beennbased upon the same 
principles. rrhe ri tu.al killing released the energising force 
or spiritual power of fertility that had be•m concentrated in 
the victim by preparatory rites, and special ri tv.al means of 
dispersal fixes this fertilising power in the soil. The Khonds 
sacrificed to the Earth Goddess Tari Pennu, a victim (r.~eriah) 
Hho had been bou.ght as su.ch or had. been born of I•~eriah parents. 
Children mould be devoted by their parents or guardians and·. 
be brou.ght u.p as Meriahs, and all their children 'twuld auiiomat-
ically be IVIeriahs, bu.t it 1-ras not permitted t.o sacrifice any 
other category of person. 
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Frazer gives his account as follows:-
"Ten o:b twelve days before.the sacrifice, the victim 
was devoted by cutting off his hair, which, until then had 
been kept unshorn. Crolvds of· men and women assembled to vri tness 
the sacrifice; none might be excluded, since the sacrifice was 
declared to be for all mankind. It was preceded by several days 
of revelry and deba1)chery. On the day before the sacrifice the 
victim, dressed in a new garment, vras led forth from the village 
in a solemn procession, 'iii th mu.sic and dancing, to the r.Ieri$. 
grove, a clump of highforest ~rees standing a little away from 
the village and untouched by the axe. There they tied him to a 
post, uhich "tias sometimes placed betrreen two plants of the 
sakissar shru.b. He was then anointed 1·ri th oil, ghee, and 1;umeric, 
and adorned with flowers; and 'a species of reverence which is 
not easy to destinguish from adoration•, was paid to him through-
out the day. A great stru.ggle no1·r arose to obtain the smallest 
relic from his person; a particle of the tumeric paste with 
which he was smeared, or a drop of his spittle, was esteemed 
of sovereign virtue especially by the women. The crowd danced 
round the post to music, and, addressing the earth said,'O god, 
we offer this sacrifice to you, give us good crops, seasons, and 
health 1 ; then, speal.dng to the victim they said, 1 vl"e bought you 
lii th a price, and did:1not seize you; no"t'l' vre sacrifice you accord-
ing to ct~stom, and no sin rests with us." (20). 
'l'he orgies continu.e~ntil noon, when the victim was again 
anointed with oil and each person to11ched the anointed part and 
vriped the oil Oil his own head. The victim might not be bound or 
shovr any resistance so sometimes his arms and legs were broken, 
or he was stu;pirf[ied vrith opium. The methods of killing varied,and 
I 
i'l'ere sometimes by strangu.lation, sometimes by bu.rning, but the 
victim "ii'as not killed ou.tright until all present had cut a piece 
of flesh from the body of the victim avoiding the head and bowels. 
The pieces of flesh were immediately rushed home to the village 
by the person chosen to do so, and taken to the village priest. 
' 
'l'he priest buried part of the flesh in the earth behind hid back 
without looking, as an offering to the earth goddess. The other 
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pieces were divided among all the heads of households of the 
village, each of whom rolled it in leaves and buried it in his 
favot1ri te field, behind his back just as the priest had done. 
The remains of the victim were later burnt and the ashes 
scattered over the fields, laid as a paste over the houses 
and granaries, or mixed with the new corn to protect it from 
insects. As Frazer points out this was more than just a gift 
to propitiate the goddess. The adonation of the Meriah, the 
distribution of the flesh and ashes, and the power believed 
to reside in any small particle associated with him, s~ggests 
the belief in an intrinsic fer1;ilising power }.)resent in his 
persoh. It is concentrated during the ritual, released in the 
act of sacrifice, and distributed to the fields during the 
course of' the complete ceremony. Speed 1-ras of the u.tmost 
impo?tance in conveying the spiri tu.al preperties of the sacrif-
icial .flesh to the fields. Indeed to ensure that the life-po1-rer 
of th'e flesh l'Tas transmitted unimpaired, it was ta..l<:en from the 
living bo~. The deftness of the Aztec chief priest at sacrifice 
ensured that the heart held up to the SIJn was still rrarm, 
manifesting the life-force so necessary for the su.stenance of 
the sun.* Robertson-Smith's description pf the Arab sacrifice 
performed before the morning star, clearly shows this same idea. 
The camel chosen as the victim is bound upon a rude altar 
of stones piled together, and when the leader of the band had 
thrice led the worshippers round the altar in a solemn procession 
accompanied vi th chants, he inflicts the first l-round t·rhile the 
words of the hymn are still on the lips of the congregation, and 
in all haste drinks of the blood that gushes formh. Forthwith the 
* Belief in the intrinsic po1-rer of sacrifiicialflesh was strong; 
the flesh of victims was used by the magicians sent by 
Motecuhzoma to bei·<itch Cortes.(Burla.nd 1967 p.l21). 
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the vrhoilre company fall upon the victim 1-ri th their Sl·rords 1 
hacking off pieces of the qu.i vering flesh and devou.ring 
them raw with SI)Ch haste, that in the short interval bet-
ween the rise of the day star rrhm marked the hot1.r for the 
service to begin, and the disappearance of its rays before 
the rising sun, the entire camel, body and bones, skin, 
blood and entrails, is vrholly devoured. (21). 
In eating the flesh of the camel while it was raw and 
still warm, the worshippers absorbed the life, (evidently in 
Hebrew and Syriac raw flesh is called 'living'), an' b.y 
shedding blood upon.the altar the worshippers achieved a 
common life bond with the god through the victim. 
Returning to agrarian sacrifices, having concentrated 
the spirit or principle of fertility and released it in the 
act of killing, this spirit of agricul. tu.re usually had to be 
reinstated or resu.rrected in visible form. 1fhen the Athenians 
had sacrificed a bu.llock to Zeus Polieu.s in the annu.al festival 
of the Bouphonia (22), thw~layed the animal, filled the skin 
with stral-f and se11ed it up again so that the 'revived' bu.ll 
cou.ld be yoked to a pl cu.gh to ri tu.ally 1-fork the fields. 
According to Ho.bert and Mau.ss the purpose of the Bou.phonia vras 
to lift the taboo from the reaped crop so that it cou.ld be u.sed. 
The desacrilisation rra.s achieved by the killing of the ox, while 
the mimetic revival of the ox returned the spirit of agriculture 
and the forces of fertility back into the earth. 
In Mexico the ann.u.al series of agrarian rites follo1-red 
the natural growth cycle of the maize plant from the preparation 
of the ·seed-corn tothe harvesting of the crop. Each stage of the 
plq.nt 1 s development rras marked by the sacrifice of a victim 
chosen to embody the spirit of the corn and persobif,y it as it 
grew and ripened. The details and purpose of the individu.al 
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rites varied with the time of year and stage of growth. The 
beginning of the planting season, when the early variaties of 
crops were prepared and sown, was marked by the sacrifices of 
the Tlacaxipeuliztli festival inhono~r of Xipe Totec which have 
alrea~ been described. Two months later at the beginning of the 
Uei tocoztli festivaltthe seed was sprou.ting, bu.t planting still 
continued of later crops and therefore ceremonies were held 
both for the young sprouting maize, personified in the god 
Cinteotl, and for the blessing of the seed-corn by the goddess 
Chicomecoatl. 
For the first four days penances were performed, every-
one made offerings of balls of grass soaked in their own blood 
to le33 before the household altars. Women s1-rept the temples and 
offered bowls of maize gruel called 'atolli', which was also 
given out to the yo,Jths and priests. 11 Then they departed to their 
fields to get the maize god." (23). They collected maize stalks 
from each of the fields and returned rri th them to their ho1.,ses 
to dec~ them ~h flowers and to set offerings of food before 
them in a baSket. They also set down a hard-baked frog; its 
face had been stained blue and it had a woman's skirt tied 
abou.t it. In ancient Ivlixtec creation myths the earth is represented 
as a frog, or lizard-like creature who emerged ou.t of the primeval 
rlaters. l\"Iorsels of maize, beans, chia seeds, cacao and all kinds 
of produ.ce were stuffed into a maize stalk which rras them p:l!.aced 
on the frog's back. After sundown the~· took the maize stalks 
to the Cinteopan, the temple of Chicomecoatl, where they skirmished 
among themselves, thrashing each other with the maize stalks. 
Young girls, their arms and legs pasted with red feathers, 
carried the maize l-rhich was to be seed-com to the Cinteopan. 
They tied the dried ears in bundles of seven,wrapping them in 
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red paper spotted with ulli gum, and bore them u.pon their backs. 
AlthoD~h these b~dles of 'seven ears' were called 1 cinteotl', 
'seven ears of corn'- 1 chicomolotzin 1 1 was also another name 
for Chicomecoatl. The bundles 1-1ere laid in the grain bin in the 
temple until the seed 1-1as to be planted. Finally they made an 
image of Chicomecoatl, 1·1orshipping her as the source of all their 
food and sustenance. Her body paint was red, her paper crorm, 
skirt and chief's shield were decorated in red; the colour of 
ripe fruit. In either hand was put a double ear of maize the 
insignia by l-Thich she is identified. Dozens of different lcinds · 
of maize, beans and seeds are lis~ed as offerings to her, and 
songs and dances rrere performed continu.ously until the end of 
the month. 
The young green maize rras personified in the goddess 
Xilonen 1 in rihosernlikeness a young girl rras sacrificed in the 
month Uei tecuilhuitl. This occurred in early summer, and by 
this time most of the grain stored from the previous year's 
harvest 11as used up and serious famine was common. Only after 
the sacrifice had lifted the taboo from the nel'1 crop were people 
allowed to remove some of the ears to be eatep green. For the 
first week the local chiefs and nobles distributed food and 
drink to all the peasants and workers gathered in the towns 
and cities for the festival. Ever.yone had to take part in the 
sin-ging and dancing, men and 1-romen dancing together (which 1·1as 
unu.stJ.al). The women danced w·i th their hair unbound and stream-
ing dorm their backs like the beard of the maize. For this 
occasion 1\iotecuhzoma sometimes came ou.t to join the dancing. 
The chosen victim was a young slave girl. She was dressed in 
the insignia and col OIJI'S •Jf Xilonen 1 the reds and yellorrs of 
ripe fruit and corn (fig.l8). An all night vigil was held 
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E!gure 18 - overleaf 
Xilonen. She wears a paper crolfll decorated with ~ro quetzal 
feathers and a sprou~ing grain of maize above the forehead • 
.,. 
Her collar is of precious chalchihu.i tls, and her nose-plu.s 
and earrings are of torquoise. Her hair is long and green 
like the beard of the yovng green maize plant. In her left 
hand is a rain rattle and behind her is an offering of ti-ro 
maize ears or cobs. 
FIG. l8 
Xilonen : Codex Hag li abecch illno 
[ From Caso : People of the Sun ] 
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and while her songs were sung, Xilonen had to dance very vigorously 
accompanied by her :priestesses carrying garlands of yellow flO"'·rers. 
In this way the spirit of the maize was ·concentrated in the young 
girl who became the embodiment of that force. The priests,blowing 
horns and trumpets and scattering incense, took Xilonen to the 
Cinteo:pan where one of them took her.upon his back while another 
quickly severed her head. Her heart was cu.t out and placed in 
a vessel. The spirit was released and dispersed by the act of 
decapitat~, a common method of sacrifice for grain deities, 
and one which w·ould seem to symbolise the action of I_'eaping. 
Everyone was then free to gather green maize and green amaranth 
to make toiti.llas, and dances·1-rere performed, bu.t only by the 
women. 
Du~ing the August the corn cobs were becoming soft and 
trhi te and ready to ripen off, the stalks were bent over and left 
to harden so that by September the cobs were yellow and ready to 
gather~ These tl-ro months tiere very critical; too much rain could 
rt1in the crop. The ripening maize "'ias -vrorshipped in the form of 
Toci - 1 Ou.r Grandmother 1 , one of the aspects of Tlazol teotl, the 
Huaxtec Earth Goddess. Part of her insignia is the grass broom 
which gives the month its name, Ochpe~iztli - 'the month of 
sweeping'. Again, dances performed by the priestesses, and 
all the other women young and old were very :important thro,Jghou.t 
the activi tes of the month. Strangely there v1as no singing, and 
except for the SOI).nd of the drums the dan.ces had to proceed in 
complete silence,. For four days, the woman chosen to impersonate 
Toci,and numbers of medicine women formed two opposing bands 
and skirmished with each t1dihftr. He are told that the purpose 
of this was to make the victim laugh and keep her cheerfu.l, 
for if ·she shou.ld cry it would be a bad omen, probably her 
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tears WOL'!.ld have presaged rain 1-rhich they 'tdshed to prevent. 
They did not tell her thatfshe was.to die for the same reason, 
I 
and as the priestesses dressed her in Toci's insignia, they 
consoled her by saying she would sleep with Motecuhzoma that 
night. At midnight and in complete silence she was led to the 
temple, a priest seized her and put her u.pon his 'back 1-rhile 
another cut off her head. Then very qu.ickly they flccy"ed her 
and a priest put on her skin; he lifas then called Teccizqu.acuil~i, 
and had been specially chosen because of his height and strength. 
They made a mask from the victims thigh skin 't-Thich uas r1DDn by 
the impersonator of Toci's son, Cinteotl (fig.l9). Teccizqua-
cuil.li, nov1 impersonating a revived spirit of Toci, rushed 
dm-m from the temple accompanied by some Hu.axtec w·arriors and 
chieftains who ran wildly abou.t striking their shields, a."ld 
brandishing blood-soaked grass brooms. Teccizqu.acuilli uent to 
the temple of Hu.i tzilopochtli and stood, arms and legs spread 
out before his image, then turned about to face th~ impersonator 
of Cinteotl. (Spence suggests that this may have symbolised 
Toci's conception of Cinteotl; maize born through the union of 
sun and earth.) (24). 
The next day Teccizquacuilli, still wearing the victims 
skin and impersonating Toci, climbed u;p to her temple rrhere 
nobles -vrere waiting. They applied eagle's do1m to his he~d and 
feet, face paint, and garments of eagle design. They decapitated 
a qu.ail before liim and them brought four liar cap1;ives y.p to the 
temple •• In turn they were stretched over the techcatl and 
Teccixquacuilli cutr::out their hearts. The remainder of the 
captives were slain by the sacrificing priest. 
The impersonator of Cinteotl 1-ras joined by a group of 
warrior chiefs, strong and fast runners, and they went to place 
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figu.re 19 - overleaf' 
Cinteotl. He is depicted here with two maize cobs on his head 
and a humming-bird device at-tached to a fillet above the forehead. 
He wears a gold-disc pendant and a jewelled collar and earrings, 
with little gold bells on his collar and leg-bands. His hair is 
golden yel.lol•T, the colour of ripe maize, and he is destingl)ished 
by a vertical stripe painted on his face. (According to Joyce, 
vertical stripes are c~aracteristic of the indigenous agricultu~ 
gods, and horizontal stripes usually indicate the war and huntig 
gods of the immigramt t.ribes.) In his hands is an offering of a 
smouldering ball of incense and a bundle of sticks. 
ii'lG. l9 
Cinhotl : Codex Borg!! 
[From Caso : People of the Sun] 
the thigh skin mask in enemy territory on one of the side-peaks 
of mount Iztac tepetl called Popotl temi. There 'iTas u,sually some 
conflict with the enemy but once the mask was set l'P on a 1-100den 
f~ame, all departed. 
At this point in the month the rituals were interrupted 
by military revie1·rs, and the handing out of awards and devices 
to deserving warriors by Motecuhzoma. Teccizqt1acu.illi, Hu,axtec 
iiarriors and medicine 1-romen continu.ed to perform their dances 
a little vTa;y apart. The closing ceremonies i'Tere concerned i-ti th 
that part of the corn harvest i·rhich 1-ras to be seed-corn. Pri£Sts 
dedmcated to Chieomecoatl, emerged wearing the skins of captives 
who had been sacrificed after Toci 1 s impersonator at the beginning 
of the month. They ascended the pyramid of EUizilopochtli and 
scattered maize a.11.d squash seeds on the people in the cou.rtyard 
belovr, l'7ho scrambled and fought for them. Young girls from the 
temple of Chicomecoatl carried dried mai~e ears tied in bundles 
of seven u:pon their backs to the temple, where the bundles l·rere 
left until needed for planting again. 
As IJ.'eccizqt1acuilli left the temple courtyard accompanied 
l>y priests, everyone spat at him as he passed and threw florrers 
at him before they i·rent on their wey. The skin of the vici;im was 
taken off Teccizquac1Ji1li and stretched carefully over a i'rooden 
frame, so that the head faced fon-rard. They also laid do1m all 
the garments, feathers and insignia he had l-rorn, and thus estab-
lishing Toci upon the frame they departed and left her. 
The method of sacrifice by decapitation on the back of 
a priest is used only for agrarian sacri~ices and seems to be 
characteristic of them • Frazer described other harvest rituals 
involving decapitation, actual and symbolic, representing the 
action of reaping (25). The victim was placed first upon the back 
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of a priest in the same w~ as Chicomecoatl's priestesses carried 
the bundles of seed-com ~n both Uei tocoztli and Ochpaniztli 
festivals. This is also the manner in t-rhich an Aztec bridm is 
carried to the house of her groom. Frazefmentions several 
occasions in northern European cu.stom when harvest rites are 
associated with the promise of forthcoming•nuptials. However 
in a society 1-ri thout the use of the t·rheel and with no sui table 
pack animals, goods were normally carried either in canoes or on 
the backs of porters, and this wou.ld have been the normal l:ra:y 
to transport the grain without any necessary connection 11ri th 
marriage symbolism. 
The last of the series of sacrifices for the earth and 
vegetation deities '1-ras during the month of Ti ti tl, the seven-
teenth month of the solar year, rrhich was dedicated to the old 
goddess Ilamatecuhtli. She was considered a very ancient -goddess 
of primeval times and personified the dry ears of corn stored 
in the granarie~ and the barren earth of winter. She rras also the 
patron of the old women t-rho gro.und maize on the metate stone. 
Age and death l-Tere tvro preoccupation of t..rinter, a.'ld during this 
month there was also a separate ceremony to sacrifice the likeness 
of the death god, lYlictlanteclilhtli. Bu.t for the main sacrifice of 
Ti ti tl the rroman chosen to he the likeness of llamatecuhtli rras 
dressed in the white clothes trimmed Hith heron feathers and 
shells l-rhich made up her insignia, and she danced in the court-
yard, sighing and weeping over her impending death. She uas not 
only allowed but e>..-pected to rreep. Some authors point to this 
as a form of sympathetic magic to obtain rain, bu.t since the 
~owing season was over it mccy also have been an expression of 
sorrow at the death of the earth as 11inter set in. 
1:1hen the sun had passed the zenith, the victim was led 
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to the temple together with priests dressed in the insignia of 
all the gods, inclu.ding one also dres;::ed in. the insignia of 
Ilarnatecu.htli. The sacrificing priest cu.t out. the victimsheart 
and severed her head, giving it to the priest dres~.ed as Ilama-
tecuhtli who danced with it leading a procession of all the other 
priests descending the temple. A 1-rooden grain bin 1i'as· placed in 
an eag:e vessel and burnt by a priest dressed as a young warrior. 
After the su.cces::;ful completion of the agricultural year, the 
emphasis -vras placed on l'larring activi tes. The month's festivities 
-v1ere completed by the 'casting of bags 1 • These} were bags stu.f:fed 
1·1i th paper or grass, with 1-1hich small boys and yot;ths struck the 
women to make them cry, and held mock battles among themselves. 
A characteristic feature of agrarian rites was the 
significant role played by -vromen. Apart from the u.se of female 
victims to impersonate the maize, many of the dances and songs 
colJ,ld be performed only by the vromen, and in all Aztec ceremonies 
dancing v7as a vi tal part of the ri tttal. The purpose of the dance 
was l,l,SIJ.a.lly to concentrate the s11iri t of a deity into the victim, 
ot. to achieve a magical invmgoration of a particular spirit. 
The extremely lengt.f.cy- and vigorotJ.s dances by Xil.onen in Uei 
tecttilhl)il t were thovght to enst;re a good crop. The a.ntiqlJ.i ty 
of the agrarian gods in the Mexican Valley is shown also in the 
fact that important parts of the ritual vrere performed in the 
fields and homes of the peasants as well as in the temples. 
The decorating and worship of·t.he maize stalk itself, and the 
presence of the frog to symbolise the earth as a primeval monster, 
all suggest more the myths and beliefs of the ordinar,y people 
rather than the more sophisticated theology of the priests and 
astrologers. 
The cycihia of agrarian rit1Jals involves a series of 
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concentrations of a s•J.pernatu.ral pOl·rer wh:i!ch has -been variou.sly 
called spirit·, force, energy, or fertility. Hvidtfeldt (26) has 
equated this pouer 1vi th the concept of mana, and stated that the 
various parts of the ceremonies are concerned with the concentration 
and handling of different forms of mana. Hvidtfeldt describes mana 
as consisting of the essential charactristics of a species, grou.p 
or object, it having no qualities in itself except the'high potency' 
of these characteristics. He allied the term to the word 'poTrrer•, 
as in the cutting power of a lmife, or the growing poTrrer of veget-
ation, in the latter connoting ~gy and life. It is characteristnc 
for plants to grow and fru.i t and a plant '\i'i th mu.ch mana will 
grow well and fr•Ji t profu.sely; -if .the mana is lacking or impaired 
the crops will fail and be weakly. Ri tu.at"ea.ns are employed to 
conceni;rate mana through dancing, chanting, imitative· actions a....-f 
various kinds, and its dispersal and direction can be achieved 
throu.gh sacrifice. Related to this is the concept that as all the 
members of a species or group of things share the same mana, 
one of the s:-pecies can represent the Trrhole. Thu.sr<,in the festival 
of Uei tecuilhuitl the young female victim represented the 
green maize crop. Dancing and other preparatory rites and 
paraphernalia concentrate in her the power, or mana of the 
maize, and her dress in the insignia of Xilonen completes the 
identification. During the ceremony she becomes completely 
identified with the maize, she is the maize and in her sacrifice 
is'reaped' as the crop. The sacrifice releases the mana and 
lifts the taboo which until then had protected the green crop 
from being cu_t. 
As with the handling of any supernatural power, the 
manipu_!ation of mana can be da.ngerou,s ,and involves precau.tionary 
and purificatory rites. These protect individu.a'ls from the 
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intrinsic danger of the pot·ree, and pra.c~~.tect the mana itself from 
other su.:pernatu.ral forces 1·rhich may contaminate or completey 
destroy it. There were many prohibitions and punishments surround-
ing the priests behaviour. Their status "1-Tas one bearing mu.ch mana, 
maintained by fasting and immolation, leaving t.he hair 1.mcvt and 
umrashed and the ph,ysical separation from society. 'l'he mana 
associated vri th each of the different deities 1-ras kept separate, 
their distinctive deremonial dress and insignia maintained in 
their otm temple ·by a specialised group of priests. 
In identifying the presence of a mana concept in Aztec 
religion Hvidt:feldt analysis the Nahuatl term 'teotl', whichlfl 
although u.su.ally translated simply 'god', in fact appears in the 
names of very few gods. He finds that in some cases it v701>.ld be 
more accurate to translate it as 'ritual' or 'sacred', and it 
sometimes implies a sense of potency, or intensification su.e::§~·esting 
a possible origin in a concept of mana. Quoting from i;he Florentine 
Codex, Hvidtfeldt gives t1v0 exam:p.les of 'teotl' u.sed in this r,rey. 
After the flaying of the victims d1;ring 'l'lacaxipeuliztli, the 
captor takes the thigh bone of his dead captive, cleans the 
flesh from it and hangs it ou.tside his house ;-ri th a sleeveless 
net jacket t-roim by the vrarriors, and a spray of heron feathers. 
'i1lAnd he wrapped the thigh bone rri th paper, and provided it a 
mask. and this -vras called the god-captive. 11 (malteotl). It seems 
that the bone i-ri th its mask was vested wi t.h the pouer, or mana 
of the captive, it stand.s for the captive, and as the seat of 
his mana is called 'malteotl', or 'captive's mana'. 
Sahagun states that during Nei tocoztl i, "'rhen they 
departed 1;o their fields to get the cinteotl. In as many places 
as ley fields from each field they got a stalk of green maize. 11 
The plants were decorated and offered food, it. is the plants 
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themselves which were 'cinteotl 1 - 'maize god', they contained 
the maize mana. Later in the same passage, 'cinteotl' refers to 
the bundles of seven maize ears 1-rhich were to become seed-corn. 
1l'hus it is not just the plant which is called 'cinteotl', b•Jt the 
maize at all stages, the mana of the maize itself. 
The term 'ixiptla' is also analysed itl tracing mana 
concepts in the texts. It.is translated by Anderson and Dibb-le 
as ~image', or 'impersonator', possibly deriving from 'ixtli 1 
meaning face. In the accounts it is used to refer to images of 
ioTOod, rubber, paper or dough and to human representatives all in 
the si¥Re passage and without differentiating betvreen them, that 
is they all 'ixiptla', or impersonate the same thing. This would 
seem to follovr the general ru.le in the concept of mana that all 
things containing the same mana are identicial, and interchangeable. 
In the account of the sacrifice for Ochpaniztli (27), the '\'Toman 
dressed in the insignia of Toci is referred to ~irectly}cis•Toci' 
{or her synonym Teteo innan), Anderson and Dibble in translation 
frequ.ently add in bramcets, 'the likeness of', even when the term 
'ixiptla' is not present in the Nahuatl text. After the victim 
has been sacrificed a priest pu.ts on her skin, and in the text 
he is thereafter refered to as 'she', and later direcvly as 'To~i', 
thus the continu.i ty of identity had beBn maintained throll.gh the 
donning of the skin of the first impersonator; the mana of Toci, 
I 
or the mana that was Toci, had.been passed o~intact. It becomes 
clear that it is the skin and insignia vrhich 'make' T0ci, or 
contain 1 Toci-mana' vrhen, completing the ceremol'ly, the priest· 
takes off the skin.and adornments and lays them carefully on a 
framework and so, "l·fhen they had left her they all turned about 
and departed". 'Her', Toci, vras left on the vrooden frame, the 
mana is th•)s safely fixed and left;. rrh•)s 'teixiptla', (those who 
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impersoc.te) 1 are man.a-l>earers, and ap. those bearing the same 
mana are considered and treated as identical. They are treated 
and adQressed directly as the objedts or attrib~tes whose mana 
they contain. In the same account, Toci presents herself before 
the image of Hu.i tzilopochtli in the Great Dou.ble Temple, the 
Nahu.atl text simply says, "she raised her arms and legs and 
spread her arms and legs at the foot of Huitzilopochtli." 
It seems that it is the unique combination of col01.1rs and symbols, 
(the insignia), that is characteristic and important in containing, 
identifying and passing on mana.:-;1 and the accounts u..sually describe 
in great detail the clothes, paints and decorations which make u.p 
the distinctive character of the object or deity lfhose mana is 
being manip~lated. 
Thu.s Hvidtfeldt states that the term 'teotl' can be 
assumed to have, or to have had a meaning of mana. He also says 
that this concept can be identified in religions at a certain · 
stage of socio-religious development. He states that primitive 
religions do not have gods in the strict sense of personalised 
deities as in the Greek and Roman pantheons, but are more concerned 
with the increase of mana which is desireable, and removal of that 
which is not, In an ~ban society the concepts of mana tend to 
fade, and lfhile some of the prohibitions and rites St)rrounding 
mana may continu.e as vestiges, the gods are more than distinct 
forms of mana and come to have myths and 'lives' of their own. 
Ivlyths cease simply to explain ri ttJal acts and objects and begin 
to 'fill ou.t' the personal details of the gods, their births, 
relationships and adventures. Sacrifices become direct offerings 
to certain gods for favour, Ol' specific rel'7ard, or to expiate a 
sin, and the conceptualisation of the god becomes increasingly 
anthropomaphii!c. 
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According to this schema, the Aztecs appear to have been 
in a transition phase. The concept of manawa~ clearly present 
in many religiou.s texts and rituals, especially those based on 
the Bell-being and. fertility of natural forces. Even the same 
deity wa.s depicted in varying degrees of' anthropomorphism on 
different occasions. 'llla.loc in Telleriano Remensi.s is depicted 
as a cloud, only his face and symbols identify him (fig.21). 
Yet in other codices he is shcnm in human form bu.t vri th the same 
facial and ofuher features. However some of the gods had a highly 
complex body of mythology and theology woven around them, 
particularly those of the priestly and warrior classes. Qu.etzal-
coatl, adopted from the 'l'ol tees had become a culture-hero and 
bringer of all knowledge,a god-king from a golden age of peace 
and plenty. }lzy-ths and legends tell of his travels throughou.t 
l~1exico, his reign in. Tula and especially his strui~;gles with the 
other great god Tezcatlipoca. The process of' personalising 
deities into 'proper' gods with their ovm individuality was 
aided by the relationshi~ established by the priests and 
astrologers. Variou:s spirits and deities of local importance 
were incorporated into the calena~ or divinatO?Y tables, and 
synthesised into compound deities, a process which had been going 
on before the arrival of' the Aztecs bu.t l.Yhich they continued. 
At the11l01'1'est levels of the social hierarchy local. spirits and 
mana concepts formed a major part of the religious practices, 
although unfortunately l.Ye are not told a great deal abot1.t these 
practices. At the apex of the hier~rchy was a highq theology a..11d 
body of religious belief' lqying great importance upon a limited 
number of' very individ,.."!.al gods of complex natures. 
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Chapter 5 Sacrifice of the God, and the Divine King 
The complexity and sophistication of >·rorship offered 
to the gods of the Aztec pantheon depended on the social and 
occmpational standing of the individual. The macegiJ..ales may 
not have understood the more esoteric meaning of the rituals 
they gathered to see performed in the city temples, but they 
worshipped a plethora of domestic and village gods; spirits 
of the fields, of the crops, and of all the aspects of their 
natural environment and day to day activities. Almost every 
action of daily life i'ias associated vri th specific prayers, 
omens and superstitions. 
11 They had innumerable little spirits to pay some 
regard to. Many families had patron gods who vro uld look 
after their crops and to whom small offerings were made 
on all days associated vri th them in the magical calendar .• 
One gains the impression that among them there was an 
acceptance of the religiou.s system as a kindr of magic and 
a kind of re::liance on it that was not necessarily a very 
deep religiou.s feeling. 11 (l) 
The gu.ilds of craftsmen each had their 01-m patron god 
woDshipped in a more formal manner. On calendrica] d~s 
dedicated to their deity, or before important undertakings, 
the members of a g1Jild would clu.b together to buy a slave 
from the market at A:bzcapotzalco and offer him as a sacrifice 
at their own temple. The Pochteca, the nobles and the warriors 
moll performed their own particular sacrifices, as :·rell as 
playing an important part in th~ajor national feasts in the 
Sacred Precinct. In addition, cities, tovms and villages as 
well as the quarters of the cities had their o1-m local deities 
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to whom 1-ras owed a special allegiance. 
The Aztec theologians at the head of the priestly hier-
arc.b.y "t·rere responsible for rationalising these diverse· religiou.s 
beliefs and deities into an ordered system of ritual, creed and 
philosophy, an order developed largely ou.t of the workings of 
the calendar. As the religion and the state grew in organisation 
and stability together under Aztec domination, many deities 
emerged as aspects of national compound deities assimilated into 
a national theology. While these gods did not reach the complex 
individual characters of the Greek Olympian gods, * tlvO in 
particular, Tezcatlipoca (fig.21) and Quetzalcoatl (fig.20), 
were associated with a large body of myth, legend ~~d ideology, 
and were regarded as tru.ly uni versa! gods. 
To them was attributed the task of hauling the great 
Earth r~1onster out of the primordial waters until the monster 
broke in two, her lo1-rer half rising to become the heavens and 
her upper half descending to form the earth (2). During the 
struggle 11'ezcatlipoca lost his left ·foot, which in the codices 
is replacea by a round obsidian mirror of the kind used by 
magicians for sc~ying; it is called 'the smoking ~irror' 
uhich is the meaning of 'Tezcatlipoca'. Sculptu.res of Qu.etzal-
coatl (Feathered Serpent), are common in the ancient city of 
Teotihuacan and later MaJfan cu.l tJJre. In his form as the 
Evening Star, Xolotl, he descended into the under1-rorld and 
brought back the bones of extinct generations of man, from 
which he created man of the present era by th~ magi.cal power 
of his blood (3). By turning himself into an arit, Quetzalcoatl 
* 'l1he Aztec gods brOllght their influ.enceto bear in d•.te season 
according to the universal order of things, and did not exist 
in the manner of capriciOl1S 'SIJ.per human' as in the Classical 
mythologies. 
-· - ~·--·-· ~~-------
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Figure 20 - overleaf 
Qu"etzalcoatl. He is the patron of priests and therefore carries 
in one hand a priest's tasselled incense or tobacco bag, bearing· 
the sign of the four directions, and in the other an incense 
burner in the form of a snake. From his conical, ocelot-skin 
hat protrudes a bone symbolising penance, and from which has 
sprou.ted a flm·rer. His breast pehdant and necklaces are of shells, 
symbols by which he is v.sually identified. The red, snou.ted mask 
indicates his presence here in the g~ise of Ehec~tl, the wind. 
(Codex Borbonicl).S was produ.ced immediately post-conqu.est.). 
J 
PIG. cO 
Ouetznlcoatl : Codex Borhonicu s 
( From Cnso : People of t hP Sun ] 
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I 
stole maize fromthe other ants and it became man's sustenance.(4) 
I 
Both Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca were worshipped by 
the Toltecs, where myths and legends show them in constant 
opposition as the du.a.l principles of light and benevolence, 
and of darkness and e~il respectively. Shortly before the 
fall. of the Tal tee empire and .the destruction of 'ru.la, Tezcat-
lipoca' s infl•Joence overshadm'l'ed that of Qu.etzalcoatl. The cult 
of Tezcatlipoca was associated with the glorification of war 
and the political influence of the military leaders, as opposed 
to the priestly leaders of which Qu.etzalcoatl had been the 
patron and prototype. rlorship to Quetzalcoatl 1<1as not completely 
eclipsed; it survived in Tenochti tlan among al\ elite of devottt 
priests and nobles of Tal tee descent, '!'rho dedicated themselves 
to a particularly stringent way of life. The chief priests 
still retained the name Quetzalcoatl in their official title 
EJ.B had been the cu.stom among the Tal tees. Both legend and the 
la~'l's of fate declared that the supremacy of Qu.etzalcoatl woll.ld 
return again inthe fu.tl.lre to ovenrhelm Tezcatlipoca. 
When the Aztecs migrated onto the J.i:exican Plateau and 
picked u.p the threads of the disintegrating Tol tee cul t1J.re, the 
indigenous ~rar and sun god Tezcat.lipoca, became compounded with 
their own vrar god, HtJ.i tzilopochtli. As patron of the Ocelot 
Order of i·rarriors 'l'ezcatlipoca was the night-time sun which 
tr.avels under the earth throu.gh the region of darkness, forming 
art antethesis to Hu.i tzilopochtli irrho was regarded as the fierce 
day-time sun. Hu.i tzi.lopochtli 1-1as absorbed into the existing 
cosmogeny by being identified 1-Ji th one of the four directions 
i-Jhich 1trere ruled over by forms of Tezcat.lipoca. The Historia de 
los Mexicanos par su.s Pinturas ( 5) includes a creation myth 
relating how Ometeotl, the Divine Duality,had four sons 
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figure 21 - overleaf 
Tezcatlipoca. He is identified by his torn foot replaced by 
a smoking mirror, (there appears to be another obsidian mirror 
attached to the back of his head), and the black horizontal-
striped face paint. He carries a shield, a biJndle of darts 
bone-tipped and feathered, and a l·Tar banner on rrhich is painted 
a collar decorated v1i th down. 'l'.hese li'ere used for captives 
destined for sacrifice. His 1-1rist-ba.nds, leg-bands and collar 
1-1ere all. decorated with je1<1els and gold bells, and he wears a 
large round breast pendant. The doNn attached to his hair ~~d 
the two long heron feathers ontop of his head are the symbols 
of the warrior. 
Tlaloc dep icted as a rain cloud Co dex Telleriano - Remen.s is 
Tezcatl ipoca Co dex Borg~ 
f rom Covnrr ub ias 1957 
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representing the for)r directions and the four cosmic forces 
of the universe. '.rhe first son was the Red Tezcatlipoca, ioJ"ith 
whom were identified Xipe Totec and Camaxtli. Secondly was the 
Black Tezcatlipoca, his u.sual form as the trickster god in uhich 
he is seen in opposition to "tl).etzalcoatl. The third son was called 
Qu.etzalcoatl, and lastly was the Blue ''.J.lezcatlipoca of the south, 
toJ"i th "1-7hom Hu_i tzilopochtli was identified as the fiery middccy- sun 
of the southern sky. In the same w;zy, Huitzilopocht.li was absorbed 
into some of the rituals traditionally dedicated to Tezcatlipoca. 
During the annu.al festival of Toxcatl, a you.th who had impersonated 
Tezcatlipoca for a year and had been treated in every w;zy like 
the god hiaself, was sacrificed ~pon the stone. An impersonator 
of Hl)_i tzilo:pochtl.i was also kept for a year and sacrificed shortly 
afte:nrards. Eot'iever it seems that Tezca.tlipoca rras always regarded 
as the dominant of the ttoJ"o gods; describing the Toxcatl ri tv.al 
Bancroft (6) says of Hu.itzilopochtli's impersonator (called 
Ixteocale), "He ah7ays associated with the other doomed one of 
Tezcatlipoca and shared his enjoyment bv.t as a representative of 
a less esteemed god, he was paid no divine honour. 11 The tremendous 
promoiio:p. of Hu.i tzilopochtli as a national deity took place later, 
during the reign of Izcoatl. as part of the development ·of the 
Aztec's political identity and pride. 
Al thor).gh he was primarily a god of war and of the sun, 
as one of the original and creative cosmic forces it is not 
surprising that '.rezcatlipoca had a complex character comprising 
many attributes, Sahagun summarised his nature:-
"Tezcatlipoca (Smoking Mirror), vras considered a true 
god, his abode was everywhere - in the land of the dead, on 
earth, and in heaven. rfl1en he iialked on the earth he bror)ght 
vice and sin, he i-ntrodu_ced angt1.ish and affliction. He brov_ght 
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discord among people, wherever he went he was called 'enemy on 
both sides:'. He created all the evils which came to all men. 
Sometimes he bestow·ed riches, wealth, heroism, valour, ro.lership, 
dignity, nobility, honour." (7) 
tleal th and :l-Torldly possessions were associated t-ri th 
Tezcat.lipoca's form as the jewelled 'l1urkey (Chalchihu.itotolin). 
Part of his fearsome nature stemmed from his skill as a magician. 
It was through the u.se of magic and trickay that he rras said to 
have defeated Quetzalcoatl in Tu.la (8). ~'lith the u.se of his 
scrying mirror, Tezcatlipoca coo.ld see all the deeds of man, 
and thus as an all-knowing god was appealed to by the priest 
to hear confessions. The sins involved were mostly those of 
ri tu.al impu.ri t.y, and especially carnal sin, which to the Aztecs 
1-1-as the most heino1;~s of crimes. (Normally confession and forgive-
ness was possible only once in a life-time, so it was made in late 
middle age when one vras thollght too old to commit such sins again). 
In his form as Tlamatzoncatl- 'the perpetual youth', he 
t-ras the youngest a..TJ.d nimblest of all the gods. Another aspect of 
his you.th was his patronage of the Telpochcal.l i (houses of you.th~, 
military training schools rrhere the sons of the maceguales and 
artisans were edu.cated and trained in the art of rrar. His nature 
as a war god involved worship particularly by the nobility "i·rho 
occupied the higher ranks and formed the permanent and organising 
element of the army, but Tezcatlipica 1-ras not aloof from the 
ordinary people as ~uetzalcoatl had become, and lifas even the 
patron of the slaves. Once a year on a day dedicated to him, 
~rners of slaves gave them gifts, and dared not reb~~e them for 
fear Tezcatl ipoca might cau.se them to become slaves themselves ( 9). 
Tezcatlipoca lias not entirely evil, he had connections with 
the lighter side of life, l·ri th love, flot'l"ers a.nd mu.sic. He fell 
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in love with the bea~tif~l Xochiquetzal, goddess of song and 
flowers, and stole her from her husband Tlaoc. Nicholson 
quotes his fervent though somewhat immodest love song:-
She seems to me indeed a very goddess, 
she is so lovely and so gay, 
I mu.st catch her, not tommorrovr or an:y time after 
bu.t now· in the ver-;1 instant; 
I myself in person order and decree it shall be. 
I, the warrior youth, shining~ ike the sun 
and with the beauty of the dawn. ( 10) 
There is also a myth lfhich relates hol>r he brot.1ght mv.sic dov.m 
to the earth; in this extract he bids the wind go to the Hou.se 
of the Sun, the source of music:-
'Wind, the earth is sick from silence. 
Thou.gh l'Te possess light and colo1Jr ana fruit, 
yet li'e have no mv.sic. 
We mu.st bestow mu.sic upon all creation. 
To the al>ral<:ening dat-m, 
to the dreaming man, 
to the waiting mother, 
to the passing water and the flying bird. 
Life should be all mu .. sic. 
Go then through the boundless sadness 
between the blue smoke and the spaces 
to the House of the Sun. 
There the father Sun is surrounded 
by makers of music 
who blovr their flu.tes sweetly 
and, with their burning choirs 
scatter light abroad. 
Go, bring back to earth a clu.ster 
of these musicians and singers.' 
- the most flowering -
(ll) 
One of the great ceremonies of the year was the annual 
sacrifice of the impersonator of Tezcatlipoca during the month 
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Toxcatl, which occurred in late April. The victim had been chosen 
after the last Toxcatl and had lived as Tezcatlipoca•s likeness 
for a year. The victim was chosen from among the prisoners of 
war. He had to be perfect in body and intelligence, " ••• he who 
was chosen was of fair countenance, of good understanding and 
qu.ick, of clean body - slender like a reed; long and thin like 
a stoat cane; well built; not of overfed body, not corpulent, 
and neither very small na.r exceedingly tall ••••• " ( 12) In this 
manner Sahagun lists over a hundred qualities and conditions 
necessary in the chosen youth. After being selected. he was 
cared for by the guardians of thetemple and taught to play the 
flute, carry flowers and converse in a gentle and graciou.s 
manner - in fact all the qualities of a young nobleman. He was 
honoured as a god; allthe people regarded him as Tezcatlipoca 
when he 1oralked abou.t the streets, they knelt down bef9re him 
kissing the earth in an act of reverence and begging favours 
off him. He was allowed to walk about playing glute wnerever 
he pleased, accompanied by eight young men as companions. 
These had had their hair cu.t short in the manner of slaves, 
although four of them Here trainers of youths in the Telpochcalli •. 
Motecuhzoma provided the costly garments and jevrels. in 
1..rhich the victim 1-ras dressed because ue are told " ••• verily he 
took him to be his beloved god (tlacoteotl) ••• ". The impersonator's 
face was painted black, white eagles dorm was tied to his loin-
l·ength hair and he wore garlancls of sweet-·sme 11 ing flo"t-rers • 
His ear-pendants, lip-plug, necklace and breast ornament were 
all of shells. His ear-plugs ;.rere of t\;.cqu.oise and his bracelets 
of gold, set with precious~ones. On both his legs were tied 
golden bells {oioalli) which jingled when he l'i'alked, and were 
part of the arrey of ocelot warriors. He wore a cape of "E-ride-
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mesh net and sandals of ocelot skin. In this princely·manner 
he \·rent about until the month of Uei tocoztli, twenty five days 
beforethe feast of Toxcatl. Then he abandoned all the ornaments 
and rieh clothing, removed the face paint and had his hair cut 
short, leaving a tuft of hair tied ~pon his forehead like that 
of a. ~rar captain to •·rhich -rrere tied heron and quetzal feathers. 
I 
At the same time he was married to four young virgins who had 
a~so been kept by the temple guardians for a year and were named, 
Xochiquetzal, Xilonen, Atlatonan and Uixtocihuatl (all agrarian 
deities). For twenty days he lay with his wives. Five dczys before 
the feast day, singing, dancing and feasting began and continued 
until the day of the sacrifice. On the fifth day the impersonator 
with his wives and companions went to a small, plain temple 
called 'l1lacochcal co ( •·rhich rras also an arsenal). Alone and of 
his own free will he climbed slowly up to the top of the temple 
platform, breaking one of his clay flutes on each step. At the 
top, four priests held him while a fifth cut out his heart, 
holding it u.p to the sun as an offering. His body1-ras not throi"m 
down the steps in the usval way, but was carried carefully do1m 
and his head mounted on the tzompantli. Apart from the similar 
ceremqny carried ou.t to kill the impersonator of Hui tzilopochtli, 
this 11as the only sacrifice for that month, ·although Bancroft ( 13) 
says that every fourth year many captives were slain as rrell. 
This sacrifice (more than othersdescribed) can be said 
to correspond to Hu.bert and Mauss 1 s ( 14) concept of the 1 sacrifice 
of the god', which they consider to be the highest expression 
of the idea of sacrifice. They discu.ss several conditions which 
must prevail in the sacrifical situation " •. inorder that the god 
may descend to the role of victim." Firstly there mu.st be some 
affinity between the nature of the god and that of the victim. 
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In all Aztec sacrifices the victims have some degree of sacred-
ness, for this is the supernatural power rele~sed in the act of 
killing, bu.t in the agrarian sacrifices for example this power 
is specifi~io the species or phenomena i'l'hich man is, trying to 
influence. In the sacrifice of Xilonen, the personification of 
the young. maize plant, the indentificauo~ is solely with the 
plant, the concept of Xilonen is limited to this and the identi-
fication is complete. After the sacrifice, ri tv.al means are 
employed to disperseQ the spirit, or in other instances to fix 
it back into the species. Thus the spirit of the maize exists 
as a concentrated poi·Ier (mana) i·Thich can be manipu.lated by the 
vse of ritual for only a l.imi ted period, in fact d1;.ring the 
annu.ait ceremony .• Hu.bert and I'rlau.ss describe horr agrarian and 
other natural deities become detached from ·the species or 
phenomena with which they are associated and become individuali,sed. 
In order for there to be a sacrifice of the god, there must be 
a god having a separate existence, a personalised god vTi th an 
individual and permanent presence with which the victim is to 
have affinity. Tezcatlipoca's origin as a god is assigned to 
his creation as a cosmiiforce, but he had certainly become a 
god of recogniseable character in Aztec times. He is a protean 
god and· his influence is almost limitless; he is ubiqu.i tou.s, 
invisible, impalpable. As Sahagun recorded, 11 •• he is a trv.e god , 
his abode was every-vrhere." This complex naturewas personified 
on earth by his impersonator who had to be young, strong and 
accomplished in the attributes of both warriors and nobles. 
He wore the cloths and insignia described as Tezcatlipoca's, 
&ld performed actions during the festival which re-enacted 
myth~cal deeds ascribed to him. For example his marriage to the 
lovely Xochiqu.etza.l in earthly form, and his musical 
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accomplishments 6n the flute. The ritual portrass him in his 
gu.ise as the ocelot, dramatising the daily passage of the sun 
under the earth, but it also symbolises the wider annual cycle 
of the solstices. Toxcatl occurred in April, when, according to 
Sejourne the sun reached its first zenith after the winter soltice. 
The \-Tinter period of minimum sun (or the svn in the subterranean 
world), was symbolised by the impersonator's marriage to the 
four earth deities, before donning his warriors' arras and 
ascending thetemple steps alone rrhere he was liberated, through 
sacrifice, from the earth. Immediatley following this ceremony 
was the sacrifice~ to Hu.i tzilopochtli the day sun risen 011.t of 
the earth; the eagle rising out of the mov.th of the ocelot. The 
image of Huitzilopochtli was carried on a platform up the steps 
to his temple, accompa.."lied by yo,Jths and warriors dancing and 
singing around it, symbolising the sun's journey across the s.ky 
from the east to the zenith accompanied by the sou.ls of 1-1arriors. 
At dawn the following day the likeness of Hui tzi lopochtli called 
(ixteocale), offered himself for sacrifice and was killed in the 
arms of the priests.* 
ThroLlghotl.t his year of office the impersonator l·ras believed 
to be and treated like Tezcatlipoca, even Jilotecuhzoma "took him 
to be his beloved go~ (tlacoteotl)". The act of sacrifice itself 
can create or increase the divinity of the victim- the power 
of sacrifice is implicit in the creation of the sun and moon 
by the original immolation ofthe gods. They were in fact reborn 
in a higher state of divinity after their death in the primeval 
fire. 'rhe regular repetition of rites, and re-enactment of 
* Thompson, Spence and Bancroft all sa:y that the victim was killed 
in this unusu.al uosi tion but offer no reason for it, 1-1hile 
Sahagun himself doe~:tspecify where he uas killed exactly. 
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mythical episodes can build ~p a sacred character and help to 
form the personality of a god existing from one sacrifice to the 
next. In the case of the Toxcatl festival this contin1Ji ty was 
maintained by the impersonator living among the people for a 
year before his sacrifice, and to continue the cycle immediately 
after his death another impersonator was established in his place. 
Evidently the temple guardians kept abou.t ten young ca.pti ves of 
pleasing~ appearance q.nd temperament, and 1:-rhen the time came to 
install another impersonator they chose from among these. Thus 
there was no break in the personality of Tezcatlipoca as a 
ubiqu.itou.s god, as the sun of the darkness below the earth, 
or as a continuous representation upon earth. 
The rich symbolism used in Aztec ritual tends to re-enact 
certain.mythical deeds associated with the god7and the marriage 
of 'Tezcatlipoca' to the four earth deities may also be connected 
l"ri th the myth of Tezcatlipoca•s struggle 1-ith the earth monster 
from which he formedthe heavens and the earth and lost his foot 
in so doing. This union of the earth and sun deities also 
suggests the magical fertilising of the earth ·qy the sun for the 
ripening of the crops .• 
The themes of ritual marriage, perpetuation of the you.th 
of the god, and the particular interest shown by Notecuhzoma in 
the victim suggest another interesting approach to understanding 
the ritual. To what extent was there a relationship bet1·1een the 
victim and the ruler which was intended to affect the strength 
and well-being of the latter and thus of the whole empire? 
Sahagun gives instances when it was believed that the killing 
of prisoners directly influenced the life and strength of the 
king. For example in the description of the day signs •one rain', 
and 'four wind' and the appropirate riiUal activities, 
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he writes:-
"And then also at that time died those 1-rho v1ere in jail, 
1-rho v1ere there for something 1·rhich demanded the su.preme penalty:: 
perhaps an adu.l terer, or a thief, or a fire priest of 1-rhom 
something had been found ou.t - per.cbance he had had a paramol).r -
and i-rhowas lmown as an evil(toer; or whatsoever sin_ he had committed. 
Also of the captives some then died. 
It 11as said that through these Moctezuma received life. 
By them his fate was strengthened; by them he 1-Tas exalted, and 
on them he placed the burden. So it was said that it was as if 
through them once more he was rejuvenated, so that he might liv~ 
many years. Through them he became famous, achieved honour, and 
became brave, thereby making himself terrifying. 11 (15.) 
The kings of Tenochtitlan pl~ed a vital part in the 
religious well-being of the empire, and 1-1ere particualarly 
dedicated to the worship of Tezcatlipoca and his antethesis 
Hu.i tzilopochtli. In Toxcatl, the impersonator l·ras the only 
victim, the king himself provided all the insignia and raiment 
and it was one of the king's canoes which conveyed the impersonator 
to the temple. Another connection bet1~een the two in the ritual 
is suggested by an ambigu.ous sentence in Sahagun's text which 
infers that the impersonator m83 have been given the name 
1Motecuhzoma'. It does not say so directly in the text but this 
interpretation follows most clearly from the rest of the text. 
"Nol-r, during this time, l¥loctezuma came not forth; those 
who had been his companions provided the people with 
food and favours." (16) 
In the English text Anderson and Dibble insert 'the impersonator's' 
in place of 'his 1 • Hvidtfeldt ( 17) however foll.o1.z-s Seler by 
rataining 'his' as referring in the sentence to moctezwna. Bu.t 
since this is the first mention of MocteziJma in this part of 
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the passage, and there had been no mention ·of his having any 
companions, Hvidtfeldt suggests that it vras the impersonator 
who was called Moctezu.ma and did not appear in pu.blic, l.-Thile 
the impersonator's companions (previously m~ioned as being 
'eight young men•), feasted the people. If this was in fact 
the case it seems to point to a direct relationship between 
the victim and the king, possibly the victim represented the 
q1a.na of the king, or was even a substi tu.te for the king. 
James believes the killing of the king to have had an important 
bearing on the d:evelopment of human sacrifice in most cttl tures. 
''The 1rridespread custom .of killing the divine king 1·rhen 
he showed· signs of diminishing virility, 'lrlas doubtless largely 
responsible for the development of human sacrifice in agric-
u.l tural communi ties since it led to the substi tu.tion of captives 
and other commoners for the royal victim who gave their lives 
to augment the powers of the gods that the processes of na:t.u.re 
might be maintained." (18) 
r1hether this theory applies to the Aztec example depends to 
what extent the Aztec king was considered divine. 
The Aztec rulers "t-rere responsible for military and civil 
administration, all affairs of state and the material and 
spiritual welfare of their people. They not only reigned in the 
sense that the Shilluk Reth reigned as a figure head and symbol, 
but they ruled as head of the 'churc~' as well as head of the 
state. Soustelle (19) has described the form of the monarchy as 
1 enlightened despotism 1 , his gu.ida.nce and strength came from 
his fai thfu.l service to the gods. Hov1ever his power l'l'as not·· 
absolt:l.te; he ruled liJ'i th the assistance of a covncil of four, 
u.su.ally close relatives of the king' s from l-rhom his successor 
"t-rou.ld be chosen. their most important function "tiJ'as to command 
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the army in time of war. The closest adviser and 'vice ruler' was 
the Ciuahcoatl,(literally Snake Woman and the name of an ancient 
goddess, but the political position "VTas of course always held by 
a man). Motecuhzoma l appointed his brother Tlacaelel to this 
position, he remained there throttgh three reigns and greatly 
influ.enced the course of Aztec history (20). The ru.ler 1 s 
successor and those of the counsellors were elected by an 
electoral college of about a hundred made up of an elite of 
high ranking priests, warriors and government officials. The 
succession usually went to a brother or son of the late king, 
but they had no automatic rite to the kingship unless elected. 
In practice the choice was always made from the same royal line, 
thu.s forming a single dynasty. Soustelle observes that in their 
tribal history the Aztec kings were elec9ted by heads of house-
holds, but with the growth of the state in size and complexi 1;y 
the privilege of election became limited to an elite oligarchy, 
from the reign of Ahuitzol. (Figure 2 shows the 'family tree' of 
Aztec kings). The emperor in po1-rer at the time of the conquest, 
Motecuhzoma 11, introdu.ced many ne1-r measures which elaborated 
cou.rt procedure and increased his ritual isolation. None of the 
common people were all Olfed to look on him as he 1-rent abou.t the 
city, they had to avert their eyes as he passed. He v1as not 
allowed to tou.ch the ground and so loJ'as carried every-rrhere in 
a seat covered in ocelot skin. He always ate alone behind the 
privacy of a screen for no-one was permitted to see him eating. 
When officials of state or foreign ambassadors wished an audience, 
no matter how·. high their rank or statU.s they had to bake off 
their finery and don rou.gh neq1.~en garments; approaching the 
emperor bare-footed and bare-headed. (21). Motecuhzoma spent 
many hours observing the heavens, praying, fasting and ma.idng 
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pilgrimages to the ruins of the sacred city of Teotih~an, 
where mythology places the creation of the moon and the sun. 
He was by inclination a scholarly and devou.t man, and had of 
course been educated under the rigorous regime of the calmecac. 
The precaiJtionary behaviour surrounding the ru.ler, 
especially in the presence of other people, su.ggest s the existence 
of an intrinsic pm·rer residing within him which needs to be 
protected from contamination. He was certainly believed to have 
some supernai;ural power derived from his knowledge of the sacred 
books and the correct practice of his ritual duties. Seligman's 
definition of the 'divine king' differentiates this concept from 
othersof kings simply possessing varying degrees of sacred or 
magical pO"'fer. This definition, (used by Richards (22) and 
Young (23) in recent studies), includes three criter.ia. 
Firstly,that the king exercises a voluntary or involuntary power 
over nature and fertility; that he is believed to be the 
'dynamical centre of the universe' so that his behaviour and 
condition directly affect the universe and are therefore strictly 
regu.lated; and that he was ri tu.ally pu.t to death rrhen he grelf 
old or ill, tQ preserve the virility of the powers he possessed 
and the well-being of the universe. 
:Because of the elaborate nature. and numerous occasions 
for rituals and feasts, members of the specialised priesthood 
performed most of ther.ites in the main temples of the Sacred 
Precinct, as well as in the hu.ndreds of little temples throughout 
the city. But the king, (titled Ueitlatoani- the Great Spokeman), 
performed rites daily in variou.s temples and observed the rrinds 
and birds dtlring the day, and the stars and planets at night 
for omens and signs to guide his decisions in the interests of 
the empire. His .visions an.d dreams 1-rere also thou.ght to have 
signs in them for the ft.lt,J.re. He v-ras expected to remain close 
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to his people and rule wisely. The position a~d duties of the 
king l'l'ere Olltlined by the priest during his anointing ceremony* 
described by Bancroft:-
11 
•••• As soon as the ne-rr king was elected, which was 
immediately after the fv.neral of his predecessor, the kings of 
Texcuco and Tlacopan were sent for to be present at the ceremon~ 
of anointment; all the great feudatory lords, who had been present 
at the funeral of the late king, were also invited to attend. 
"Hhen all are assembled the procession sets ov.t for the temple of 
Huitzilopochtli, the god 1of war. The kings of Texcuco and Tlacopan, 
surrounded by all the most powerful nobles of the realm, bearing 
their ensigns and insignia of rank, lead the van. Next comes the 
king elect, naked, except only the maxtli, or-cloth about the 
loins; follorring these are the lesser nobles, and after them the 
common people. Silently the procession 1-ren'ls its wa:;y along the 
streets; no beat of drwm or shout of people is heard above the 
tramping. The road in advance is as free from obstruction as a 
corridor in the royal palace; no-one moves among the mt111 ti tu.de 
that string along its edges, bu.t all stand -rri th bended head 
and eyes downcast until the solemn pageant had passed, when 
they close in t-rith the jostling rrhispering crol-rd that fol.lOi.Ys. 
Arrived at the temple the king and that part of the procession 
which precedes him ascend to the swnmit. During the ascent he 
is SUPI>Orted on either side by a great lord, and su.ch aid is not 
stlperflu.ous, for the staircases, having in all one hundred and 
thirteen steps, are so arranged that it is necessary to go 
completely round the building several times before reaching 
the top. On the summit the king is met by the hngh-priest and 
his colleagues, the people mean-while waiting below. His first 
action upon reaching the summit is to pa:y reverence to the image 
of-the god of battles by touching the earth with his hand and 
carr-.tin.g it to his mou.th. The high-priest no'tv anoints the king 
throu.ghout the entire body with a certain black ointment, and 
sprinkles him with •·rater 't'l'hich has been blessed' at the great 
*· Anointing vras the ceremony of dedication performed prior to 
the 'coronation' or inauguration which involved much public 
feasting and many sacrifices, and usu.a.lly took place some time 
aftenrards to all 01·r time for preparation. 
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• festival of Hu.i tzilopochtli, using for this purpose branches of 
cedar and willow~d leaves of maize; at the same time he addresses 
a fe1·r 'ftTOrds of coWlcil to him. The neli'ly appointed monarch is 
next clothed in a mantle, on which are represented sknlls and 
bones, to remind him, we are told, that even kings are mortal; 
his head is covered with tv1o cloths or veils, one blu.e and the 
other black, and decorated in a similar mar~er; about his neck 
is tied a small gourd containing a certain powder, which is 
esteemed a strong preservative against desease, sorcery, and 
treason. A censor containing live coals is put into his right 
hand, and into his left a bag of copal and thus accoQtred and 
provided he proceeds to incense the god Huitzilopochtli. This 
act of rrorship he performs on his knees, amid the cheers of the 
people belo;r, and the pleying of musical unstruments. He has 
concluded now and the ·high-priest again addresses a short speech 
to him. 'Consider well, Sire' he says, 'the great honour which 
your su.bjects have conferred upon you. and remember nO"'f that you 
are king, and that it is you.r duty to watch ove~ your people with 
great care, to lo0k upon them as your children, to preserve them 
from su.ffering, and to protect the weak from the oppression of 
the strong. Behold before you the chiefs of your kingdom together 
with all you.r subjects, to whom you. are both father and mother, 
for it is to you they turn for protection. It is your place to 
command and to govern, and most especially i tis your duty to 
bestow great attention to all matters relating to war, to search 
out and punish criminals wi thou.t regard to rank, to put down 
rebel.l ion, and to chastise the sedi tiOIJ.s. Let not. the strength 
of religion decline d1Jring your reign, see that the temples are 
well cared for, let the:ce be ever an abu.r1.d~ance of victims for 
sacrifice, and so you will prli>sper in all your undertakings 
and be beloved of the gods •••••• • The allied kings and no~les 
next eddressed him to the same purpose; to 'lrThich the king a.IlSrrers 
1'1i th thanks and promises to exert himself to the utmost of his 
povre:r=· for the happiness of the state." (24) 
The next four days were spent inthe temple of Tlacatecco, 
alone, m~cing offerings of blood, fasting and praying for the 
1-risdom to rule successfully. Thus the real strength of the king 
lay in his dedication to the gods and his ability te. lead his 
people in co-operating with the laws of fate. During the anoint-
ing ceremony and throu.ghou.t his reign the Uei tlatoani was dedicated 
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to the service of Tezcatlipoca especially in his form as Hu.itzil-
opochtli. However, the king's traditional garments, described by 
Soustel.le consisted of a gold and torquoise diadem, a blue and 
green cloak, jewellery of chalchihu.i tls and a sceptre in the 
form of a sn&~e. All these form part of the insignia of Tlaloc, 
the rain and major fertility god, and the deity rrho shared the 
Double Temple of TenochtHlan l'd th Hui tzilopochtli •• 'JIJy voluntary 
influence the king had over nature was achieved not throu.gh any 
magical po't'rer l·Thich he alone posse seed, nor thro1.1g,h contact vri th 
spirits l·Thich he alone could approach, bit by the performance of 
the oo rrect rituals in their due season fol.l orring the natural 
rhythm and cycle of events, while the priests and the people 
also plccyed their parti'c11lar roles. This ri tu.al activity -w-as 
frequently directed to influence matters of immediate im:portance 
such as the need for rain. After the guild of 'water-carriers', 
and 1l·rater-sellers' of the city had bought and sacrificed the 
impersonator of Chalchihui tl, rrife of Tlaloc, "Then Iiiotecuhzom:a. 
paid great honot~s to (the goddess) before her image he offered 
incense and sle1-r quail. Thus they said:· 'The chief gaineth rain; 
he doth a penance for his people.' And giving thanks thus they 
paid honour to the 1;aters." (25) 
There is no evidence that the Aztec king exerted any 
involuntary effects upon nature and feri:ili ty, su.ch as the 
Lovedu. Queen for inst~~ce; 
"So bound up is she with natu.re that her very emotions 
affect the rain ••••• she ensures the regu.lari ty of nature and 
the changing of the seasons ••••• her death dislocated the rhythm 
of nature." (26) 
A basic difference here is that the Lovedu Norld view 't~as based 
on the assumption that:-
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" ••••• cosmic forces are controllable and, in fact, controlled 
at every turn by man for his ovm benefit •••• " and " ••• it is 
largely by means of magic ofthe royal regaiia that the chief is 
able to exercise control." (27) 
The Aztecs on the other hand had developed a more or less 
fatalistic view of the cosmic order; man could not overpovrer 
the forces of natv.re, but could only fulfil his role in providing 
the cosmic 'energy', ie 7 life itself to keep the whole process 
going in its correct order and sequence. 
Richards (28) has described the ef:t'ect on the land and 
villages of the :Bemba, of the sexual activities of the Citimuku.lu., 
which are apparently an important source of ~u;pernatural power 
which can be directed to bring benefit in establishing a nel-T 
vi llage, or starting a neu season in the agricullb.l}.ral year. The 
sexu.al life of the Ci timuku.lu was therefore carefully regu.lated; 
such activities at the wr.ong time or 1-ri th the wrong •-rife cou.ld 
endanger the welfare of his people. No mention is rnade in the 
accounts of Sllch stringent regu.lations applying to the Uei tlatoani, 
apart from the u.sual and frequent demands of continence made upon 
him as part of the necessary penances. Fail1;~,re to obey the rL\les 
of sexual abstinence before some ceremonies, or failure to give 
sufficient blood incv.rred ritual impurity and vrere a danger to 
the vThole community; desease and death co old resulltfrom SLl.Ch 
transgressions, bu.t these were the rules vrhich everyone had 
to obey, and the greater weight of responsibility fell upon 
those holding the highest ranks in society. Altho l.{l;h Aztec 
puritanical reticence to talk about sex might have concealed 
information on su"ch taboos, (especially v1hen the investigators 
were missionaries), there was in general no ritual exploitation 
of sexu.a.l activi tes; sex 1-1as considered a necessary evil and 
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was rigidly controlled. '.rhere v1ere certainly none of the orgies 
after festivals described by Landa among the Ma;ya. 
Myths and legends of the Toltecs described the kings of 
Tula as 'divine', in factas incarnations of the god Quetzalcoatl. 
The first king of the Aztecs in Tenochtitlan (Acamapichtli) was 
acclaimed to be of direct Toltec descent and legend claimed 
Toltec descent for all the kings of Tenochtitlan as a matter of 
national prestige. However they were no longer looked u:pon as 
incarnations of Quetzalcoatl, especially as the co.l t of Tezcatlipoca 
had become domi~nant and he was now the patron of r~lers. Officially 
Tezcatlipoca was said to have appointed each of the new kings (29), 
bur during the anointing ceremony and the later coronation,there 
is no sQggestion of any spirit entering the king in the wa;y 
that the Reth of the Shillu.k has to be possessed.by Nyikang and 
completely identified vrith him (30). Nor as among the Bemba when 
it i'l'as feared that if a chief died a natural death he i·rou.ld 
breathe ou.t the ancestral spirits t"Thich were contained wit-hin 
him, and from 't-Thich he gained m~;"ch of his spiritual power. On 
the contrary, Bancroft's account of the anointing l·rouitii seem 
to stress the king's mortality especially in the reference to 
the mantle decorated with skulls and bones which was said to 
remind him ••• "tha.t even kings are mortal." However Bancroft 
mccy not have found the correct interpetation of the skull and 
bones design, as this is also the form of decoration applied 
. to the mantles which are p~t on the image of Huitzilopochtli 
in the latter half of the Toxcatl ceremony, and appear to be 
part of his insignia. 
The king was held responsible for the welfare of the 
state but his mode of action was throue:h the perforrna...r10e of set 
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rituals and penances at prescribed times, and the provision of 
sacrifices for the gods, not throu.gh the manipulation of any 
magical power of his own or passed dOWn to him from his predec-
essor. At his anointing he is humbled before Hu.i tzilopochtli, 
and affirms his all egaince and service to him. It is throu.gh this 
service and his knowledge of rit~al procedure and omens th~t he 
fulfills his ri tu.al oblligations. His particular function 1oJ"hich 
served both relig~ou,a and political ends was the svccessf1J.l 
execu:ltion of wars to provide captives for sacrifice; indeed this 
is his first act after his anointing. For the coronation.ceremony 
many prisoners had to be offered, and the nevrly anointed !ting 
had to fight and provide these before-hand. If there was no 
economic or political necessity for the war, the forthcoming 
coronation >vas su.fficien t reason to establish it. Ahu.i tzol carried 
on a two year campaign in northern Oaxaca taking altogether over 
20,000 prisoners, many of lrhom he sacrificed himself Ll.pon the 
stone. 
As long as a king ru.led rrisely and su.ccessfu.lly there v1as 
no suggestio~ that his· sickness or old age l'i'ere of particu.lar 
danger to the state, nor is there mention of ritual death or 
the safegu.ard of any spirit thoiJ.ght to reside in the king' s 
person. Richards believes that the Demba chj_efs l-Tere strangled 
•·rhen on the point of death, "for fear they vrou.ld breathe out 
the imipashi of the land", (31) that is his ancestral spirits 
from which the king obtained his pm-rer and ;;J)on which the well-
being ofthe people and the fertility of the land depended. The 
Jukun (32) king 1·ras ri tu.ally killed if he became ill or broke 
an important taboo, in order 1ro preserve the strength and 
sacrednes:s of the kingship l·7hich symbolised the vni ty of the 
tribe, and the fertility of the land. While it 1va.s accepted 
that the body of the king was mortal, the kingship which he 
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represented by living according to the taboos imposed, was 
immortal, and was by these means preserved. The person of the 
king 'tfas killed, bu.t the symbol "Vras rescved and perpettJ_ated in 
the next king. 
Most of the Mexican kings who did not die in battles 
between \>rarr.ing city stat.es, died a nat.u.ral death. Tizoc ha."tfever 
lvas poisened by his chiefs for his lack of su.ccess in w-ar, (this 
brou.ght dishonour to the state, and a falling off in tribute as "tfell as 
insufficient victims for sacrifice). There appears to have been 
·' no ritual motive in the kil..l ing, simply a question of liqu.idating 
a bad ru.ilier to make "\'la::f for a better one. There is also some 
doubt abou.t the death of r.iocteziJ.ma 11. According to Indian 
accounts he was killed by the Spaniards; Spanish records claim 
he was stoned by his 01~ people. Castillo states that while 
Motecuhzoma stood li"i th the Spanish commanders on the roof of .a 
palace building (presumably held hostage), stones thrown at the 
Spaniards accidently hit the king on the tempie, killing him 
instantly. \fhatever the tru.th of the matter, it was. certaifl;J.y 
not a ri tt1.al killing of any kind. There was no indication that 
'anarchy reigned' after thetdeath of a king as among the Lovedu., 
I 
or that the 'land: breaks up' as among the Bemba. lfhe choice of 
SIJ.c0essor was u.sua.l.1y made from among the four members of the 
Council, the most influential of the royal line,· and- no one person 
had an a.u.tomatic right to ru.le, nor was the throne challenged or 
fought for. A dead king 1-1as tied in a squatting position, bound 
in lqyers of cloth and decorated with paper and feather ornaments 
with his face covered in a mosaic mask· His 'clothes and decoration 
bore the ins~·gnia of Hu.i tzilopocht.li, and the body 't·ras then 
burned, the ashes being preserved in· the temple of Hu.i t~ilopochtli. (33) 
The kingship of Tenochtitlan and of the entire empire, 
t-l'as a po1-rerfu.l political reality in the stru.cture of the soc:i:rt:y. 
The extent o£ supernatural power described £or other divine kings 
t·ras not vested in any one person in Aztec society, everyone 't·ras 
at the mercy o£ fate ·and had to vibrate to the rhythms of natu.re 
according to their degree o~· knot·1le dge and devotion. Although 
the king had arduous religious duties to perform, the large bo~ 
ofthe priesthood carried ou.t mu.ch of the necessary ritual, and 
l'rhen famine and pestilence occurred, no particular action or 
behaviour of the king vTas blamecl, b1.1t the numbers a..l'J.d quality 
of sacrifices were increased. This was man's role, and the king 
as head of state and head of the 'church' performed his duty 
and responsibility by maintaining the present order, and lead-
ing his warriors into battle for the glory o:f the gods. 
Evans-Pritchard (34) states that it is the kingship and 
not the king himself which is divine, and that such a system is 
typical o:f societies with a pronounced lineage system, 
" ••• in which the political segments are part o:f a loosely organised 
structure 't·ri thou.t governmental :fWlction. In such societies political 
organisation takes on a ritual or symbolic :form l'Thich in polities 
"'iTi th a higher degree of organisation gives way, though never entirely 
to centralised administration." 
Thus it seems that where there is possibility of political 
friction, the tenuou.s position of the kingship is raised to a 
spiritual plane. l:fthe king in J'.fexico ti'as ever divine in the 
manner described by Seligman, then it l-Totlld have been when the 
Aztec tribe comprised a group of powerful clans. Indeed a divine 
king mey have been traditional among the agricultural commU!lities 
indigenouS to the Valley o:f Hexico abo1.1.t Trrhich ue lmot-r very little. 
Horrever, by the time the Aztecswere established, the porrer of the 
kingship had increased while the development of the state and 
growth of the empire emphasised his duties as an administratoD, 
and the priestly hie·rarc.hy took overtilany specialised ri tu.al 
I 
obligations. 
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Houever, the ri tu.al duties -of the king were extremely 
import~~t, and Motecuhzoma 11 (more then the other kings), 
seemed particu.larl;)jdedicated to the religious side of his role. 
I 
His fervour led him to introduce many of the taboos which 
protected the dignity of the king to the extent of pu.ttmng him 
on a semi-divine level •. Although Sahag•m says that l•iotecu.hzoma 
gained life and strength from the sacrifice of criminals, it 
is not stated that these prisoners, .or the impersonator of 
Tezcatlipoca vTere in. fact· surrogates for the king. There v1as 
an element of redemption in all the sacrifices, and it is 
interesting that Sahagun sccys of the prisoners, " ••• on them 
he placed the burden." In the creation of the sun, the gods 
took council to decide who would 1 carry the burden 1 , and 
sacrifice themselves to be the sun. The prisoners, while not 
a direct su.bstit11te for the king, carried the burden of 
providing the cosmic energy for the gods and so redeemed the 
people and the king. The Toxcatl ritual l·rhich reju.vernated 
and strenghtened the god Tezcatlipoca would no doubt have 
brou.ght benefit to :ilhe king also, who served in his name and 
contribtJted towards the ritual. Apart from the belief (especially 
strong in the latter part of the empire), that the greater l·rere 
the number of sacrifices, the greater lias the benefit to the 
gods and to the people; there 1..ras also an element of prestige 
in showing the power of the state by the number of pris·oners 
it cotJ.ld take and sacrifice, and it is probably this too 1-rhich 
reflected favourably onthe king 1>rhether the victims vrere rra.r 
captives or prisoners who had flouted the lal·TS of the land, 
so that 11 Through them he became famou.s, achieved honour, and 
became brave, thereby m:ki..ng himself terrifying." 
If it l·Tas not a divine kingship it was certainly a much 
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ritu.alised office, and Fortes's conclu.sions to his stu.dy of 
Ashanti and Tallensi kingship seem appropriate:-
11 It is not magic of the 'divine kingship' kind that 
imposes ri tu.al forms on these offices. The religiou.s character 
is a w~~ of investing with binding force the moral obligations 
of society, for its well-being and :prosperity, t-1hich those v-rho 
accept office mu.st solici tou.sly translate into action." (35) 
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Chapter 6 Theories of Sacrifice 
In trying to account for the system of massive human 
sacrifice, found and described by the_JSpaniards at the time of 
the conq1;.est, Laurette Sejou.rne" points to the inconsistency 
betrreen the high degree of spiri tu.ali ty, expressed in some 
aspects of the Aztec belief system, and the brutality of· the 
cult of human sacrifice. 
""1-lhatever its form, the slaughter of hvman beings is 
in essence so oppossed to spirituality that it is only in the 
exact measure in rrhich the one is ill imina tee: that the other 
becomes possible." (1) 
Yet the Aztec religion contained elements suggestive of 
the highest spirit~al achievement comparable to the great world 
religions. As examples of these Sejourn{ points to the belief 
in the omnipresent, omnipotent creator god, the Divine Duality 
to whom newborn children were dedicated; to the confession and 
forgiveness of sin, after the appropriate penancerJ! 1-rhich was 
allowed to each person once in their life; to the strict moral 
and ethical code based on religiou.s principles which rras taught 
in the homes and schools, and to the emphasis on penance and 
humility in the lives of both the laity and the pi•iesthood. 
He interprets the concept of duality rWlning throu.gh all Nahua 
theology-, as the oppossi tion behreen spirit and matter, and the 
purpose of religion as being an aid to man in achieving a 
harmony betl·reen the two. After the creation of the fifth sun, 
the gloi·ring· orb •·rhich hung immobile in the sky 1-ras pure spirit, 
and vias saved from its state of inertia by the self-immolation 
of the gods. SejotJrn~(believes this to be an example, not of 
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physical sacrifice, b~t of penance and humility for the attainment 
of self-knowledge and spiri tu.al strength. Thu.s the fifth sun, tthe 
sun of movement, was so called becaase it was the era of men 
capable of attaining divinity by p~ification. The movement is 
within men's hearts in tr,ying to harmonise spirit and matter. 
In the same w~, Sejourne re-interpreted the symbolism 
of Xipe Totec and the flaying of the victims dedicated to him; 
in fact he does not believe Xipe to be an agricu.l tural god atall, 
bu.t a god of penance. As su.ch he symbolises the:Jpu.rifica.tion 
of the individual from his material self, expressed metaphorically 
as the progressive flaying of the bo~, the symbol of the penit-
ential act. It seems probable however that in his area of origin 
·.' 
on the li'est coast, Xipe Totec was primarily an agric;u.l tural god, 
and remained so, at least to the farming community. The hu.ge Temple 
of Agriculture at Teotihuacan shol-rs the importance of the agrarian 
deities in cultures so dependent upon the crops month by month. 
Sejournebelieves that the war and sun cult originated 
p~ely ou.t of political aims, and that the holy war 't·Tas a political 
invention to terrorise the peoples of Meso-america into su.bjection 
for the economic ends of a small, powerfDl oligarchy of Aztec 
overlords. Therefore the real impoetance of the souls of dead 
warriors going to the Hou.se of the Sun, wou.ld have origiinated 
not in the believe that the sun needed the blood of life to 
continue, but in the concept that ever,y child born contained a 
celestial particle from the creator, represented as the sun. 
If the person led a pure life it was returned to the sun, if 
not it i'ras destroyed for ever. 
"It is in this sense that the deity needs human help. 
Otiing to the fact that it detaches a little of itself in every 
creation, it l'I'Ot.tld end by dying if the individual, leading a 
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life of darkness and unconsciousness, were to destroy the 
particle he had received instead of returning it brighter than 
before •••• creation is held to be impossible except through 
sacrifice: the sacrifice of the sun dismembered among hum~ 
kind: the sacrifice of men to restore the sun's original unity." (2) 
According to Sejourne'these concepts originated during 
the Classic theocratic period in the sacred city of Teotihuacan, 
(although probably limited to the learned priesthood and theol-
ogians). Later they were betr~ed and distorted into acts of 
physical sacrifice by su.ccessive waves of immigrant htmting 
tribes du.ring the tenth and eleventh centuries, contin1.1eing up 
to the time of Aztecs l'Tho perpetuated and increased the extent 
of human sacrifice. Sejot1rne identified the ruins of Teotihu..acan 
1-ri th the Nahv.a cu.l tu.re of the To.l. tees, believing them to have 
been the inhabitants of 'I'eotih1Jacan in Classic times, and the 
invent.ors of the rich spiri tu.al i religion h~escribes. Ho>i'ever, 
I 
later archaeological research (3) has shown that the Toltecs, 
the first bearers of Nahua culture to f.1exico, were in fact part 
of the first migration wave from the north -rrest region in 
immediately post-Classic times. (Figure 2 shows the chronologie~! 
order of clll t1u·es). Thiswas after the destrJJ.ction and desertion 
of Teotihu.acan, bu.t other Classic cultural centr4s survived 
later at Atzcapotzalco and Cholu.la, and m~ have co-existed with 
the Toltec capital of Tu.la for some time, influencing its 
development. At first the Toltecs seem to have adopted many 
of the theocratic ideas they found in the culture ofthe plateau., 
inclu.ding the worship of Quetzalcoatl, under 1-rhom human sacrifice 
ltas expressly forbidden. But by the second half of the tenth 
century they were 'ii'Orshipping Tezcat.lipoca and performing human 
sacrifices to the sun. 'l'his l-ias the beginning of rrhat Vaillant 
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called the concept of the 1 Solar Eagle'' , upon which the sun 
and -v1ar cu.l t 1-ras based and from 1-Jhich it later developed. 
It still remains a mystery exactly v1ho the inhabitants 
of Teotihuacan were and where they came from; gods and symbols 
depicted in the ruins are fovnd in later Tol tee and Aztec cu.l tures, 
but in the thol.!SS-TJ.d or so years that elapsed between the cul tvres 
it is not surprising to find that these symbols have been 
re-interpreted and added to. Among these re-interpretations could 
"i'Tell have been the imposition of actual instead of spiri tu.al 
sacrifice, but it m~ not have been a complete innovation, 
because some of the earliest finds relating to sacrifice and 
ritual canni-balism are described by Vaillant (4) for the second 
phase of Teotihuacan (200 BC - 250 AD), and incll.l.de the remains 
of hwnan bodies buried beneath the corners of the Temple of 
Quetzalcoatl. Even though s.ome hwnan sacrifices seem to have 
occurred in. Teo~ihu.acan and Atzcapotzalco, it "i'Tas with the 
militarism characteristic of the post-Classic period beginning 
about the tenth century that it became of major religiovs 
significance. 
Not only did hv.man sacrifice pre-date the A~tecs by over 
three hundred years, but they did not even invent the characteristic 
methodof t4aring out the victim 1 s heart. This l·ras all part of 
the Na.hu.a war cu.l t w·hich had been spread by 1 aggressive militarism' 
not only over most of present-dey 1.'lexico, but among the Pipiles 
of Guatemala and the I\~aya of Yucatan. Kri eke berg ( 5) describes 
the large colonnade of columns erected at the base of the temples 
for the gathering of l·Tarriors, a characteristic feature of 
Chichen ltza , as a complete departure from Classic traditional 
structu.re and evidence of direct T.ol tee infll1.ence there. There 
are huge ball courts as at 'I'ula and motifs of eagles and ocelots 
are common in the sculpture symbolising the earthly warrior orders. 
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Apparently by the late tenth century the lihole cu.l t of sacrifice 
on the stone and the tearing ou.t of the heart l-ras already well 
established by the Toltecs at Chichen Itza, (this form1:1of 
sacrifice even appea.rs in the Gu.lf Coast as early as Classic 
Vera Cru.z ) ( 6). The thro't-ring of victims into the sacred vre.lls 
or cenote l'ras already a r-~ayan practice i·rhich uas encouraged and 
increased by the Toltecs since 11 •••• any kind of sacrifice fitted 
in with their conception of man's inescapable duty to place 
life at the disposal of their gods. 11 
Castillo too describes temple l-Talls covered vrith blood 
lii'here sacrifices obviou.sly took place, on the Island of Cozumel 
c~d the Isla de Sacrificia, where such a system coQld not have 
been imposed or maintained by the Aztecs by force in the compar-
atively short time in which they l·rere in a position of povrer, 
(they did not begin their political expansion until 1430), and 
because of the loose-knit nature of their ·empire. In many places 
therefore the sacrifical cult had survived long after the fall 
and disintegration of the Toltec empire, and continued into the 
Aztec period until the arrival of the Spanish. Even to1ros such 
as Cholu.la 1-1hich had been strongholds of the Qu.etzalcoatl CIJ.l t 
forbidding hiJman sacrifice, held such sacrifices regularly by 
the time of the conquest (7). 
Cutting out the heart u-pon the stone, while being the 
main method of Taltec sacrifice was not the only one; other 
methods 1-rere adopted from the variou.s peoples in I~Ieso-america 
1"1i th 11hom the Tol tees carne into ·contact, and among l·rhom human 
sacrifice in some form was an ancient practice. Joyce (8) qu.otes 
dates from the Annals of Quauhtitlan for the first uses of the 
various typ.es of sacrifice by the Tal tees on the mexican Plateau. 
Apparently the first introdu.ction was the dro;.rning of children 
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to 'Ualoc in 1018, while the arror7 sacrifice (described on :P•94) 
·was introdu.ced from the Hua.xtec country in 1058, and the flaying 
rite which is sometimes associated with it in 1063. All these were 
rapidly adopted by the Aztecs on their arrival in the Valley of 
f·1exico, and from that time om1ards the occasions for sacrifice 
' and the numbers of victims at each rit~steadily increased. 
I 
Bancroft ( 9) quotes three. Aztec myths lfhich describe the 
occasions of the first three sacrifices performed by the Aztecs 
in the early fourteenth century, 't-rhi.le they iorere still under 
the domination of the city state of Culhu.acan, (at tha.t time the 
ruling pot-1er in the Valley). It v1as said that during a battle 
bett-Teen the Culhuas and the Xochimilcos, the Culhuas won clu.e to 
the timely intervention of their vassals the Aztecs. The Cu.l.hua 
warriors presented many prisoners to their king; the Aztecs who 
had taken only four kept these hidden and instead presented a 
bag full of ears cut from dead enemy warriors, s~ing that the 
battle vrou.ld have been lost had they stopped to take prisoners. 
Feeling prou,d of' their tril)mph the Aztecs built an altar to their 
god Hu.i tzilopocht.li, and sent toJord to the king of the CulhiJa. that 
they wished to give a costly sacrifice at t-lhich they desired· his 
:presence. The king insiJ.lted them by sending priests 1<lith an 
offering of a dead bird, t'l'hich they laid unceremoniou.sly u,pon 
the altar. The Aztecs refrained from comment but laid a flint 
b~ife on the altar beside it,, and when the king ~~d his entourage 
arrived for the festival the· fou.r Xochimilco p~isoners were brought 
out1 they t-rere laid over the sacrificial stone, their breasts cu,t 
with the flint knife and their hearts torn ou.t. The Culhu.as were 
filled td th su.ch disgu.st that they discharged the Aztecs from 
their services and drove them away. After t-randering abou.t the 
coo.ntryside for some time the Aztecs -founded their capital of 
Tenochtitlan. 
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The second· sacrifice 1rras to inaugurate the first temple 
of Hu.i tzilopochtli. An Aztec was ou.t looking for an animal to 
sacrifice to his god 1-1hen he met a Cu.lhua called Xomimi tl, he 
attacked and defeated him, then slel·T him over the sacrificial 
stone. 
The third sacrifice occurred when the king of the Cu.lhu.a 
was told that the Aztecs wished to apotheose his daughter into 
the mother of their god Huitzilopochtl~. Pleased at the honour 
he let her go. lfhen she arrived at Tenochti tlan she l·Tas sacrificed 
and flayed, and a strong young warrior dressed in her skin. l•lhen. 
the king arrived to whitness the deification, he was horrified 
to see his daughter had been killed. The Aztecs immediately 
declared his daughter to be Teteoinnan, the mother of all the 
gods. In fact Teteoinnan is an aspect of Tlazolteotl an ancient 
Earth and Mother goddess associated vri th the H~J.axtec tribes of 
the east coast. The myth seems partly to explain this absorption 
of a foreign deity, and together with the first myth describes 
the annual. sacrifice of the impersonator of Teteoinnan and of 
four captives during the month of Ochpaniztli. Bancroft also 
stJ"ggests that the myths have a large aetiological content in 
that they explain th·e relationship between the Aztecs and the· 
Culhua, and the breaking away from their domination by getting 
the better of them on each occasion. The fact that the myths 
credit the Aztecs with the first performance of human sacrifice, 
(the practice apparently disgusted the Culh~.:~,a) is typical of 
Aztec myths which sought to glorify their national history. 
Sejou.rne' could not believe that the ClJ.stom of P,uman 
sacrifice could perpetuate itself from the conviction that the 
sun mtJ.st b.e continually fed with h1.;~.man blood. He considers it 
to have been a system of terror, invented for political and 
and economic ends maintained by the Aztecs throu.gh force. 'rhe 
antiqu.i ty of the origins of sacrifice have already been discussed, 
but the domination of the Aztecs began only with their political 
expansion in 1430 and ended in 1519 with the Spanish conquest. 
The Aztec empire vras not an empire in the European sense of the 
word. There was no political unity, in general the subject tribes 
were politically independent under their own chiefs, and perfoEed 
I!i tes in their orm local temples. Sou.stelle has described them 
as a confederacy of autonomous cities with their surrounding and 
supporting countryside. The triple alliance, in which the Aztecs 
were the most po1-rerf111 member, "1-ras only interesteg. in obtaining 
tribu.te to su.pport its large and differentiated population. If 
tri bu.te arrived regW..arly and in correct amounts, the su.bject 
tribes received very little interference. I·Then they betrayed the 
Aztecs tothe Spanish, it was not so much the uniting of the 
oprJressed, for they had never 1.11li ted politically for a.cy pu_rpose, 
but they did so as individual tribes or cities l·rith an eye to 
improvi·ng their 0:•1'll political position. They sought the help of 
the strangE7rs .. to change the distribu.tion of poweer, preferably in 
their favou.r, not completely to destroy the cu.l tu.re and religion 
which they shared. 
'l'here nere hol·rever strong and political and economic advant-
ages t~4he cult of war and sacrifice, and these were certainly 
exploited by the Aztecs once they became firmly established in 
the Valley, especially dL1ring the reign of Izcoatl under the 
gu.ida.nce of his adviser 'rlacaelel. Tlacaelel manipulated the 
religious beliefs for the benefit and aggrandisement of the Aztec 
state, but it 1-ras the manipulation of a belief system already 
entrenched, hence the sv1iftness of his stwcess. He ;:;projected 
these beliefs onto a political plane to persuade the Aztecs t.hat 
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they 'ti'ere a 'chosen people'·· Leon-Portilla (10) describes how 
this came about, and quotes from Duran the text of Tlacaelel's 
speech to the people. 
After Izcoat.l' s election in 14241 Atzcapotzalco 1·res still 
the major power in the Valley (they had so,cceeded the C1.1lho.a to 
this position), and was threatening the ~lihilation of the still 
small Aztec tribe in Tenochti tlan. Izcoatl 1vas for submitting to 
Atzcapotzalco and offering tri bo.te, but 1rlacaelel (then a young 
t-rarrior and Izcoatl' s nephe't-r), said that the Aztecs shol}.ld fight 
it ottt, and so they did - victoriously. Having thus established 
himsei.f as a hero in the eyes of the Aztecs, he becallle so p01i'er-
ful that the king follorred his advice on every matter. In the 
reign of Tlacaelel's brother 11iotecuhzoma 1, he 1-1as given the 
official title of Ciuahcoatl, the vice emperor, and was the 
second most powerfu.l pers;on in the empire. 'l1lacaelel established 
a military aristocracy by giving titles of nobility to distinguished 
warriors, and divided the land taken in combat to the king, the 
elders, the new nobility and the calpu.l.l.i. He also destroyed many 
of the old historical pictographs and manuscripts which belittled. 
their origins and role in the Valley up to that time, and had l!lew 
versions of the h~ory written portraying the Aztecs as the 
proud and noble heirs to the glorioo.s Tol tee cul tvre. The idea 
that the cosmic forces needed energy, symbolised by human blood, 
in order to maintain the harmony of the universe and the survival 
of the fifth su~, became a sacred mission under the preaching of 
Tlacaelel. He gave the Aztecs a vision of themselves as a 'chosen 
people', and undoubtedly the prestige and bounty of war implied 
in this was a contributary factor to his acceptance as the guiding 
hand in Aztec affairs. Tlacaelel's services as adviser were 
extended to three kings of Tenochtitl.an from Izcoatl to A.xayacatl, 
and were a strong infl1J..ence over all of the·m. Dura11 attributed 
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to Tlacaelel the instigation of' the 1Flo1tery \!Jar ' d•;rin.g the 
reign of' ll-1otecuhzome. 1, and gave the following account of his 
speech of that occasion& 
" •••• our god need not depend on the~ occasion of an 
a.fi'ront to go to uar. Rather, let a convenient market be sought 
't'l'here ou.r god may go with his army to buy victims and people to 
eat as if he 11ere to go to a nearby place to buy tortillas ••••• 
vrhenever he 't'l'ishes or feels like it. And may our people ~o to 
to this place with their armies to buy l-ri th their blood, their 
heads, and with their hearts and lives, those precious stones, 
jade, and brilliant an.d wide plumes •••• for the service of the 
admirable Hll_i tzilopochtli." 
( 1 Preciou.s stones' , 'jade 1 and 'feathers' 't'll'ere terms used- meta-
phorically to mean heart or sou.l, ie. the soul of a captive 1-rho 
would be sent to Huitzilopochtli in the House of' the Sun). 
" This market, say, I, Tlacaelel, let. it be situated in 
Tla.xcala, Huexotzinco, Cholula, Atlixco, Tliliuhquitepec, and 
Tecoac. For if we si tu.ated it f•Jrther awf33, in su.ch places as 
Yopi tzinco or IHchoacan or in the region of the Huaxtecs, all 
of which are already under our domination, their remoteness 
would be more than ovr armies could endure. They are too far, 
and, besides, the flesh of these barbaric peoples is not to 
the liking of our god. They are like old and stale tortillas, 
becau,se, as I say, they speak strange languages and they are 
barbarians ••••• and this "''far should be of su.ch a nature that we 
do not endeavour to destroy the other completely. 1tlar must 
ahrays continue 1 so that each time and l'Thenever 1-1e "'vish and 
our god wishes to eat and feast, rre may go there as one who 
goes to marketto buy~,something to eat ••••• organised to obtain 
victims to offer ovr god Huitzilopochtli. 11 
The influ.ence of Tlacaelel' s 'national vision' on the 
indigenous forms of homan sacrifice and worship can be seen 
in the old agrarian rites described in chapter 4, 1-rhere "t-rar and 
sun symbols have been superimposed, and large numbers of captives 
1·1ere sacrificed a.s vrell as the impersonator of the god receiving the 
victim. The scale of sacrifice and the intensity of the sense of' 
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mission vrere the essentially Aztec additions to the Nahoa co.l tt},re, 
and the features which so horrified their Ew-opean conqo.erers. 
According to the Codex Telleriano-Remensis (11), Ahuitzol had 
sacrificed 20 7 000 p~isoners at the inaugu.ration of the Temple 
of Hui tzilopochtli; virtu.allythe 1-rhole man-po1-rer of tribes was 
1-riped oo.t dtJring these holocau.sts. Successive kings vied with 
each other in expressing their piety in thif-ra.v, especially as 
nat~ disasters such as famine, flood and drought, recurred 
fairly frequently emphasising the necessity for sttch ritual action. 
The departu.relfrom traditional forms of sacrifice common to most 
I 
of Meso-america 1-ras the large extent of human sacrifice, and this 
was one of the reasons for the readiness ofthe subject tribes to 
revolt, some of whom were becoming permanen~ weakened by the 
size of tribute demanded in both goods and captives to carry 01.1.t · 
these enormou.s ceremonies. It is interesting to consider whether, 
if there had been no interruption in the _political development 
at this point/by the conquest, the rreakeri.ng of the so.bject tribes 
in this t'la:y rTOtJld have led to the imposition of a. truly centralised 
administration by the Aztecs, or whether a drying o;p of tribu.te 
1-TOIJ.ld have led to the col.l apse of the third Meso-american empire. 
It is difficult to know exactly 1-rha.t happened in Teotihtroan 
and how the aggressive militaristic culture arose; Leon-Portilla 
stresseithe difficu.l ties of sto.dying the concepts and metaphysical 
1 
ideas of a people from archaeology alone, and the ro.ins of 
Teotihuaca.n are not rich in glyphic inscriptions as are the Na:yan 
r1.tins. In his st•)dy of the thou.ght and cu.l ture of the Aztecs, 
Leon-Portilla. has carefully examined the remaining pictographic 
manuscripts and immediately post-conq.uest writings in Nahuatl, 
and he discovers that many of the spiritual concepts descrioed by 
,. 
Sejourne still existed side by side with the war cu.! t. The teachings 
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of Qu.etzalcoatl were still the basis of the ethical and moral 
codes, and were taught in the calmecac and to some extent in 
the telpochcalli. In the higher echelons of the priesthood, 
there were small grou.ps of philosophers an.d theologians whose 
thinking was vray ahead of the formal religion, bu.t •~Mher this 
stream of metaphysical thovght had ahrey-s existed in the culture 
of the Valley in varying degreees, or l-rhethefhis 1-ras a revival 
of the early teachings of QIJetzalcoatl is hard to say. Certainly 
a rett1rn of the Qt.ef;zalcoatl Ctl.l t 1-ras foretold in the readings 
of fate and was expected in a year One Reed, 1519 l·Tas st,tch a year 
a,nd at first Cortes 1-ras mistaken for the returned Qu.etzalcoatl 
come to o~st the cult of his opponent Tezcatlipoca. Philosophical 
contemplation may have been limited to a fevr t.Q.inkers, bt1.t the 
ethics of descipline and self-descipline, and spiritual advance 
thro1,1gh penitence and hu.mili ty 1-rere all part of' the formal 
religion and of daily .life. Leon-Portilla claims that far from 
merely accepting the long and rich cu..l tu.ral heritage to t·rhich the 
Aztecs became heirs, their tlamatinime (\"lise-men) questioned and 
debated the great spiritual problems and added considerably to the 
philosophy handed doim to them. What they .. thou.ght of human sacrifice 
we do not know, they do not appear to ha~e preached against it, 
and even the elite cu.l t of Qu_etzalcoatl_ in 'renochti t.lan sacrificed 
the impersonator of Qu.etzalcoat'i ,once a year (12) - the god who 
at one time vrovld receive only snakes and bttti:elf:Lies as offerings ( 13). 
It seems that the concept of spiritttal exaltation through 
pu.rification did exist in Aztec cul tt;i:e alongside the wa.r cult, 
and they shared the same mythical and religiou.s basis; the mythical. 
sanctions for human sacrifice went back to the very creation of 
the u.ni verse. 
As to Trrhether the ciJ_l. t of h.l)..!IIa,n sacrifice came abou.t as 
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a result of religious fervou~, or purely dQe to political sr.reed 
depends on t.;hether one considers political, or religious sa.nctimns 
to be stronger. Sejourne(clearly believes the former; 
"Can we seriolJ_sly believe that any religion - that is, 
a revelation to free man from the angu.ish qf his destiny - can 
be buil tu;pon lavrs of human destru.ction •••••• it can only be 
su.pposed that the sun 1 s tyrrany over physical life did not 
develop and take root in man 1 s hearts bu.t was planted there 
by force." (14) 
On the other hand, Krickeberg considers that the Clll t mu.st have 
been based on deep religiou.s convictions; 
"Political circu.mstances alone cannot have given rise to 
the hideou.s increase in the frequ.ency of huma:n s'acrific~ among 
the Aztecs. The basic reason 11as religi011s; these were primarily · 
sacrifices to the sun1 god, •••• It vras not therefore, an innate 
tendency to cru.e.lty, but a fanatical belief in man 1 s du.ty to 
keep the sun in the sky, . that led to the practice of human 
sacrifice and to the belief that death on the altar was a glorious 
end." (15) 
Caso ,agrees that al thou.gh. it 1-1as used as j,u.stification for 
political eXJ)ansion, religion was the basic motive in the Aztec 
world; 
"Their entire existence revolved around their religion ••• 
It ioTas the prime motive for all individual acts, and vras the 
basic reason for the' existence of the state itself." (16) 
Irene Nicholson (17) tended to follow Sejournels approach, 
believing Aztec religion to be the betrayal of an earlier more 
spiritually based religion into maierial terms. HOl'l'ever, she 
allowed that a limited amount of val untary sacrifice t·Tas 
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consistent ifi th the spiri t1.1al ideal. She su.ggested that the 
first physical expression of these ideals into actual sacrifice 
was the lcilling of a willing victim from among an e"li te of 
dedicated loJorshippers who, by leading a pure and penitential life 
had reached the perfection of the 1 deified heart' - .'yol teotl 1 ; 
a heart and mind consecrated through the gods to the Divine 
Duality. Extreme devotion was necessary for the attainment of 
the ideal, it 1·ras called developing 1 a face and heart 1 , that is 
a lfhole and pure personality, for only a tru.e deified heart 
was fit to be sent to the god. As an example of this she q•J.oted 
the sacrifice of the impersonator of Tezcatlipoca in! the month 
Toxcatl; 
" •••••• voluntary sacrifice of life for the sake of 
redeeming the lwrld is a very different matter from the mass 
mv.rder and the tearing Ol)..t of hearts of umrilling victims. 
The earliest human sacrifice in ancient America were probably 
voluntary. At one of the most important feasts in the calendar, 
for instance that of the god •rezcatlipoca, a single you.th rras 
killed apparently 1-d th his oun consent ••••• the sacrifice of the 
youth "!vas linked 1'1i th a profound philosophical idea that only 
the true, the deified heart is l·Torthy to become nourishment for 
the great star that maintains life on earth. 11 
Most of the accounts claim that the victims went volant-
ari.ly to their deaths, especially the captored vrarriors uho 
wished to die honolJ.rably, bu.t there are comments from time to 
time on the necessity to restrain or gu.ard the victims Hhich 
would imply that not all loJere qu.i te so 1-Till ing, and not all 
victims "t'i'ere liarriors. 
Nicholson (18) su.ggests that the degeneration of this 
concept of the voluntary sacrifice of specially dedicated 
people, may have come abollt as the resu.l t of misu.se of the 
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variou.s hallucinogenic drugs kno1m to be u.tilized by the priest-
hood in d.ivination and communication vd th the gods, and by the 
medicine 1·romen and physicians for cures. Description·s of the 
plants and fungi u.sed by the Aztecs uere made 'by an Indian 
physician, Martin de la Cruz in the Codex Badianu.s in 1552, 
and by Dr.Fransisco Hernandez, physician to Charles V of Spain, 
in 1570 ( 19). Small hard seeds called ololiu.qv.i were soaked in 
water and chewed, or made into an inft1sion and drunk to indu.ce 
visions. The seeds have beenlJidentified as belonging to a plant 
called Rivea corymbosa of the Convolvu.laceae or Morning-glory 
family, and contain chemicals·,llied to lysergic acid from which 
I 
LSD is obtained. These seeds also had analgesic qv.alities and 
i·rere u.sed in very weak infu.sions medicinally. Teona.nacatl, or 
'flesh of t~e gods', were small black mushrooms (genus Pa.naeolus), 
three type.s of 1-rhich were described by Dr. Hernandez and are also 
illu.strated in Code!!l l·!agliabeccia.TJ.o. These l·rere also u.sed for 
cures on occasions b1.1.t were eaten mostly by the experienced 
priests to promote revelation and divine meditation. Also used 
i-Tas 'peyotl', from the small, fleshy, spineless cactus Lophophora. 
;.rilliamsii 1-1hich grorrs in northern Mexico, from 1-1hich it i·ras 
probably obtained by trade. The fru.i t of the peyote grovrs in 
small 'buttons' vrhich cl•)ster around the top, these are either 
eaten fresh and -vrhole as 'green peyote', or made into an infu.sion. 
The plant contains many effective alkaloids, including mescalin 
which produces a very complex form of intoxication involving the 
fantastic kaleidoscopes of colou.r described by Aldous Huxley (20). 
As for the visible effects of these drugs on the behaviour 
of the priests, Nicholson (21) qu.otes the description of the 
Spanish chronicler Acosta of the effects of the herb petum, 
which in ointment form l•ras also u.sed as an analgesic; 
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" ••••• by means of' this ointment they became ;.ri tches and 
saw and spoke to the devil. The priests when smeared with this 
ointment, lost all fear, and became imbu.ed with crv.elty so they 
boldly killed men in their sacrifices, going all alone at night 
to the mountains, and into dark caves, n_ot fearing any wild 
beasts because they were sv.re that lions, tigers, snakes and 
other savage animals that breed in the mountains and forests 
would f'lee from t.hem becau.se of ~his petum of' their god ••••• 
This petum also served to CT!re the sick, and f'or children; and 
so t.hey called it.the divine remedy ••••• so the people went to 
the priests and noly men, who encouraged the blind and ignorant 
in this error, persu.aded them what they pleased and making them 
pursv.e their inventions and diabolical ceremonies ••••••• 11 
(Ther~ were of course no lions or tigers in the Americas, Acosta 
was doubtless referring to the native jagu~r ar ocelot). 
Ololiuqui, peyote and teonanacatl all release psychoto-
mimetic dru.gs, that is they indu.ce the symptoms of' psychosis, 
bu.t in small dosage this appears to produ.ce only a temporary 
condition "tori th l i t.tle permananent change. They are described by 
an American neuro-psychiatris_t as; 
" •• su.bstanc.es that produ.ce changes in thought, perception, 
mood, and sometimes posture. These changes occur alone or in 
concert wi tha:u.t causing ei t:her major disturbances of the au"ton-
omic nervous system or addictive craving. Hoi-rever if there is 
an overdose, some disorientation, 'memory disturbance, stupor 
and even narcosis m~ occur, bvt. these reactions are not 
characteristic." (22) 
Many tribes in the peyote-gr01·Ting areas, including the 
Huichol and the Kiowa, u.se it reglllarly in. their religion 
under strictly controlled ritu.al.conditions. Slatkin (23) 
describes its use by the Native American Chvrch which follows 
wl1at they call the 'Peyote lifay' J 
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II IJ.1he peyote rite i.S an all-night Ceremony t lasting 
approximately from sunset to s1mrise, characteristica:).ly held 
j,n. a Pla.ins type tipi. Essentially the rite had four major 
elements:: prayer, singing, eating the sacramental Peyote, and 
contemplation ••••••• Long ago God took pity -on the Indian. So 
God created Peyote and pu.t some of his pow·er into it for the 
u.se of the Indians. r.rherefore the Peyotist takes the sacramental 
Peyote to absorb God's power contained within it, and in the 
sa~e way that the white Christian takes the sacramental bread 
and wine •••••• Spiri tu.al pov1er gives a person knol·Tledge of ha"t1 
to behave s•~ccessfu.lly in everyda.y life, and "ti"hat to make of 
ones life as a whole." 
Peyote teaches through heightened sensitivity, introspection 
leading to self-evaluation, and visions to provide a direct 
experience of God or a spirit intermediary su.ch as Jesu.s, or 
the Peyote Spirit. 
urrhe combination of such effects as absence of fatigue' 
heightened sensitivity to relevant stimuli, and lovrered sensit-
ivity to irrevelant stimu.li, should make it easier to understand 
horT the individual is disposed to learn from Peyote under 
especially created ritual conditions." 
Slatkin emphasises the importance of the strict ritual organisation 
of the rite, and the channelling of the psychological effects 
into increased self-knowledge and communication 1-ri th God. 
The Aztec v1ay of life 1:-vas based on au.steri ty and hu.rnili ty, 
the priESts lived •mder a particv.larly rigorou.s regime and one 
"''l'Ou.l.d expect the taldng of ololiu.qu.i, peyotl and mu.shrooms to be 
strictly controlled and channelled in the sam~ r.-1ay. It seems that 
when the taking of vision-inducing dru.gs is divorced from the 
ri ttJ.ally prescribed magico-religiou.s control and becomes purely 
a means of secu~ar pleasu.re, a trip, that social degeneration 
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becomes a problem. Ironically it rney have been du.e to the 
religious prohibitions and the very extremes of all the measures 
of penance and fasting to achieve revelation, that religious 
fervour cou.ld lead to overdoses and cau"se personality derangement. 
The power str1J.cture of the priesthood 1-1as maintained by S1J.Ch a 
rigid hierarchy that those at the top l'Tere in a position of great 
influence, and the chief priests were he.ll:d to be the closest to 
the gods and thu.s the best to know what sacrifices the gods 
demaDded. It is q1J..i te possiblle too that the constant deprivation 
and self-torture endured by the priests served to potentiate 
the effects of the dru.gs 1Jsed. It is obviously a su.bject into 
rrhich research is diffic1J.l t but Nicholson (24) quotes Fransisco 
Guerra, a Spaniard 1-1ho has studied the 1J.se of certain hallu.cinogenic 
drugs; 
"The consu.mption of up to ten or twelve teonanacatl mushrooms, 
after a period of slight mu.scu.lar inco-ordinatioru or inebriation, 
gives rise to a. feeling of well-being and enjoyment, explotions 
of laughter, and the well-publicised coloured visions in three 
dimensions, foll.o1·1ed by a deep sleep. Ma.zatac Indians still use 
it for divinations, bu.t ••••• doses of over fifty mushrooms are 
said to produce intense intoxication and permanent madness. Also 
Hhen peyotl is ingested a. feeling of well-being and visual halluc-
inations of a coloured natu.re are produ.ced; some of them may be 
based in. the remote past, others apparently cannot be related to 
any experience. Mental concentration is difficult, and external 
stimul:l.tions are transferred into mental hallucinations ••••• 
Chemical variations in the molecular stru.cture of the mescalin 
suggests thatthe spectrum of action of these Mexican drugs can 
be enlarged and their action on the higher functions of the 
brain modified extensively." 
Nicholson concludes that, 
"From Dr.Gu.erra's evidense it is clear that in ancient times any 
slackening or laxity among the u.sers of hall1.1.cinogens cotlld have 
brought abou.t degenerate effects." 
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Hovrever, it seems that it cou_ld equally i'Tell have been over-
zealou.sness in the desire for revelation, that could have led 
to a gradu.al mental disint,egration of the most po1-rerfu.l priests 
a.?J.d larger and larger nuq!bers of hiJ.man sacrifices. If this is 
indeed what happened, the increased demand for sacrifices rrou.ld 
have been consistent with the political aims of the state ru1d so 
wou.ld ~have met with little resistance from that quarter. 
In any case the tvro chief priests had a strong say in political 
and military affairs; there vras no distinct division bet1-reen 
the secular and the religious. 
Aztec religion was a synthesis not only of historical 
layers of culture and spiritual ideas, but of variations in 
l'I'Oship and interpretation of ideas at differ·ent social levels. 
The pu;pils of the calmecac l'l'ezEl even taught a different style 
o;f. language for the purposes of rhetoric, recitation and prayer, 
1<1hich uas not spoken, and not too 1..rell understood by the macegu.ales 
ta1)ght in the telpochcalli. There is a vast collection of myths, 
prey ers, and rites 1-rhich show the whole range of emphasis from 
a mixture of mana and magical formulae, to the highest spiritual 
concepts. 
Al thou.gh at most :SVels the interpretation of different 
sets of symbols was passed on from one culture to .the next, the 
villages and ther traditions remained a conservative force. 
Throu.ghou.t all the political ravages of M:eso-america the village 
1·ri th its su.rrounding countryside has always been the basic social 
and political unit -w-here the old ri tu.als i'Tere preserved. It seems 
a feature of many compl.ex societies and great religions that a 
more sophisticated worship by a religou~ elite exists only in the 
toi'ms and cities, while the villages maintain the more rn·agical 
elements of the faith, l·Ti th the emphasis on the su.ccessful 
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manipulation of the environment, IJ.'o the r•1exican peasants, the 
importance of the rituals 1-ras their efficacy, and the agricu.l tl)ra.l 
rites remained basically unchanged in their attempts to rejuvenate 
and propitiate the fertility gods to follO'ti' their natural cou.rse. 
The people brought maize stalks and all kinds of food to the temple 
as gifts for the deification of the maize; the hearts of victims 
sacrificed for Tlaloc were thrown into the lruce and it was said 
'the debt is paid'; the messenger to the sun sacrificed every 
260 days in the Temple of the 1iarriors carried rd th him a bag of 
'gifts' for the sun, brJ.t in most ritu.als the victims 't'l'ere more 
than simply gifts to the gods to enlist their good favour. 
Tyler pu..t foruard a theory that the act of sacrifice 
originated from the giving of gifts to a headman or chief' to 
gain favour and lessen hostility, 't'l'hich, by evo.l uti onary development 
and su.bsti tuting of a gift of valu.e for a mere token of:f'ering, 
became an act of homage to the gods. 
"As prayer is a request to a deity as if' he were a man, 
so sacrifice is a gift made to a deity as if he were a man •••• 
The stlppliant who bowed before his chief, laying a gift at his 
feet and making his humble petition, displays the anthropomorphic 
model and origin at once of sacrifice and preyer." (25) 
Finally tl1is developed into the doctrine of abnegation, 
the idea that the significance of the sacrifice is in the 
worshipper giving something of value to himself rather than in 
the deity receiving the benefit, the efficacy of the rite being 
measured by its cost. Tylor classified the types of gift offering 
according to the manner in 1·rhi:ch they 1rere made and received, 
suggesting that the first 1-ras the original form and that the 
other t"t>iO ~ollo"t>red through a process of evolu.tion. 
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The most primitive in this classification was the bodily 
transmission of the gift in the material medivm, without 
consideration of exactly ho1v the deity l·rou.ld make use of the 
substance. In these he inclu.ded victims thrown into the lake for 
Tlaloc, and the smearing of the idol's lips vrith blood. The 
second form is the transmission of the essence, savo•;r, or solll 
of the offering, vrhile the solid part may be left untouched, 
destroyed, or consl.1llled by the l·;orshippers purely for their 
enjoyment. Sometimes the blood is taken to represent the life 
of the victim, and this alone is offered to the g-ods not as a 
drink-offering but as symbolic of the life of the victim. 
Finally there is the offering as homage to the deity or as 
expiation for sin. In this case the sacrifice is received only 
in spiritual form, the gift is not chosen to be. acceptable to 
the god, or beneficial, bu1; as the vehicle of an act of worship. 
Tylor assu.mes that the more s:piri tu.al approach to 
sacrifice mu.st have been the latest to evolve, but it seems 
that in the case of the Nahua religion, the ~iritual approach 
m~ have been the original form. 
An Aztec sacrifice was more than ju.st a gift to appe~se 
the deity; the choice of victim was of prime importance according 
to the god being honoured and the season of the year •. Prisoners 
of 1-1ar were the most favoured victims for Hl)i tzilopochtli, 
becau.se the holy 1-1ar undergone to obtain them was an earthly 
drama of the celestial battle of light and darkness, and formed 
an essential prerequisite for the sacrifice. The impersonator 
of Tezcatlipoca had to be young, strong and perfect in mind and 
body; his death symbolised and affected the annual rebirth of 
Tezcatlipoca. In the agricQltural sacrifices, th~ victims were 
impersonators of the spirit of the corn at its different stages 
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of growth and "''iere therefore chosen accordingly; a yovng girl 
to represent the deified green maize plant, Xi.lonen, and an 
older woman for the mature crop. 'l1he victims were l.aboriou.sly 
dressed in the insignia of the gods t-hey represented and the 
ritQal achieved a complete identification, creating the presence 
of the deity in the victim itself. After the sacrifice parts of 
the body "~<Tere eaten byt.the w·orshippers, bu.t not purely for their 
enjoyment. Canr1i balism "''las· not a normal practice, it "'vas the 
ritually prescribed distribu.tion of the body forming a rite of 
communion between the worshippers and the god. The presence of 
the deity in the sacrificial flesh is seen clearly i·Then the act 
of communion is called 'teoquali', 'the god is eaten'. While the 
presence of the god descended into the victim, the sou.l and life 
of the victim 11ent to the god, to the House of the Su.n to assist 
the 'celestial eagle 1 in his daily resurrection, or to 'l'lalocan. 
Although the blood and sometimes the hearts of the victims were 
placed in the mouths of the idols, these were not thought to be 
physically eaten by the gods, bu.t i·rere symbolic of the life-force 
generated in the victims and given over to the cosmic forces 
represented by the gods. More freq!Jently, the hearts l·Tere burnt 
in the eagle vessel; transformed by primeval fire into the energy 
of ·life. 
The choice of victims there:ftore in no l·ray resembled the 
form of gift which might be given an earthly man, and none of 
the sacrifices 1·rere ever performed privately; there ~ras no 
individual ownership of a victim offered for sacrifice for one's 
sole ben.efi t. Sacrifices 'tv ere ah1a.y s public and for the benefit 
of the entire society; the victims ""rere procu.red collectively 
either on the battlefield, or bo~Jght as slaves by the guilds of 
craftsmen or the Pochteca. These were offered by a corporate group 
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and were in imitation of the prisoners offered by the warriors; 
they reflect the increasing importance of the artisan and merch~~t 
classes in Aztec society, but ·were not individual offerings. There 
could be no Sll~gestion of abnegation in the sacrifice, for 'tvi thou.t 
personal 01n1ership there can be no personal loss. There was no 
loss involved a tall, it was the cosmic d1.1.ty of man to obtain 
captives for sacrifice, if one vras taken prisoner oneself and 
met the same fate, then it vras a fulfilment of one's destiny. 
If it were a mere exchange of favour for a gift there would be 
no need for public ceremony and all the paraphenalia of sacrifice~ 
Although in every act of 1·rorsh~p there is an element of ·homage 
present, the other purposes of sacrifice - the dramatic rebirth 
of the god; the communion with the god; the resv.rrection of the 
sou.l of the victim to the service of the deity, and the continu.ation 
of nature - these ~~e all of more vital concern in Aztec sacrifice. 
Tyler classifies the occasions for sacrifice according to 
the instances rrhen one might offer a gift. These include a sudden 
present emergency which requires favou.r'able action from the 
recipient, periodic tribute to an overlord, ~~d paymenj.s made 
in retu.rn for protection of 1-real th. The occasions for Aztec 
sacrifice were determined by the movements of celestial bodies 
1·Thich t'iere minutely observed and recorded, and the seasonal 
activities of the elements aff'ecting the growth of crops. 11he exact 
hour, ~nd sometimes the exact minute of a sacrifice 1·ras vi tal to 
its efficacy, and sacrifices had to take place in a carefully 
calcu.lated order and manner. Hi th the development of the Aztec 
state, the incidence of human sacrifice incr~ased to soch an 
extent that they took place almost daily; in the event of sudden 
disasters the numbers or quality of victims 1~as increased at the 
set rituals. These considerations bear no relation even to the 
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most rigid r~les of gift-giving. Tylor considered that the giving 
of parts of a victim to a godi blood, head etc, was part of a 
process of economy 1•Thich gradually substituted part of the original 
offering for the whole, or an inferior form of offering as a 
1 token 1 may be su.bsti tu.ted for a gift. However, in. the Aztec case 
the nombers of sacrifices increased at each ri t1.1al, and the 
events reqviring su,ch offerings increased; a complete reversal 
of the trends which Tylor sug(~ests should be the case. There are 
examples in Aztec ri t1Jal of the sacrifice of dough images, and 
the offering of food and first fruits, the choice of these 
offerings depending on the appropriateness to the ri tu.al situation. 
'11hey can .hardly be said to exemplify the substitution of human 
victims for effigies -vrhen th.e occLl.rrence of human sacrifice uas 
increasing greatly on otheJ~itua.l. occ:asions. 
Robertson-Smith, also an evolvtionist, considers an 
opposite point of vie1•r. In his the.ory sacrifice began as a sacra-
mental meal bet1;een clansmen, and by a 'fatal aberration 1 evolved 
into a mere offering of a gift or tribute to the deity. He states 
that originally sacrifice -vras, 
11 
••• an act of communion in which the god and his worshippers 
unite by partaking of the flesh and blood of a sacred victim •••• 
the very act of eating and d~inking rri th a man vras a symbol and a 
confirmation of fel.l.ouship and mutual pbligati'ons. The one thing 
directly expressed in the sacrificial mea.l is thai; the god and 
hisworshippers are commensals. 11 (26) 
In the Senitic cu.l ture upon 1-uhich he based his theory; 
eating together both expressed and created the mu.tual obligatiors 
of a kinship tie. 
Robertson-Smith defined this kin grou.p or clan as the 
organisation l'Ti thin vrhich life was sacred, and each member uas 
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responsible for the life of the other, with the duty to carry ovt 
blood revenge for the death of any fello't·r kinsman. The clan was 
considered as a living Hhole consisting of one flesh and blood, 
and the god was believed to be from the same stock as the worship-
pers; tlws .the religious and the kinship spheres were identical. At 
certain times the clansmen expressed their solidarity and nourished 
their common life by sh~ring a common meal; a sacrificial meal 
at which every member of the clan i-ras present inclD.ding the god, 
and from which all non-members 1-rere e:x:clDded. This is comparable 
to the ''sacra gentilicia' of the early Roman religion described by 
Fu.stel de Cou.lange, bu.t 1;.nlike the gentes, Robertson-Smith 
believed the sacred meal not to have begun with the domestic meal, 
because he tho1)ght the wider clan organisation to be older than 
the household; and later, the hou.sehold grov.p would contain aff.ines 
not of the same blood. The religious unit was the clan not the 
individual; the sacrificial meal was a public feast celebrated by 
the who1e clafi th their deity, as one kinship grou.p, and was 
"Based on the vie1·r that the gods are part and parcel of 
the same natural community with their worshippers. The divine 
father or king claims the same kind of respect and· service as 
the human father or king, and practical religion is simp.ly a 
branch of social duty. 11 (27) 
The essential part of the common meal rras the slallghter 
of a sacre~ victim to be eaten by all present; the life of the 
beast forming the 'cement' to bond man and god. In Semitic rites 
the victim Ttras usually from among their herds of cattle or sheep, 
rrhile camels 1·rere sacred to i;he ancient Arabs, bvt this l·ras the 
only time an animal 1-ras slaiJghtered and 1-ras the essential element 
in the sacred meal. It 1-1as forbidden to kill an animal except 
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on the collective responsibility of the clan for a sacrificial 
meal; in other l·rords the life of the animal was treated like that 
of a fellow tribeman, because no life not within the kinship bond 
rras protected in that tia::f• The life of the tribesman 1-vas sacred 
except by approved execution which required the consent, and if 
possible the participation, of every member. From this Robertson-
Smith concluded that the relationship betueen the clan and the 
sacred animal, -vrhether camel, lamb or cot-r, -vras one of totemism. 
The clan shared a kinship relation with the animal victim, and 
by man and god eating the flesh and blood of the totem animal, the 
blood-bond of brotherhood t-ras confirmed and cemented. 
" •••• the principle of sanctity and that of kinship are 
identical. The sanctity of a kinsman's life and the sanctity of 
the godhead are not hro things, but. one; for u.l timately the only 
thing that is sacred is the common tribal life, or the common 
blood v-rhich is identified wi t..h thenlife. Whatever being partalces 
of thi~ life is holy, and its holiness may be described indiff-
erently, either as participation in the divine life and natt1re, 
or as participation in the kindred blood." (28) 
'rhrough a process of social evolu.tion the idea of kinship 
.with the ·deity became atteniJ.ated, and gradually a smaller portion 
of the animal, the blood for example, was given to the god as an 
offering while only man ate the fle:sh. The occasions for sacrifice 
became varied and increase.d until. it developed into a religious 
banquet principally for the pleasure of consuming meat. This 
period in Semitic history coincides with rule by divine kings, 
~orho 'i·rere alvrays approached with gifts and tribute. As the sacra-
mental part of the meal became lost in time, sacrifices were 
regarded as gifts of homage to the COIJrt of the divine king, 
much as grain and other prodiJce had ahrays been given to great 
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men and leaders. Thus, from his own theological ,poini; of view 1 
Robertson-Smith considers the gift aspect of sacrifice not to 
have been its origin, bu.t a 'fatal aberration'. 'l1he feeling of 
kinship with the totem animal which had existed with the clan herds, 
had broken down with the concept of private ownership of property. 
Animals were eaten for h1.1.nger· and pleas1.1,re, and rrere treated as 
sacred only on the altar at the time of sacrifice. For the first 
time it emerged that "the victim qu.a victim possessed a sacrosanct 
character rThich did not belong to it merely by virto.e of its 
natural kind11 , and because the original kinship meaning rTas lost, 
i.ts sanctity at the altar l'ras explained by calling it a substi tu.te 
for the offering of a tribesman. Later, in situations of imminent 
danger or as expiation for a great sin, it was i;ho1Jght to be more 
efficacious to offer what they believed to be the original or real 
offering - an actual tribesman. The ancient Arabs it seems did 
sometimes offer their/own children, bt1.t more comrnonjly a prisoner 
of rJar or a slave was su.bsti tuted for a kinsman. Robertson-Smith 
states however that on these occasions, becau.se of a natt1ral 
repugnance to cannibalism, the body of the human sacrifice was 
never eaten, but •·ras bu.rnt, throv<n over a precipice or other1orise 
disposed of as being torfsacred to be handled. Thu.s, according to 
I 
this theory, hiJman sacrifice develpped ou.t of a misonderstanding 
of the pD.rpose of the traditional animal sacrifice, and hr;man 
victims were themselves sometimes su.bsti tu.ted by animals sanctified 
for the purpose. ('ilhere is in fact no reason to siJ.].JpOse that 
cannibalism is naturally rep1Jgnant, many societies have practiced 
it for religiou.s porposes, or simply for pleasure). 
Robertson-Smith's theory has been criticised becau.se it 't·Tas 
based on very little real evidence; mu.ch of it concerned v1i th the 
origins v.rere little more than conjectu.res 1 and it is doubtfu.l 
1-rhether early Semi tic society had totemic clans a tall. Ho1·1ever 
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there are some interesting points of similarity in Aztec sacrifice, 
1·rhich uas basically,t2.n act of communion. Sacrifice,as a pu.blic 
I ; 
feast in vThich a sacred victim lvas l{illed and eaten by the 1vorshippers 
rrhile part of the victim was given over to the gods, bu.t this 1>ras 
. 
so despite the tact that the victim was nearly always ht1man. The 
most favov.red victims were prisoners of 1-1ar, bu.t it is possible 
that at one time it was. traditional to sacrifice a tribesman. 
For example, a relationship stated as that between father and son 
was establ'ished be·t:.-reen the captor and the captive dt)ring the 
vigil before the Tlacaxipeo.liztli sacrifice (see pages 32/33); 
and the captor was forbidden to eat of his captives 1 flesh becau.se 
it 1-ras considei.~ed as his own. In Tenochti tlan parents gave their 
own children to be sacrificed before Tlaloc in the first month of 
the year, and Bancroft (29) states that the Pipile priests in 
GtJ.atemala bred bastards ;.rhich were brought up to be sacrificed 
when they were six to twelve years old. Thus it is conceivable that 
at one time a member of one 1 s orm. tribe shou_ld have been sacrificed, 
bu.t there is no evidence that the Nahua ever had totemic clans, 
or that human sacrifice was a substitute for any animal sacrifice. 
If ldnship had ever been a consideration in the selection of a 
victim, it is more likely to have been an actual kinsman who was 
sacrificed to represent and redeem the rest of the·comm~~ity 1 
rather than an animal regardeJas a kinsman. 
I 
Undovbtedly kinship was very important in social organisation 
in the early history of the Aztecs as a wandering ·tribe of collectors 
and hunte:u, a.t'ld the ca.lpu.lli ( the a.dmi~istrative divisions of the 
city), were originally based on kinship grou:ps in which were vested 
the r:Bt.i;s of members to vsufruct o:f the land (30). In Tenochti tlan 
the SOCial importance Of clans l-Tas diminishing 1-Thile the duties 
and obligations to the state were increasing. Land was still held 
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by the calpu.lli, but 1-ras also handed out to individ,;als as ~rar 
·o.ooty, and all legal matters were subordinate ultimately to the 
state court. The complexity of Aztec society, and the different-
iation of labour and skills was leading to the development of 
class society based largely on occr.1pational grou:ps, and notably 
pot·rerful among them tiere the Pochteca. How·ever religion iias very 
mu.ch a community affair, and the means of procuring victims was 
a group concern• Prisoners were taken in war by the t-varriors, and 
gu.ilds cou.ld club together to buy a slave to sacrifice as a 
corporate group to their min patron d~ity. Again these were trade 
guilds not kin groups, and while sons tended to follot·r their 
father's trade, there i'las no rule that they had to do so 1 and the 
membership of the gtlilds was in no -r,.ray restricted by kinship. 
Al thou.gh the calpu.ll i' s had their ownlocal temples ( u.sually called 
1 tribal temples 1 ), families follo1·ring a certain trade tended: to 
group together to form quarters, for example the feather-workers 
of Jl.ma..1'ltla.n v-ri th their temple to their patron deity Coyotl inar;.al. 
Al thou.gh somEt .of the gods were thoL,ght to have been real men at 
some time in the past who have since become national heros, they 
rrere never thought of as ancestors or fello1/c1a.nsmen bu.t were 
I 
mostly associated ~ri th va.riou.s elements of the environemnt. The 
eating of the body of the victim does not seem to have been a 
joyful banqu.et in the way that Robertson-Smith describes a festive 
communal meal; there was just a morsel for each participant, and 
human flesh·. ""Vras not eaten at any other time. iofhether or not this 
originally stemmed from old traditions of killing tribesmen, in 
Tenochtitlan the choice of victim no longer depended on any kin-
ship aspects. Prisoners of war were sacrificed bec~use of the 
ritual importance of war, ~d agricultural sectors chose victims 
most suitable to impoersonate the god being honoored. 
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The sacramental meal which normally follo"t.Yed a sacrifice 't·ras 
therefore not a clan meal tmiting the worshippers and the god in 
a blood-bond of kinship., biJ.t a means Hhe·reby the l·rorshippers 
absorbed the essence of the god, t·rhi.le giving to him the life and 
so1Jl of the victim, thu,s the communion is called 'teoq•J.a.li' 'god 
is eaten' (31). Those rrho took part in the communion had to fast 
in preparation soml~times for many days. While the ·Norshippers 
partook of the god thro~~h the flesh of the victim, the god received 
the life and sou.l. These were symbolised by the blood 1·rhich was 
smeared on the idol's ~ips and on the te.mple l'lalls, and by the 
heart vrhich lias IJ.sually biJ.rnt. 1\Teither rrere believed to be physically 
e~ten by the gods despite 'll.lacaelel' s ro1Jsing speech that H1.l.i tzil-
opochtli enjoyed eating the flesh of enemies like 'fresh tortillas'. 
'11he life-force -vrhich the blood symbolised was the cosmic 
energy which enabled the movem?-nt and cycles of celestial bodies, 
and the reco.rrence of the seasons ir1 their du.e order. The 'preciou_s 
liqu.id' , the blood of sacrifice, l'l'as the 'cement ''of cosmic tmi ty. 
Ii: linked the gods and man throvgh the sou.l and .life of the victim-
to the rhythm of the 1Jniverse, enabling man to fulfil his destiny 
as a particle of life-force caught up in the cosmic process. 
Yerkes (32) defines the origins of religion as the recO@lition of 
a Po1-rer and man 1 s search to know its will and co-operate fu,l.ly 
t-ri th it. The aim of Aztecs rites was complete co-operation with 
the divinity and the universe as they saw it. The sacrifice of the 
victim,- the imitation of the original sacrifice of creation-
redeemed society, the on-going process of recycling the life-force 
had been achieved and so life for the rest of the community 
continued. 
The reasons and occasions for Nuer sacrifice are numerous, 
bu.t they are basical.ly redemptive (33). In the first pl:ace the 
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the ox is killed as a means of communicating ;..rith the Spirit, the 
killing invokes him to be present. Althot;gh strictly speaking the 
of 
ox is his any;..ray, the free offE}ring~_it pu.ts the right, (kt·rot.h), 
on the side of the .. man and places Spirit in a sort of moral 
obligation. In most cases a sacrifice is made to avert some evil 
or illness, and Spirit is asked to take the ox instead of ma."1. r1ho 
is threatened. The ox is thvs a substi tu.te for the life of 1;he man 
(since both belong to Spirit any;~ay), and is an act of separation, 
of asking the god to take the ox and leave man alone. On the 
con 1;rary, Aztec sacrifice tied men closer to the gods by engaging 
them to the cosmic 1i·rheel of 1 ife 1 , symbolised by the cont:i.nu_ous 
cycle of ceremonies re-enacting the death and rebirth of the gods. 
'rhe Nu.er chose an ox to sacrifice becal.lse there "'·ras a 
religiou.s and social equivalence bei;,.reen man and ox. A young man 
was ce.lled by his 1 ox name 1 , and the rrhole social organisation 
revolved around the lineage herds. In the sacrificial si t'vation 
the ox stood for man, and r-rhen no ox was available a cucumber was 
used, not as a SIJ.bsti tute for man, for there >·ras no special 
relationship between cucumber and man that cou.ld. make suhsti tution 
possible, biJ.t as a substi tu.te for the ox 1-rhich alone cou.ld stand 
for man due to their IJniql.le interchangeability. This is not to 
St!.~:gest that the Nt;er ever practiced human sacrifice, there i·Tas 
no need vrhen the ox and man rrere of eqiJ_al value to their creator, 
and rrhen the significance of the sacrifice •~as not in the spilling 
of blood or in partic1;lar ritual actions, bu.t in the intentions and 
sincerity of the worshipper. 
The lack of StJi table animals for domestication*· or herding 
*· 'rhe only domesticated species seem to have been the dog, the 
turkey and the q_IJ.ai.l, all important soDrces of food, bu_t 1-rere 
also IJ.sed for sacrifice. 
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m~ explain the absence in Aztec belief of a special relationship 
with any species of animal that could stand for man in a similar 
-vray. However the choice of victim was not arbitrary. The most 
prized victim 1~as a prisoner 1·rho had been taken in holy i•rar, 
and 1..rho 1·ras reno1med for ualour and courage on the battlefield; 
the continQation of life had to be obtained throu~h the giving of 
life itself, the most precious particle of vihich 1..ras in man. 
trhether or not the sacrifice ;ras originally a vol1mtary of:f.ering 
of oneself, or of a kinsman, it .seems a natural qevelopment that 
as the numbers increased the society shou.ld look OTJ_tside its own 
borders for victims. Perhaps their courage in war demons~.ated their 
moral fitness as victims; it was certainly considered a valiant 
thing for a man to go proiJdly and i·rill.ingly to his deat.h on the 
stone. Sahagun described the demeanour of a courageaou.s captive 
going to be sacrificed during 'I'lacaxipeuliztli, 
"He went strong of heart and shouting, not wi thoo_t COIJrage 
nor stu.mbling, biJt hono!_•ring and praising his city. He i'ient l'Ti th 
firm heart, speaking as he went; 'Already here I come! You. will 
spea..l<: of me there in my home land! 1 11 ( 34) 
Animal sacrifice is found in societie·s with all manner of 
social and political organisations, from the very rigid hierarchy 
of the Hindu society, to the 'ordered anarchy' of the Nuer. Their 
religious systms are equally varied in the formality oftheir 
worship. It does not matter to the Nuer exactly when or rrhere 
a sacrifice is made, there is little ritual activity involved 
and no special official or priest is necessary to carry it oQt. 
Usu.ally the head of the hoiJsehold performed the sacrifice and 
1-gi tho1it any purification rites before-hand, apparently the concept 
of ceremonial purity is 1.:mlmO'tm to the Nu_er. In the Hindu sacrifices 
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described by Hubert and i·-~auss there is as mL1Ch ri tua.l paraphena.lia 
and preparation as in Aztec sacrifice • 
• U thou.gh technically animal and human sacrifice appear to 
differ little in their function, the important differences between 
the t1-ro is that hu.rnan sacrifice is alweys a comr:~unal offering 
in a public ceremony necessitati:nt;special officials to represent 
the "trhole people in their offering to the gods. In societies uhich 
practice human sacrifice as w·ell as personal animal sacrifice, 
as a ru.le human victims are 1.1sed only in cases of great urgency or 
disaster effecting the entire community, and then the rite is 
performed by someone representing all the people present. The Khond 
sacrifice to TE!-ri Pe11..nu. was an offering by the entire society for 
the benefit of 'all mankind'. The victim had to be a Meriah bou.ght 
in the proper wey laid do-vm by religioiJS traditions, only then 
did the members of the community incur no g1Jil t at the killing. 
Implicit in i;he ru.les of human sacrifice is a cert.ain degree of 
ce·ntralised social organisation. The more complex the rites, the 
more the technical and ri t1.1al knowledge necessi ta:t.es long pe.riods 
of training and a large prie~thood to guard and pass-on the 
'mysteries'. Human sacrifice seems to occur reg1.1larly on.l;yr in 
societies vii th an au.thori tarian regime, it seems that the strenghlil 
of the state as an aim in itself involves the diminishing importa..11ce 
of the indi vidiJ.al life. IJ.1he person becomes su.bordinate to the 
glory ru1d needs of the state, until, in later Aztec times thousands 
of victims l·Tere imi:lolated at a time, and virtually whole tribes 
were 'consumed' bythe sun represented by the national god and 
cu.lture .hero, Ht,it~ilopocht.li. IJ.:here was no guilt felt at the 
killing of a human to be overcome by procuring the victimr:.iin 
the proper traditional manner, as among the Khonds; it was simply 
accepted as right. The Az·tecs had become ensnared in a vicious 
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circle of self-preservation by self-destrv_ction, like the serpent 
s1:-1allowing its o1m tail. 
Al thOlJ.gh sacrifice has been discussed here under convenient 
headings, it cannot be isolated as a religious phenomena from the 
rest of l•1exican life for 1-rhich it formed the very basis, 
" ••••• one things is certain, a~d that is that this religion 
"tori th its scru.pu.lov.s and exacting ri tva!, and the profusion of its 
myths, penetrated in all its aspects, deeply into the everyday 
life of man. Continu.ol.'l.sly and tot~ly, it mOlJlded the existence 
of the Mexican nation •••• Nothing was born, nothing endured, 
except by the blood of sacrifice." (35) 
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A 
Acama.pichtli 
apetlac 
arayto 
Atemoztli 
Atl catlaloa 
atolli (a tole) 
Azcapotzal.co 
Aztlan 
c 
cactl.i 
calmecac 
calpu.lli 
Cama.xtli 
centzontli 
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GLOSSARY 
First Aztec king of Tenochtitlan 1376-1396. 
landing at the base of the temple pyramid. 
dance of the captiv.e and the captor before sacrifica 
'Fall of the Water', 16th. month of the solar year. 
lst. month of the solar year. 
gruel of ground maize 't-Ti th frJJi t or other flavouring. 
to1-m on the east bank of the Lake Tezcu.co, famed for 
its slave markets in Aztec times. 
mythical home of origin of the Aztecs. 
sandals of leather or maguey fibre. 
scho•)ls run by priests for the sons of nobility, 
·and others dedicated to the priesthood~· 
terriborial unit of the city with its Oifll temple, 
a kinship-based land-holding corporation. 
stellar and hunting god, vrar god of Tlaxcala. 
400, IJ.sed to indicate any large number. 
centzonhtJ..i tznauac 400 sou.therners, stars of the soothern sky. 
centzon Mimixcoa 400 northerners, stars of the northern sky. 
chalchih~atl 'precious water', blood, especially ofsacrifice. 
Chalchihui tliciJ.e Goddess ofseas, la..l..ces and storms. 
Chalchihv.i toto lin Jewelled 'l1urkey, gvise of 'l1ezc.atlipoca. 
Chantico Goddess of the domestic hearth. 
chia (Salvia hispanica) grain crop used for gru.c:l, oil and lacqu.er. 
chica•xaztli 
Chichimec 
Chicomecoatl 
'rattle staff', used for imitating rain in ritual. 
hunting a.l'ld gathering t-ribes of north -rrest of Itlexico, 
with the meaning of 'barbarian' in Aztec times. 
'seven serpent', corn Goddess and the cultic name 
for corn. 
chinampas 
Cihuacoatl 
Cihu.ateteo 
cihu.atl 
Cincalco 
Cinteotl 
cintli 
Coacalco 
coatl 
CoatliciJe 
copal 
Coyolxaub.qu.i 
co.atequit 
E 
--
Ehecatl 
Etzalqo.aliztli 
hu.auhtli 
Heuhu.eteotl 
HD.i tzilopochtli 
hui tzi tzilin 
hLl..i tzlan 
hui tzli 
I' 
Itzpapolotl 
itztli 
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'floating gardens' of reclaimed mud. 
'Snake T-loman', Earth Godd.ess and title held by the 
vice emperor. 
spirits of women who had died in childbirth. 
a woman. 
House of Corn, western paradise of the Sun for i~he 
souls of -vromen who died in childbirth. 
Corn God. 
ear of dried matvre maize, yellol·T maize. 
temple in the Sacred Precinct where gods 'captv.red' 
from defeated tribes were held prisoner. 
serpent, or twin. 
Aztec Earth Goddess. 
resin of the copal tree (Protium copal) from wh±h 
incense was made. 
'Painted with Bells', l.Vloon Goddess. 
compu.lsory communal labou.r for pu.blic works etc to 
vrhich plebians •rere liable. 
Hind God, an aspect of Qu.etzalcoatl. 
Eating of Bean Porridge, 6th.month of the solar year. 
early ripening grain crop u.sed in a paste to make 
images (Amara.nthus panict.;~.latus). 
Old Old God, Fire God. 
tribal, Sun a..TJ.d 1•Tar god of the Aztecs. 
humming bircl (Trochilu.s), symbol· of resurrection. 
south, also left. 
thorn, especially those of the magu.ey plant u.sed 
for dravring bloodin penance. 
Sa.lt Goddess. 
'Obsidian Knife Bu .. tterfly 1 , ste.ll ar goddess. 
obsidian. 
ixiptlatli 
Izcalli 
iztac 
izqu.au.ac 
L 
Llamatecuhtli 
M 
-
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image, impersonator or any human or inanimate 
likeness of the gods. 
18th. month of the solar year. 
white, cold. 
sacrificial knife, made of variou.s forms of stone. 
Old Goddess, of dry corn and. bare 1rlinter ea.lf.'th. 
macehuales commoners, peasants, members of a calpulli with 
rights in the tJ.Sl1.frtJct of its land. 
mc.cuau.i tl wooden sword edged Hi th obsidian blades. 
lViayahe.el Goddess of magtzy" plant, mother of the Pulqu.e Gods. 
maxtli(maxtlatl) loin cloth. 
mayequ..es free men but not members of a calpu..lli, also called 
Tlalmaitl, 'farm hands'. 
me tate 
Mezt.li 
Mictlan 
il'iic tlan tee ub.i~l i 
milchinalli 
milpa 
miqv.e 
Irii:xcoa tl 
molli 
Nah1J.a 
nantli 
nauhcampa. 
stone slab on three legs for grinding corn. 
liTo on 
Region o:f the Dead lmder the earth. 
Lord of the Region of the Dead. 
fields worked by mayeqtJ.es or slaves to su.pply the army. 
'corn field', novr u.sed for the typical 'slash and burn' 
type of agricu.ltiJ..re of Central America. 
to kill, also to die. 
Clou.d Serpent, Chichimec stellar and liar God. 
highly spiced source ser~ed only at feasts. 
cu.ltural lingl,istic group probably originating in 
Pt.J.ebla region north 1-1est of l'/Iexican Plateau., signif-
icant at end of Classic and throughout Post-Classic 
periods, includes both 'l1ol tees and Aztecs. 
mother (tonan- ou;ro mother). 
in four directions, to four places. 
nemontemi 
n~qv.en 
Nezahualcoyotl 
b 
-
Ochpaniztli 
octli (pulque) 
oioalli 
ol.l in 
ololi uhqy i 
OmeteciJ.htli 
p 
Pa.nqt~_etza.liztli 
pato.l.li 
Pa.ynal 
peyotl 
pil.l.i 
Pillzi.n.tecuhtli 
pinolli 
pu.lqu.e 
B 
Qu.auhnoctli 
qu.auhtecatl 
qu.auhtemal.acatl 
Quauhtemoc 
quaU.htlihua..ni tl 
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five 'hol.lon' or unlu.cky days at end of solar year. 
fibre of the rnaguey plant, rou.gh and hessian-like, 
made up into garments for penance. 
poet-king of Tezcuco 1418-1472 
Feast of Brooms, llth. month of solar year. 
intoxicating liqu.er made from maguey juice. 
small gold bells tied to the c~lves as part of 
ivarriors costume. 
motion, movement, or earthquake. 
'holy plant•, used as a ritual hal.lvcinogen and in 
medical diagnosis, (contains lysergic acid). 
Divine Dttali ty, chief god of the Aztec Pantheon. 
Raising of Banners, 15th. month of tf1e solar year. 
dice game 1-1i th religious and divinatc.oy significance. 
'The Hasty' , messenger of HtJi tzi.lopocht.li. 
hallu.cinogenic cactu.s plant used by the priests. 
son of a lord or noble. 
'Young Prince', synonym .for the Sun. 
ground and roasted maize with various seasonings. 
octli, liqu.er made from the maguy plant. 
'eagle cact~s', cultic name for the heart of a 
sacrificial victim, relating to a mythical episode. 
1 compan:i.on of the eagle 1 , sou.l of a dead ,.rarrior or 
sacrificed victim residing 1.,ri th the Sun. 
'stone disc of the eagles•, sacrificial stone set 
up by king Ax2,Yacat.l for gladiatorial combat. 
the setting s~m, also the name of the last Aztec 
kine: 1520-1525. 
the rising sun. 
qu.auhxicalco 
qu.aquacui 1 ti 
Qu.echolli 
qu.etzal 
Q.uetza.lcoatl 
-T. 
tamales 
tameme 
Tecciztecatl 
techcatl 
tecpanpoul1qu.e 
tecuhtli 
TeCl.l,i lhui tontli 
telpochtli 
telpochca.lli 
temalacatl 
Tenochtitlan 
teo (teotl) 
teocall i 
teocv.i tla 
teo@;-ua 
Teonanacatl 
teoqu.alo 
teoqu.emi tl 
teotetl 
Teotiht1aca.YJ. 
Tepelhu.i tl 
Teteoinnan 
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'eagle vessel' to hold. sacrifical hearts. 
the old priests of the tribal temples. 
a tropical bird, and the 14th. month of the solar year. 
feather of the Qvetza.l bird, synonym for 'preciovs'. 
patron god of the priesthood, 'l'oltec cu.l ture hero. 
steamed maize cakes stuffed rri th meat, vegetables etc. 
'transport brigade' , porters a.nd carriers. · 
Old Moon God. 
convex sacrificial stone over which victim is held. 
palace serfs. 
'lord', title of honour and high ran.k. 
Small Feast of Lords, 7th. month of solar year. 
a you.th still attending school, ie under 20 years. 
school for ordinary citizens, emphasising military 
training. 
stone disc to uhich gladiatorial victims were tied, 
also called qu.auhtemalacatl. 
capital of the Aztec empire, o~an Island in La.~e 
Tezc1.1.co. 
'god', 'sacred', (holy). 
1 god-hou.se', temple. 
'gods' ex~rement' - gold. 
priest. 
'flesh of the gods' 7 black mushrooms u.sed as 
hallucinogens for divination. 
'god is eaten', rit1.1.al cannibalsim,eating the victim. 
sacred'. garment or ri tu.al dress. 
'divine si;one 1 - jet, rare, and bili.ack like the 
priests's dress ru1d face paint. 
theocrat:C city, centre· of the Classic cult1Jre in 
Mexico c. 200 BC - 600 .AD. 
Feast of l~iountains, 13th. month of the solar year. 
Mother of the Gods, synonym for Tlazolteotl. 
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Tezcatlipoca Tol tee and later Aztec Sun and ~Tar God. 
Tititl Medicine woman, healer, physician, user of herbs 
and magi:. Also 17th. mon1:h of solar year. 
Tlacatecuhtli '-Lord of Ivien', one of the titles of the rul.er, 
ie. leader of the rrarriors of Mexico and allied armies. 
tlacatlaolli 'man and maize', stew of maize and human flesh 
IJsed in communion meal after sacrifice. 
Tlacaxipeu.liztli 'Flay1tng of Men' !ti 2nd. month of the solar year. 
tlachtli ball game id th religiou.s-astrologica.l significance. 
tlalli earth. 
'rlaloc Rain God. 
Tlalocan sou.thern paradise for those who died from drowning. 
Tlal tecuhtli Lord of the ~arth, Earth r.ionster or Frog. 
tlaquimilolli sacred object i·rrapped in a bundle, eg.Hu.i tzilopochtJ.i' s 
insignia car:!:'ied by priests during the Aztec mi;;.rration. 
Also the name of the priest treasuerer. 
'l'laxochimaco 'Offering of Flowers', 9th. month of the solar year. 
Tlatoa.ni 'He rfho Speaks I ' title of the I~lexican ru.ler. 
tlazotla to love. 
Tlazolteotl Earth Mother, goddess of sexual sin. 
tlequilitl domestic hearth comprising three stones to balance 
cooking pots. 
tlilitt t·o pa.in·t black as in ritiJal dress and pries1;'s garbetc. 
Toci 'Oux F:lother' , synonym for Tlazol teotl. 
Tocoztontli Small Fast or Vigil, 3rd. month of solar year. 
Tonacatecuhtli Lord of Sustenance, synonym for the Divine Du"ality. 
tonacati to be prosperous, fertile. 
tonalamatl book in which is recorded the divina.i:ory calendar. 
tonalli soul, luck or fate. 
tonalpohualli divinatory calendar of the 260-da.y cov.nt. 
Tonalpouhque 'SoiJthsayers', divina.tory specialists. 
Tonatiuhichan 'Hou.se of the Sun', eastern paradise for the SOIJ.ls 
of dead warriors and victims. 
tona.meyotl 
tortilla 
Toxca.tl 
t.zit.zimime 
tzompantli 
y 
Uei tecu.ilhu.i tl 
Ueitlatoani 
Uei tocoztli 
X 
Xilonen 
Xipe Totec 
Xipi.lli 
xiuhrnolpilli 
xi uhpohv~all i 
Xiuhtecuhtli 
xiu.i tl 
Xochiqu.etzal 
Xocotlv.etzi 
Xochiyaoyotl 
Xolotl 
:x:opa.n 
Y. 
yaotl 
yauhtli 
yohav.tli 
yol'lotl 
Yacatecu..htli 
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' 
ray of sun, light, brilliance. 
gTiddle maize bread, thin and flat. 
'Drought', 5th. month of the solar year. 
de~ons, especially the souls of women 1-1ho have died 
in childbirth, they 1-10old descend to devour humanity 
on the day the present s1m ceased. 
skull rack for -r.he heads of sacrificed victims. 
Great Feast of Lords, 8th. month of the solar year. 
Great Spokesman, title of Mexican ruler. 
Great Fast or Vigil, 4th. month of solar year. 
Goddess of the green maize. 
God of Spring. 
Torquoise Prince, synonym for the Sun. 
'sheaf of years', a 52-year period. 
Solar Calendar of a 365-day COIJnt. 
Lord of the Year, Fire God. 
a solar year. 
Goddess of Beav.ty, Flowers and Love. 
Fall of Fr,Ji t, lOth. month of the solar year. 
'Flowery liar', organised combat to take prisoners. 
Do1J.ble God, Evening Star, t-vrin of Qu.etzalcoatl. 
springtime. 
enemy' w·arrior. 
herbs similar to hemp used to anaesthetise victims, 
especially before the fire sacrifice. 
night, darkness. 
heart, mind, soul. 
patron god of the Pochteca or merchant's g~Jild. 
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PRIESTLY HtiERARCHY D~ Ivlli;.."'{ICO 
Qu.etzalcoatl To.tec Tlamacazau.i 
(High priest to 1•rar god Hv.i tz-
ilopochtli). 
Qu.etzalcoat.l 'rlaloc Tlamacazgu.i 
(High priest to rain god Tlaloc). 
er eqv.al ra.Tlk, these high priests represented the t1f0 
ideologies in Mexico, and were heads of all religiov.s 
matters in the entire Aztec __ ;mpire. 
I 
Mexicatl teoh~atzin 
(r!iexican Lord of Sacred Things) 
He functioned as a sort of Vicar General 
vri th the aid of t1·rp assistants:-
H1.1.i tznanac teohuaztin 
tspecia.l responsibility 
for ritu.al). 
! 
These headed a staff made u.p of the 
Tlana.rJacac 
Tepan teohuatzin 
(Special responsib-
ili ty for edt\cation). 
fol.lo1·1in.g grades:-
High Grade priests; they ceQld hear confessions, perform sacrifices, 
or specialise eg. Tlaqu.imil.lo.l (TreasQTer), 'rlillancalcatl (Sacristan), 
Epcoazv.acu.il tzin (Regulator of Ceremonies). 
I 
Tla.rnazqu.i 
(Ordinary Priest) 
T 
Tlamaca.zton 
(Novice) 
There 1·rere enormo;;.s numbers of these three ranks of priests to serve 
each of the gods in their temples and teach in the calmecacs. The 
priesthood 1-ras based on a fine division of labour at all levels, their 
activities covered music, writing, astronomy and war as 1-rell as ritual 
dv.ties. These are the main grades, Sahagun lists 38 a.l together. 
Ciu.atlamacazqui - priestesses, LtSI).ally dedicated for only a limited 
number of years before marriage; a small number 
remained·permanently in the priesthood. 
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PRTIITC IPLE GODS OF THE llZTEC P .ANTHEOif 
CELESTIAL GODS:*· 
D:r.-IETECUHTLI and his female cotmterpart Omecih~, Lord and Lady 
of DuAlity inhabiting the thirteenth heaven. They were omnipotent 
and omnipresent gods, they crea.ted all the other gods and sent 
down the SOIJJ.s of newborn children. Also called TonacateciJ.htli and 
'l'onacacihu.atl - Lord and Lady of Our Sl)Stenance; !12qt!.e Nahv.a~­
Lord of the Close Vicinity; Xiuhtecuhtli - Lord of the Year; 
Huehueteotl Old Old God. 
XIUH'l'ECUHTLI ·• Lord of the Year 1 , Fire God and God ofTime. 
He presided at the centre of the four directions as the spindle 
of the universe and primei.'i:<i:l, pre-solar fire. He vras also called 
Ixcozauhqui - 'Yello•·r Face'; his gu.ise i'ras the Xiuhcoat.l o;r Fire 
Serpent, fire was a symbol of life. 
CH~WTICO 'In the House', Goddess of the domestic hearth and of 
volca.l'l.ic fire. 1-lorshipped especially in Xochimilco, she presided: 
over the 1'Test. On her forehead w·as the sign for vrar.· ( a torrent 
of fir•a and water), war aspects are common to all the fire and sun 
gods. 
TONATIUH (fig.ll) 'He Who Shines', the svn as a luminary, Ollin 
Tonatiuh 1"ras the Fifth Svn, the final era of the Aztecs destined 
to destruction by eari;hqu.ake on a day 4-o.llin. Originally a To! tee 
sun god. Other names:- QLJ.au.htlehuanj_t.l - The Rising Sun .(:Gagle); 
Qu.al1htemoc - The Setting Sun ( iron$.ically the name of the last 
Aztec king). Pi.l tzintecuhtli - rrorquoise Lord; gpilli - Young 
Prince. In worship he Has lJ.sua.lly represented by Hu,i tzilop6chtli. 
* •rhe gods are briefly identified in alphabetical order in the 
glossary. 
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CITLALDTICUE 'She of the Starr,y Skirt', and her consort Citla11-
atonac - the radiance of the sun; theyt·rere aspects of the Divine 
Duality as the celestial radiance of nig-,ht (stars), and of day (sun). 
ItiEZTLI The Moon, also knOim as Tecciztecatl- 'He from the Sea Snail' 
The female moon deity was Coyo1xauhqui- 'Painted vrith Bells'. 
CENTZOifHUITZ!.~:AUAC 400 Sou.therners, star gods of the southern sky. 
CEI\fTZON r~IIl\'ILXCOA 400 Northerners, star gods of the northern slcy. 
GU"ETZALCO.ATL(fig.20) 'Feathered Serpent', or 'Preciou.s Tt-1in'. 
A mythical son of the Divine DIJ.a1i ty. Patron god of the priest-
hood, and hero-fou..11der of all knowledge in Tol tee legend. He dates 
back to 'reotihu.acan, and is especia,lly important as a legendary 
priest/king of the Tol tees in Tu.la and Cholula. also knmm in the 
form of Ehecatl - The Wind; ~'laht:tizcalpa.ntecuhtli - Venu.s, the 
Morning Star which lifts the sun ou.t of the darkness. He was 
1;orshipped among the Maya as Kukulkan. 
X.olotl a god of monstrou.s and animal-like appearance, he is knoim 
as the Double God, and god of twins. He personifies the ~vening 
Star, uhich pushes the s1m into the darkness, as such he is the 
opposite and t"'-rin of Qu.etzalcoat.l. and assists himin his creations. 
TEZCATLIPOCA (fig.21) 'Smoking Iolirror', a protean and u.biqu.ito1.1.s 
god, son of the Divine Duality and sometimes an aspect of them. 
Assa.ciated mostly iii th war, sacrifice and magic. He., was the 
legendary opponent of Q.t,etzalcoatl in Tu.la, defeating him "1-Ti th 
magic. His name Efers to the clouding of the obsidian mirror QSed 
by magicians for scrying. He presides over all four q:u.arters in 
his vari')IJS a:§Jpects. Other forms:- 'relpochli - 'yo1.1.th'; Iztli -
' stone knife (for sacrifice); Yaotl -'enemy; Itzacoliubq~i -
Carved Obsidian Knife, Lord of Cold and Darljness; Chalchiu.htotolin 
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Jeuelled Tt1.rkey; TlamatzincatJ; - Perpetu.al You.th; Ti tlav.aca -
'He 1·fhose Slaves He Are'. He was identified 1·rith the constellation 
the Great Bear by the astronomers. 
HUIT.ZILOPOCHTLI (fig.l2) 'Humming Bird Hizard', or 'Hr.unming Bird 
on the Left'. The humming bird 1·1as the symbol of the reincarnated 
'BOIJ.l of a dead vrarrior, and the left side of the sun l-Tas considered 
th~ so~;~.th, thLlS, 'reincarnated warrior from the sot,_th'. He 1·ras Sun 
and Har god, legendary .leader of the Aztecs on their migration, and 
tu.telar god of Tenochti t.la.n. His mother 1-ras Coa.tlicue (Earth G.oddess) 
and his brothers and sisters Coyol xauhqtd ·(moon), and Centzon:-
u.i tznar1.a (stars). He was later identifiee:d 1-;i th the Bl u.e Tezca.tlipoca 
of the SOlJ.thern q1J.arter as one of the sons of Ometeotl. Other names;-
Tetzateotl- 'The Terrible God'. PAYNAL 
ilopochtilii, called Peyn~l the Hasty. 
the messenger of H1~i tz-
I:ILXCOA'l'L ( fig.lO) 'CloiJ.d Serpen1;' , god: of the hunting Chichimecs, 
his wife "t·ras Itzco.eye - a deer. God of Ho.ntingrrand of the North 
Star, he was the Polar Star in later astral theology. 
IZTAC IUXCOATL (fig.lO) 'loThite Clou.d Serpent', mythical Father 
or Ad~1 of the Aztec tribe in their histor,y as Chichimecs. 
C.ANAJCTLI e hunting god closely associated wi i;h 1\iixcoatl, especially 
important in Tla.xcala, and sometimes associated ii"i th Tezcatlipoca. 
Krickeberg identifies him 1·ri th the very ancient Lord of Beasts 
still Horshipped by the qora and Tarahumara tribes of lif.Vf I•1exico. 
ITZPAPALOTL 'Obsidian K.nife Bu.tt.erfly', originally a Chichimec 
tribal goddess associated i•Ti th l':lixcoatl, a stellar goddess later 
becoming an agricul i;l},ral deity. 
CL'FIUATE'rEO 'Serpent Homen', goddesses and ii"itches, spirits of 
"l·iomen uho have died in childbirth, feared for doing mischief to 
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children and were among the Tzitzimime demons. They accompanied 
the sun from the zenith to its setting in the •·rest, tl1e land of 
l·romen. 
TZITZIMllqE demons and spirits inbbiting the second heaven and 
inclu.d"ti.ng many of the stellar gods, 1·rho i'iOIJ_ld descend 1·rhen the 
end of the Fifth Sun occured and devonr a.YJY survivors. 
RAIN,, GRAIN AND BAHTH GODS 
TLALOC (figs. 13, 14 and 21) 'He Who l'l!akes Things GroT!T 1 , principle 
rain god since the beginnings of agriculture in Mexico Valley, 
1-10rshipped in vari.ou.s forms all over :Meso-america. 1h th his ma.'ly 
assistant)ts called Tlaloqu.e, he personified precipitation· in its 
bad and go.od aspects, and infliJ_enced all waather and th1;s the 
fortu.nes of the crop. He was associated vJ"i':ih the sou.th, the fertile 
land of plenty, and place of the paradise of Tlalocan. 
CHALCHIHUTT~ICUE 'Lady of the Jade Skirt', goddess of seas, +a.~es 
storms and the T<lifa of Tlaloc. She had ma.'ly miilnQr names associated 
with whirlpools, fog, foam and yo~th. She was invoked at baptism 
to p;.1rify the newborn baby spiri to.all y and physically. Hhen paired 
't-li th Chalchiuhtlatonac 1 Shining Like a Jade Sun1 , they were 
identified vri th the Divine Duality and fiJ.nctioned as gods of the 
waters of the universe. 
HUIXTOCIHUA'l1L 'Salt Homan', patroness of salt-makers and sister 
of the Tlaloque. 
NAAPATECUHTLI 'Four Times Lord', patron god of mat-ma.~ers and 
all those •.1sing reeds, he was one of the Tlaloqu.e. 
'1 
IZTACIHUATL Goddess of snow-capped mountains, and one of the 
Tlaloqtte. 
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TEPEYOLLOTL 'Heart of the .. Ivlountain', mountain and jagu_ar god 
associated with T.ezcatlipoca. 
TLAVr:ECUHTLI Lord of the 3ar.th, primeval earth monster, male 
personification ~f the earth in the form of a frog. Female earth 
deity "ivas Ci;pactl~ an alliga~or-like creature who t-ras pu.lled ou.t 
of the primeval ;vai:ers to form both the heavens and the earth. 
TLAZOLTEOTL 'Goddess of Dirt', or 'Eater of Filth' ie. sin, esp·ec-
ially carnal sin uhich she was sa:iid. to excite, bu.t she also heard 
confession and forgave such sin. She was goddess of witchcraf.~, 
of the sweat-bathe ( u.sed for ri tiJal as v-rel.l as physice.l purity), 
and t-ras an Earth r:Iother. Other names:- Teteoinnan - '!~other of the 
Gods'; Ixcuina ':F'our Faces'; .!£.2i.- Our Grandmother. As 'roci 
she was mother of Cintoetl the corn god. Of Huaxtec origin she 
presided over the w:est, the region of l·Tomen. 
CHICDr~COATL - 'SevePn Serpent 1 , corn goddess especially of the 
seed-corn. A very popu..lar goddess among the people, and is depicted 
carrying a double maize cob called 'chicahuaztli' 'for giv..ing 
strength', u.sed magically to friJ.ctify the fields. She 't>Ta.s also 
called Chicomo.lotzin 1 Seven Ears of Corn', as goddess of Su.stenance 
dating from pre-Classic times in the Valley of l~Iexico. 
CIHUACOATL 1 Serpent rfoman 1 , ancient goddess indigenou.s to the 
Valley, an Earth Goddess ruling over childbirth and death by 
childbirth, also kno1rm as Tona;ntzin - Our mother; Quauhciu.atl 
'\·loman Eagle' beca1J.se t-romen "ivho died in childbirth joined the 
"i:rarriors in the paradise of the sun. In mythology she helped 
Qu..etzalcoatl m~{e men from the bones of past generations. 
COATLICUE 'Serpent Skirt' , Aztec earth goddess associated 1vi th 
spring, mother of Hu.i tzilopochtli and of the stars and moon. 
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She represents the destrv.ctive aspect of earth uhich S"t-ralloi·rs 
u.p all living things l·Then they die, and all heavenly bodies l'Then 
they set. Bu.t as a reslJ.l t of penance and, sacrifice she can give 
birth to the Stm. 
IL.A.W!ATEClJHTLI 'Old Princess 1 , old goddess of primeval times, 
of the dr,y ear of corn and of the bare earth of lvinter. She was 
patron of the old 1-romen r1ho 1-rorked at the metate stone grinding 
corn·. Sometim·~s identified as a female form of Hu.ehuet.eotl, and 
thu.s an aspect of the Lady of DIJ.ality. 
XOCHIPILLI 'Flower Prince', god of pleasure, poetry, mu.sic, 
dancing and the ballo game (T.lachtli) 1 all of these activities 
being more of religious that secular importance. Originallya 
I~Iixtec god of corn, and known also by the calendrical name of 
1\Iactl.ilxochit.l- 'Five Flouer'. 
XOCHIQlJETZAL 'Precious Flot·ier', goddess of beauty 7 flowers and 
patroness of craftsmen and artists. She li'as said to have been 
the wife of Tlaloc but stolen fx·om him by Tezcatlipoca. She -vra.s 
1-rorshipped especially in Tla.xcala. Her quarter Has the 1·1est, and 
as the female counterpart of Xochipilli she was goddess of love 
and amusements. 
Cilif'rEOTL (fig.l9) Corn God, son of Tlazolteotl and sometimes the 
hu.sband of Xochiq~;~>etzal. He presided over the west, al.l'ld sometimes 
the north, and was the }}ersonification of the grovring maize crop 
and the ye.lloiv maize fields. 
XIPE TOTEC (fig.l5) 'O~;~.r Flcyed Lord', also cal Led You.all.aua.n 
'Night Drinker'. Often referred to as the Red· Tezca.tlipoca. He 
was the god of spring and seedtime, and probably originated among 
the Yopi people ;.rho lj.ad for long sacrificed by flSJTing. He 1-ras 
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also patron god of the goldsmiths. 
XILONEN (fig.18) 'YoiJng Maize Ear', deification of the young 
green maize plant, her likeness v1as sacrificed in the month Uei 
tocozt.li after which the green maize cou.ld be C\.'.t for the first 
time. According to Spence she was originally an Hv.ic.ijole deity. 
filAY AEU.GL 'She of the J\ifa.gl' ey Plant' , goddess of the mag1) ey and 
of fertility. She is depicted 1'1ith 400 breasts and is the mother 
of the nu.merou.s pu"lqu.e gods (also called the 400 ra.'bbi ts), ~he 
rab"oi t is a symbol of ca.pricioiJ.sness and is probably relatedtibo 
the effects of drinking octli. Some of the octli gods 1·rere:-
Tepoztecatl, Ometochtli, Tezcatzontecatl and ~q~itecatl • 
Collectively they were Centzon 'l'otochtin 'The Fourhllndred Ra"obi ts'. 
PATECATL 'He From the Land of Medicines', god of medicines and 
drugs, husband of ~1ayalwel and associated rri th I:x:tlil ton - 'Little 
Black Face', god of health and cures. 
DEA'llfl GODS 
IHCTLJI14TECUFI'l'LI 'Lord of the Region of Death', and his female 
counterpart MictecacihiJ_atl, dea1;h gods presiding over the nine 
regions of the land beneath the earth, patrons over the north, 
and aspects of the Divine Du.ali ty in the lo'lorer regions of 1ihe . 
universe. 
TEOYAOMIQUE 'God of Dead Warriors', specialiseideath.god of 
enemy vrarriors, also lmo1m as H1.1.a.h1J.antli - 'The Striped One', from 
the .Jstriped body-paint often used for sacrificmal victims repres-
enting the astral gods. 
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G.ODS OF DIFIDERENT TRADES. 
YACATECU.f-ITLI 'Lord \<Tho G1.1ides Us', patron god of the travelling 
merchants, the Pochteca. 
COYOTL INAUAL patron god of the feather-workers of Amantlan. 
liTAJlPATSCUHTLI patron god of mat-makers a..'ld "!•rorkers in reeds. 
CHICONAUI ITZCUHITLI godc!.ess of the lapidaries; they also 
worshipped Nau.a Pil.Li, and Macu.icall.i, especially revered ilj:. 
Xochimilco, the place best kno"'-m for its lapidary rrork. 
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MONTHLY FESTIVALS OF THE SOLAR YEAR 
In Mexicq!the solar year of 365 days was divided into eighteen, 
I 
months each of 20 days, and five days left. over which ·were 
considered vey JJnlu.clcy. Each of the months ( cempohua.lli), had 
a name 'tihii:ch u.su.ally referred to the relevant farming activities. 
or seasonal c~aracter of the period. There w·ere specific 
ceremonies d.u_e each month, each dedicated to certain gods, A 
summary of these ri tJJ.al activities is given belO't-i· The dates 
Ll.sed are those given by Bernadino de Sa.IJ.agun l·tri ting shortly 
after the Spanish conquest in the early sixteenth century. 
1. Feb.2nd. - 21st. Atl cau.aloa (stopping the V:iaters), or 
Gl,u.iav..i tl eu,a (the tree rises). The ceremonies lfere dedicated 
to Tlaloc theyf.c:dn god, his assistants the Tlaloque and his sister 
Chalchihu.i tlicve. Children i·rere sacrificed on several 1movntain 
summits and at the lake's edge. (p.79). Captives destined for 
gladiatorial sacrifice performed mock battles at the temple of 
Xipe Totec, and their captives para.ded in festive dress. 
2. Feb.22nd. - li!ar.l3t'.ID. Tlaca.xipeu.aliztli (the flayin,g of 
men). This 1-ras seed time a.YJ.d dedicate.d to Xipe Ta:tec God of 
S.pring, and also to Hu.i t.zilopochtli. After gladiatorial sacrifice, 
the priests danced dressed in the skins of captives and many 
dances took place,(pp.86-90). 
3. I>!lar.l4th. - Apr.2nd. Tozoztontli (small fast or vigil). 
Rain was ne·~ded for the young seed. The month l•las dedicated 
to Tlal oc, bu.t flo-r1ers were offered as first frl)i ts to CoatliciJe 
the Earth Goddess associated ui th spring. 'rhe skjiYJ.s from the 
previoiJ.s ceremony ~rere throi•Tn awa:y and the yoiJng captors bathed. 
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4. Apr.jrd. - Apr.23rd. Uei tozoztli {long fast or.vigil). 
At this time the maize 1;as sprouting and rites 1-rere dedicated 
to the maize god Cinteotl, and the ancient corn goddess Chicome-
coatl. YoiJ.ths dreH their blood as offering, and altars in homes 
and temples rrere decorated with maize stalks and all kinds of 
food. Girls carried setd-corn to the temple to be blessed. ~~ 
image of Chicomecoatl 1rras made and ql)ail sacrificed before it. 
Dancing and singing completed the festival, (pp.99-100). 
5. Apr.24th. - l!J!ccy 12th. Toxcatl (dry,or slippery). This 
uas the ·feast of Tezcatlipoca. A youth i..rho had lived as his ·'··-
impersonator for a year 1·ras sacrificed, and ano·l;her yo~Jth chosen 
to take his place for the next year, (pp.l22~123). An impersonator 
of Hu.i tzilopochtli l·Tas also sacrificed in the same 11ccy .• An image 
of H1Ji tzilopochtli 1-ras set 1..1.p, and people sacrificed q1..1ail before 
it. Children born that year were scarified and the feast ended 
with the serpent dance performed by men ~1d women. 
6. Jl;~ccy 13th. - June 1st. EtzalqiJ.aliztli (the eating of bean 
porridge). Rites were to the Tla.locs for rain, the rainy season 
was abou.t to start at abovt this time. Everyone made and ate a 
bean gr1.1.el knotm as 'etzalli'. Priests gathered spec::ial reeds f<:>r 
ri tu.al s, and performed the 'mimmicking of birds' in the lake. 
Impersona.tors of Tlaloc rJ:ere sacrificed, and their hearts thrown 
into the centre of the lake together with a yoong boy and girl 
drewned as offerings to 'rlaloc. 
7• June 2nd. - 21st. Tecuilhuitontli (small feast of the lords). 
Rain rras still desired for the grovring crop, and a sacrifice 1-ras 
made in honour of Hu..ixtocihoatl, the salt goddess. Her imperson-
ator l·ras sacrificed at the temple of Tlaloc 11i th other captives. 
liomen danced and sang, carrying flowers, and general feasting 
took place until the end of the month. 
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8. June 22nd. - July 11th. Uei tecu.ilhu.i tl (great feast of 
the lords). While the maize was growing was a time of great 
food shortage, for seven da;ys food and vTine 11as given o•Jt to 
the people by the chiefs. The young green corn uas vrorshipped 
in the form of the Goddess Xi.lonen. Amid dancing and singing, 
her impersonat~r was decapitated on the back of a priest before 
the temple of Cinteotl (pp.l00-102). After the rite people 
could eat the nel·7 green maize. 
9· Ju.lly 12th. - 31st. r:na.xochimaco (the offering,or birth of 
florrers). The first flowering of the summer. People gathered 
flowers to decorate the temple of Htl.i tzilopochtli. Warriors and 
you.ths celebrated and danced in the temple courtyard. Everyone 
feasted on turkey and danced. The merchants held a sacrifice for 
their patron god Yacatec•.:!ht-li, offering slaves dressed in his 
insignia .• 
10. Aug.lst. - 20th. Xocotluetzi (falling of the fruit). 
The sun's heat 1.ras needed to ripen the crop and theri tes l>l'ere 
dedicated to Xiuhtecuhi;.li the :&,ire God. Captives viere burnt in 
a huge ceremonial bonfire before being sacrificed e~d their hearts 
dedicated to the Ji'ire God. Everyone danced andsang in the COilrt-
yard, and the youths competed to climb the pole of a Xocotl tree 
and gain the image of the Fire God on the top. A jubilan~ 
procession was held for the winner. 
11. Aug.2lst. - Sep.9th. Ochpa.."liztli (feast of brooms). 'l1he 
corn 1-ras ripened and ready for harvest. Sacrifices were made of 
t·romen impersonating Toci, goddess of the ripe corn 7 and 
11lazol teotl' the =~arth r-1other' both of w.rhom are u.su.ally depicted 
carrying grass brooms. rrhe victims were kept from crying to 
prevent rain at harvest time. After moe~ ba1;tles 1-ri th the 
medicine women they i-Jere sacrificed by decapitation, and priests 
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donned their skins to lead the dancing. There 1·1ere military 
displays and mock battles, awards were distriblJ_ted to 11arriors. 
Priests scattered grains of corn over the people who scr~1bled 
and fov~ht for them, (pp.102-l05). 
12. Sep.lOth. 29th. Teotleco (arrival of the gods). 
Dedicated to the return of all the gods especially Tezcatlipoca, 
the youngest and first to arrive. Branches were strevm in all 
the idol's dHell.ings and maize offerings made. Priests l·ratched 
for the footprint of Tezcat.lipoca in a plate of flOlJr in the 
temple. There were many sacrifices to the Fire God, the oldest 
and last to retu.rn, foll Oloied by dancing and drunkenness by the 
old people. 
13. Sep.30th •. - Oct.l9th. Tepelhll.itl (feast of mountains). 
Dedicated to Tlaloc. Dough images 1.qere made of the mounta.ins 
l'rhere the rain clou,ds gathered, and offerings made before theJ;~. 
Three female impersonators of mou.r1tains, and onf.nale impersonator 
of a Sl'lake were sacrificed at the temple of Tla.l oc. The dough 
figures were cu.t up and eaten in the form of a communion, (p.82 ). 
14~ Oct.20th. - Nov.8th. Q.u.echolli (a type of bird). Dedicated 
tothe h;mting and stellar god Mixcoatl. Everyone fasted and dili 
pena?J.ce by cu.tting their ears. Warriors and you"ths made spear-
thro't-rers and darts in the temple of I!IJ.itzilopochtli. A ritv"al 
hur1t was made on I'ilount Cacatepetl, a...Tld sacrificial victims r1ere 
I bound and carried ll.p the steps to the''temple by their hands and 
I 
feet like the deer, (pp.69-71). 
15. N'ov.9th. - Nov.28th. Panov.etzaliztli {raising of banners). 
1-J'inter solstice. A feast for the war god Hu.itzilopochtli. The 
priests did penance for eighty days passing many stral·is through 
their tongues. Slaves painted in the colou-rs of Hu.i tzilopochtli 
performed mock battles vri 1;h groups of 1·rarriors. The ball court 
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1.-ras covered in the blood of victims, and m~ slaves and vrar 
captives w·ere sac;ificed, (pp.61-64). Priests and 1.-rarriors held 
mock battles. il'len and. women danced the Serpent Dance and sang 
the songs of Hui tzi.lopochtli throughovt the month. A dou.gh image 
of the \·far God tias made and eaten by everyone ta...kingpart in the 
form of a com~nunion .• 
16. Nov.29th. - Dec.18th. Atemoztli (falling of the waters). 
At this time was expected the first thunderstorms that heralded 
the heavy 1-dnter rains. The feast -vras dedicated to Tlal.oc. People 
made dough images of the mountains·. These '·rere decorated by the 
priests, and offerings of food and wine made before them d!.l_ring 
a night vigil. The images l.'rere 'sacrificed', their 'hearts' cnt 
OL1.t l·ri th a. l.veaving stick· ( tzot~opaztli), and their. paper 
d_ecorations bu.nnt, (p.Sl). The festival •·ras concl.u.ded rrith general 
feasting. 
17. Dec.19th. - Jan. 7th. 'l'i ti tl (medicine "tiomen, sometimes 
called 'the stretching of the .limbs', due to the vigorou.s dancing 
performed by the women). The sacrifical victim 1·ra.s dres~';ed in 
white to represent the Old Earth Goddess Ilamatec•J.ht.li. She 
danced and v1ept as she ascended the temple to be sacrificed. 
Afterwards, a priest, also dressed as Ilamatecu.htli, danced vTi th 
the victims head leading the people in procession, (pp.l06-107). 
'I'he priests held a race u.p the temple steps to receive flovrers. 
r:Ien and boys beat 1'v·omen filled with gTass or paper to make them 
cry. 
18. Jan.Sth. - Feb.lst. Izcalli (grot·riih, or resc•1.scitation). 
Dedicated to the Fire Gmi, a i·rooden image of him 1.-ras set •.1p 
before the cerem6nial fire. Children collected small animals and 
sn2.kes to be thro1·;m. IJ.p·.·n the fire before the image, and people 
brot:Jght torti lla.s to be b13.rnt as offerings. Every fov.1, years, 
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slaves dressed as XiuhteciJ.ht.li 1-iere sacrificed, a.nd children 
l-rere presented to the fi:r:·e as a blessing. At this time also 
children's ears i~ere cut and they were given male and female 
1 giJ"ardia.ns 1 or 1 godparents 1 from among i;heir neighbo•Jrs. 
W!otecu.hzoma dan.ced the Lordly Dance with his nobles and leading: 
warriors. 
Nernontemi - this vras the period of the five 1 hol i ovr 1 deys i.Yhich 
'1-rere considred very unlllclcy,. People did as little as possible 
and si;ayed indoors. No ri t•J,als of any kind took :Pace. 
-204- APPEDTDIX lV 
THE C ALEI\fDAR 
The calendar is part of the common heritage of almost 
all llleso-american peoples. The Solar Calendar (Xiuhpohu.alli), 
consisted of a year of 365 days, divided into 18 months each 
containing. 20 days. The five deys left over, the hollo1-r days, 
(nemontemi) 1-rere believed i;o be very unlucky, and no festivals 
took place on those days. About the sixth century the Maya 
calculated the length of the solar year to be 365.2420 days, 
(the modern calculation is 365.2422), and they invented a 
formu.la for correcting the accunmla ti ve error ii'hich tends to 
pu.t the calendar slightly o•J.t of line vri th the natural seasons. 
The 'hollo't·T days' of the Aztec calendar may have been a similar 
means of correcting this error, perhaps by having a sixth hollow 
day every four years. Certain gods of the pa..TJ.theon. presided over 
each.of the named months, and large festivals and sacrifices 
i·rere held in their honovr, depending on the seasonal and 
agric1.1.ltu.ral activities at that time. 
Quite separate from this -vras the Divinatory Calendar or 
Sacred Almane.c (Tona.lpohuallli), 1-rhich i'ras recorded in the Book 
of Fate (Tona.lamatl). 'I1his almanac was calculated on a ro1.md of 
260 days, divided into periods of 13 days, numbered 1-13 in a 
continu.ou.s series. Also rvnning in a continuovs series along-
side the nv.mbers uas a series of t1-1enty names re:presented by a 
glyphs, each day therefore was identified by a name and nl)rnber, 
and all the possible combinations of the t·Ho (13 mu.l tiplied by20) 
was 260 days. This seqt1ence of 260 days contim1ed indefini 1;ely 
qu.i te independent of the Solar calendar, and ap:parently there 
is no obviou.s astronomical reason for basing i:he calendar on the 
number 260. 
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The Twenty Day_!!.gns of the Divinatory Cmlendar 
TONALPOHUALLI:. SEQUENCE OF NAI~IES AND NtflliJ3ERS. OF DAYS Plm HEEKE 
· CIPACTLI 
crocodile 
EII:E;CATL 
rTind 
CALLI 
ho().se 
1 8 2 9 3 10 4 11 5 12 6 13 7 
2 9 
3 10 
3 10 4 11 5 12 6 13 7 1 a 
QUETZP ALL:rn. 
lizard 
COATL 
4 11 
5 12 
6 13 
4 11 5 12 6; 13 7 l 8 2 9 
5 12 6 13 7 !. 8 2 9 3 10 
6 13 7 1 8 2 9 3 10 4 11 
snake 
:C1IQUIZTLI 
death's head 
I•iAZATL 
7 !. 8 2 9 3 10 4 11 5: 12 
7 1 8 2 9 3 10 4 11 5 12 ~ 13 
deer 
T-OCHTLI 
rabbit 
8 2 9 3 10 4 11 5 12 Ci); 13 7 1 
ATL 9 3 10 4 11 5 12 6 13 7 
water 
ITZCUIH'I1LI 10 4 11 5 12 6 13 7 1 8 
dog: 
OZOMATLI 11 5 12 6 13 7 l 8 2 9 
monkey 
MALDTALLI 12 6 13 7 1 8 2 9 3 10 
grass 
ACATL 13 7 !. 8 2 9 3 10 4 11 
reed~ 
OCELOTL 1 8 2 9 3 10 4 .11 5 12 
ocelot 
QUAUHTLI 2 9 3 10 4 11 5 12 6 13 
eagle 
COZCAQUAUHTLI 3 10 4 11 5 12 6~ 13 7 1 
vu"l ture 
OLLil\T 4 11 5 12 6 13 7 1 8 2 
motion 
1 8 
2 9 
3 10 
4 11 
5 .12 
6 13 
7 1 
8 2 
9 3 
2 
3 
4 
5: 
.,. 
'I 
9· 
10 
TECPATL 
flint kn·ife 
QUIAHUITL 
rain 
XOCHITL 
flo't-Ter 
5 12 
6 13 
7 1 
6 13 
7 1 
8 2 
7 
8 
9 
1 ·8 
2 9 
3 10 
2 9 
3 .10 
4 ll 
3 10 
4 11 
5 12 
4 ll 
5 12 
6.. 13 
Starting with 'CIPACTLI 1' and courllting from top to bottom through the 
series of names and numbers, there are 20 1 t·reeks' each of 13 d;zys. The 
entire series therefore takes 260 days, and each dC!.J· is separately 
identified by its name and nt1mber. 
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The information for divinationn was collected in .. pictorial 
diagrams in the r.ronalama tl. The qu.a.l.i ties associated with the 
glyph ~dthe number l<Vere considered, and also the spatial 
orientation; each of the four cardinal poirits or four directions 
ru.led over one da.;y in tJJrn, so that in the 20 named days there 
were 4 sets of 5 days ru.led by the sa.rne direction, 1·rhich thus 
determined their good or bad influence. Each 13-day'l·reek' came 
under the infll)_ence of a different cardinal point in turn, as 
l'Tell as i;hat of a ruling deity; months and ;years "'·rere also 
grou.ped 1mder the fo11r directions in this v.ray. Each of the daJTS 
of the Ton?lpohlJ.alli i·ra.s divided into 13 hovrs, every hol).r •ms 
!)resided over by a different deity, and the sa•ne for the nine 
hours of the night. 
It 1·ras the interpretation of all this data that revealed 
the destiny of each person, ancl the auspicious times for festivals 
and important events. Little Honder that it ·t-ras the task of a 
specialist vii th many years training. 
Venu.s 1-ras also observed and calcu . .lated to have a 
1•evolution taking_ 584 days to complete, ( ie. there 1·rere 5 Venu.s 
revolv .. tions to 8 Solar years). The most important long count 
unit from the ri tt;,al point of vie1·7 vras the Bundle of Years 7 
'Xiuhmolpill.i' 7 a 52-year period represented pictorially by a 
bundle of reeds tied together. Within this period, the SoLar year 
and Almanac cycle w·ere able to go through their complete series 
of combinations and retu.rn to their origine.l positions relative 
to each other. (ie. after 52 Solar years, and 73 Almanac cycles). 
It was at the end of a 52-year per·iod that the years 1-1ere 1 bot~nd 1 
by maJi:ing new fire and observing the heavens to see if it 1·1as 
a:t the end of this bundle that the imminent destruction of the 
earth 1-TOIJ.ld occur. ~ach one of the 52 years 1·1as named according 
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to the day of the Tona.Lpoh1J.al i.i on rrhich it -began, thu.s the 
combination of day, month and year signs cot~ld identify a.VJ.y one 
day of the 52 years. After that, the whole series began again; 
they rarely needed to pin-point a day over a longer period than 
52 years as this ioTas more i;han the average life-span in any case, 
bu.t it does create certain problems for archaeologists and 
historians in fixing the exact dates of events in the correct 
52-year period. Al tho·lJgh the Bundle of Years 1oras the period 
most often ~sed in the long count, there was a longer named 
period, this 1-ras the 104-year 1 cent11.~J 1 called 'one old. age' 
'ce t.J.eu.etiliztli 1 • The importance of this period w.:::1.s that ever-;1 
104 years the Almanac cycle 1 the Solar year and the Vent~.s count 
all coincided. 
ie ixqujch 
